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What You Don't Know 
Is Going To Kill You! 

4/12/93#1 CERES 'ATONN things will "work outn-THEY WILL! But it attend agreements, oil rights arrangements 
is not going to be in the line of freedom, and put them in the area close for secret 

OP. ED.: WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW IS economic recovery or citizen "rights". meetings with Rabin of Israel who is with 
GOING TO KILL YOU!! How many of you are aware, this day, Mubarek in Egypt. Funny "other thing"- 

HOWMANP OF YOUREALIZE THATA that the following things are taking place? Gorbachev is running around in the U.S. 
GATHERING OF SOME OF THE MOST There isdocumentation that proves there and Canada this week, also-but will be 
IMPORTANT SPEAKERS OF YOUR DAY were TWICE as many POWs in Asian available for meetings in the Middle East 
ARE HOLDING A "SUttVNfi" SEMIhlAR control in the late 1970s as even reported WITH THE ABOVE. Yeltsin is also awaiting 
IN U S  VEGAS THIS COMING WEEK- by pretty good counters. The "stuff is summons to these meetings. 
END? INDEED, G R I T Z ,  SNEAD, being buried and is now under "national How many of you know that Scowcroft 
MCALVANP, WILLLAMS, ETC., WlZL OF- security" restraint from bringing forth. was given one of the most influential and 
FER POUTRUTU. W U T  DO I THINK OF But, it has slipped through, however, with well-paying jobs in one of the MAJOR oil 
THEM? THEY ARE T R  U7'H-BRINGERS! normalization of relations with Vietnam- companies? How about poor old Baker 
WWAT DO THEY T H I .  OF ME? WHO THEY ARE DEAD. after losing his job? Oh, he went back to 
CARES! TRUTH IS TRUTH IS TRUTH- North Koreaisnotonlybuildingupnuclear his multimillion dollarjob with his lawfirm 
AND YOU WILL DECIDE FROM THE weapons but fully intends to use them. dealing with all the cover-up banks and 
"TRU7'H" OR THE "LIES" WHICH WAY Vietnam is again under open siege from shadow government (British Zionist inter- 
YOU WILL CHOOSE TO TRAVEL ON THIS the Communists under the bloodiest as- ests). How many of you also know that 
FINAL STRETCH OF THE PLANET'S saults since the open warfare of the SCOWCROFT WASUKNIGHTED" BY THE 
TRAVELS. MAY YOU BE WISE ENOUGH "Vietman W a f  by the Khymer Rouge. QUEEN OF ENGLAND? Not bad for a 
T O  ASK GOD TO ASSIST YOU IN YOUR TODAY: THE EMIR OF KUWAIT DIS- simple unassuming Mormon boy? 
JOURNEY. [See p. 5 1 for Preparedness PATCHES A JETTO BRING BUSH, BAKER, How many of you realize the plan of the 
Expo '93 general information.] BRADY AND SPOUSES, TO HIS COUNTRY One Worlders is to totally blow-away the 

You may well believe that somehow AS HIS PERSONAL GUESTS! This is to Please see WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW, P.50 
b I f l  \ 
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I I Buckle Your Seatbelts. . 
The Shuttle's Up Again 

4/8/93 SOLTEC The delayed blast-off of the shuttle does 
not mean that this will not still be attempted, 

Greetings, Toniose Soltec present, in the however, because a couple of days is not all 
Radiant Light of Holy God. I come in service that significant. If I urr?m sittiw in CalVor- 
with the Host of God, unto planet Earth- nia, WashirwtbnorOnzgon now, ZwouZd 
Shan. It is our honor to serve in this mission be Mw down whatever might be loose 
and be of assistance to one another during andpmparinqfor~possibiLi@. No, Iam 
this time of transition. not attempting to instill panic or fear, but a 

It was a pure pleasure and deep honor to sense of responsibility for selves. If the place 
have been able to visit with all ofyou this past survives, then be thankful, not critical be- 
week. We wish that this could occur more cause some confounded extraterrestrial told 
often, and some day it shall be that we will you there's a possibility that you could find 
have that opportunity. However, for now, we yourselves swimming in the ocean. 
must continue on in the manner in which we We would rather have you mad at us than 
have been functioning these past months. It dead, so it is okay to get disgusted with us  
was truly an.experience of pure love for Kali because you are having to live in a state of 
and Kari and their friends to have had the preparedness. We are very much like the 
opportunity to visit with their family in father that tells his child that he cannot play 
Tehachapi and all were completely over- with matches because he does not want the 
whelmed by the warmth with which they child to get burned. The child can be angry 
were received and the love which was demon- with his father, but the father accepts that 
strated by you. It was also a good thing for because at  least the child has not been 
these ones to have the opportunity to re- harmed. Ourjob is to get as many aswill hear 
connect with other members of the team and and act through this time on your planet. 
to re-solidlfjr their relationship with those The state that your place is in right now 
others. makes it ripe for taking you out. A s  we have 

Though Kali was not in the least bit thrilled discussed recently, the excessive rainfall that 
by having to be on the stage as part of the you have received this past winter hascaused 
meeting, she was, nevertheless, honored by the ground to become very unstable to the 
the warm reception given. Ceres was correct point that the upper crust is simply floating 
in saying that all three of the speakers of on a mudbed. The heavier materials have 
Sunday last are mortified to speak before a settled, and has left only the fine soil and rock 
crowd, for all are very private people that mixed with the water at levels just below the 
would much rather sit quietly in the back of surface, so there is hardly any stability. In the 
a room and blend in with the furniture. So, more populated areas, the factor of surface 
their acceptance of the task of speaking for us  weight must also be considered, to speak 
is in itself an act of denying the ego on their nothing of the resonance produced by all the 
part. It is extremely difficult to do that which noise. 
each of them do and we are greatly honored All the little jolts that you have experi- 
by the willingness they have demonstrated. enced, both natural and man-made, have 

Now, on to other topics. only aided the Elite in their efforts to detonate 
The space shuttle is once again in orbit; it those fault lines. There are so many cracks 

launched last evening, Wednesday, April 7. and fissures now that it is impossible to 
You are being told that they are up there to calculate which one is the most critical. 
study the hole in the ozone layer and the sun. Below the surface it is so incredibly fractured 
What this really means is that you are once that it resembles a spider-web in appearance. 
again sitting ducks for their shenanigans. A s  those plates continue to move and press 
The shuttle mission was delayed from Mon- against one another, more cracks and fis- 
day evening, as it shut down just eleven sures are created and more and more pres- 
seconds prior to scheduled lift-off. However, sure is building. So, should you be concerned 
just at  the moment that it should have lifted- with the situation at  hand? If you are not 
off, Tehachapi experienced a blast, which concerned, then I would have to assume that 
was intended to weaken, or loosen, the fault you are still asleep at the wheel. 
and then the shuttle was to finish thejob from In the Northwest the threat of volcanic 
orbit as it passed over that place. eruption looms over the heads of all the 

inhabitants because of that little Juan De 
Fuca Plate threatening to push the magma 
and gases straight up those old volcanic 
domes. There would be enough energy re- 
leased in those volcanoes to absolutely blow 
that place off the map. Yet, there are those 
who are not sure they want to leave from 
there, just as there are those who will not get 
themselves out of California, or at the very 
least, have some emergency preparations 
made. They all consider us  to be as the little 
boy that cried wolf. But do not forget the 
outcome of the story. One day the big bad 
wolf really did show up and the sheep were 
killed by it! ONE DAY THAT BIG BAD 
EARTHQUAKE IS GOING TO SHOW UP 
AND MANY SHEEP ARE GOING TO PER- 
ISH BECAUSETHEY CLOSED THEIR EARS 
AND EYES TOTHETRUTH BECAUSETHEY 
SIMPLY DID NOT WISH TO BE ATTENTIVE 
TO THE THREAT OF THE WOLF ANY 
LONGER. Where do you stand? 

The fact that there are so many distur- 
bances taking place in so many places at the 
same time should give indication to you that 
something out of the ordinary is going on with 
your planet. Your weather patterns alone 
should be tellingyou that something is occur- 
ring. The volcanic activity and seismic activ- 
ity should also be pokingatyou. The droughts, 
the famines, thewars, the economic situation 
you are in, the lies, the false prophets-all 
these things cannot be forever ignored and 
sloughed off as so much coincidence, for all 
these things are occurring simultaneously. 
Do these things not speak to you in some 
way? 

No one here is looking to create a panic 
and no one here is having a good time talking 
about such devastation. It is not a fun 
subject and we would much rather speak to 
you about all the wonderful things that await 
on the other side of all this for it is a much 
more pleasant subject. But there is a job to 
do, and very little time to get it done, so we 
have to continually go over and over the 
unpleasant things and keep you ones from 
drifting back off to la-la-land. It is because of 
love for you ones that we continue to ha- 
rangue, for it is not just our JOB to get you 
through, it is our DESIRE as well. Yourjob is 
to take responsibility for selves and prepare 
for selves. We cannot do it for you for it is your 
lessons. Ours is to bring THE TRUTHand get 
you informed, but the preparations and the 
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doing must be your own. tions. These gases are highly volatile and 
Let us  also look at the area of the Long produce extreme pressure and, sooner or 

Valley Caldera once again-that place which later, it has to be released. 
sits close to the border of California and Many times there is little or no magma 
Nevada, that old volcano that has shown associated withvolcanic eruptions-only gas 
signs of life. This place is critical for several and ash, as with the volcanoes in your Pacific 
reasons and only one of which is that it is Northwest and in South America. This does 
volcanic in nature. Not only do you have the not mean that there is no magma present, it 
natural sources of radiation to contend with simply meansthat thegases have been pushed 
from this threat, but there are also many upward by the magma and they escape 
underground man-made facilities near to through an explosion, which relieves the 
this in which all sorts of toxic and hazardous pressures temporarily. 
products have been stored. There is every- You would find, if you were able to view 
thing from nuclear waste to germ warfare your planet beneath the surface, that all 
viruses stored in these places. through the entire Ring of Fire there are 

Let u s  also not forget what all the under- several of these gas belts. One belt in particu- 
ground nuclear blasting has done to this lar runs roughly in a north-south direction 
area. All of Nevada and over into the desert from South America, through California and 
of California has been pulverized and poi- up into Oregon and Washington. So, you can 
soned by all the blasting and radioactive see, by simple logic, that the pressures asso- 
waste from these activities by your govern- ciated with these gases can be released in any 
ment. So, even if the volcano itself doesn't get one of the many volcanic vents that are 
you, all those nice little hidden surprises present along this belt. So when the volcano 
below the surface will be blast up into the in Colombiaerupted, it relieved the pressure 
atmosphere to spread over the entire globe. If and could have acted to delay or avoid an 
you think you have problems with strange eruption all the way up in Washington. 
viruses and diseases now, you have seen In this same area, there is also a trans- 
nothing like that which will occur should that verse belt which runs adjacent to the north- 
old volcano erupt and cause those dastardly south belt in an east-west direction, cutting 
things to come spewing out of the ground. across the south central portion of what is 

A s  all those new strains of genetically Arizona, terminating at the north-south belt. 
engineered bacteriaand viruses rnixwith the On the eastern edge of this transverse belt is 
existingviruses and bacteria, mutations upon another gas belt which runs the length of the 
mutations will take place and the chain Rocky Mountain region, from North America 
reaction will be impossible to stop once it south into Mexico, and runs through such 
begins. All the more reason to continue with places as Utah, Arizona and Nevada. These 
the Gaiandriana, I would say. [See next-to- same belts are, at different points, connected 
lastp~ges for infoM'onon Gaiandn'm and to other belts that extend all across the Pacific 
the wmpkrnenfa y substame Aquagaia.] Ocean in that Ring of Fire. 

Recall from previous writings the subject So it is not so simple a thing to predict 
of gas belts. These are the natural pathways where a volcano might erupt, due to the fact 
which the volcanic gases have followed for that these gases are ever changing direction 
literally millions of years. These gases are and because the plates are continually mov- 
building and flowing at  all times below the ing. And as more fissures and cracks appear, 
surface through these passages, and will more routes become available for the gases to 
always take the path of least resistance to take. 
relieve pressure. The gases are continually So, as you can see, your world is ever in a 
building below the surface due to the con- state of change and renewal. The new stage 
stant motion of the plates. Plates moving in at which you ones find yourselves this day is 
opposite directions come into contact with but a new act in a very old play. The planet 
one another and one of the plates has to give, intends to suxvive, regardless of what its 
so it slides beneath the other plate and is inhabitantsintend. What makesit so devas- 
pushed down into the depths of the earth tating at this time in your history is that your 
where the heat and pressures are high enough world is so heavily populated, and any of 
to change it into a molten state. This is how these changes that occur are going to cause 
your core is rejuvenated. a great deal of death and destruction to the 

So the Earth is ever in a state of change inhabitants. 
and renewal. The melting of the rock and soil Scientific instruments can only measure 
produces gases that rise and find their way so many physical factors. They cannot take 
through the fissures and fractures. Because into consideration the state of consciousness 
they are constantly being renewed from the and intent of heart of the planet's inhabit- 
continual magma activity, the pressure of the ants. The only way to measure and judge that 
gases cause them to flow continually through which will take place is to measure all the 
the fractures. They will, however, continue to factors--physical, mental and spiritual. Only 
rise and find their way to the surface at the when your scientists begin to recognize and 
point of least resistance-that being a vent or acknowledge that more than just the plate 
opening to the surface. This is what causes movements and gas pressures play an in- 
the @em,endou% ?efplpPs?ong of volcanic erup- ,segarableipart in the physics of geology, will 

'A' . . r r  I <  A, .- ' . ,.- *.  . I -  . 

they begin to have an elementary under- 
standing and education in the true laws of the 
Universe and develop the technologies that 
will be effective in the measurement of all the 
factors. 

You are on an incredible journey, Chelas- 
one that is taking you into some of the most 
exciting times of the history of your planet. 
Learn from the experiences as you travel 
back to that from which you came. Look 
upon the changes occurring around you and 
know that you have come here at this time in 
this place to learn all the lessons that you 
have created about you. You are well able, 
precious ones, you have only forgotten that 
you are-for you have chosen this existence 
behind the veil in order to sexve as part of the 
mission in your present expression at this 
present time. 

Let us draw this to a close for now. We 
have given you much to absorb and to think 
upon. The job is tough at times, but you are 
handling it beautifully. Remember who you 
are and from where you have come, and to 
where you shall return in yourjourneys. May 
the Light and goodly blessings of Holy God be 
upon each and every one of you every mo- 
ment of the day. 

Toniose Soltec to clear. Salu. 

Revised JOURNAL 
Goes To Press 

4/5/93 #2 CERES 'ATONN 

INTRODUCTION 

It is all but impossible to separate one 
JOURNAL from the next as the material 
floods over u s  like tidal waves. I can only 
ask that you ones effort to get ALL of them, 
as you can do so. 

This is the first JOURNAL which is 
being updated, rewritten and qualification 
made on legal orders from the nine books 
banned by the Federal Court per an an- 
tagonist-whose label we agreed NOT to 
print. We are not interested in Philosophy 
at  this time-only in that which is destroy- 
ing you via very scientific and human 
physical bombardment. 

You are now under the ULTIMATE AS- 
SAULT AGAINST GOD AND MAN AND 
EXPERIENCING THE FINAL GREAT 
PLAGUE UPON MANKIND AS WILL BE 
PROJECTED UPON YOU THROUGH RE- 
CONSTRUCTION OF BIOLOGIC ENTITIES 
IN VIRUSES ANDTAMPERED INFECTIOUS 
MICRO-ORGANISMS. 

I believe the JOURNAL became too 
lengthy to incorporate the important infor- 
mation as to WHATTO DOT0 HELPYOUR- 
SELVES THROUGH THE GIFT OF 
GAIANDRIANA, ETC.-at least as to how 
the living life cellular form works to repair 
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and enhance the immune system in order to 
break down the very invaders of body cells. 
That information in sufficient amounts to 
give you access and limited understanding 
can be gotten from the paper, CONTACT, and 
that which was priorly labelled THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR. At this time there are no known 
"cures" or "antibiotic" substances which 
can reverse these deadly infections. I think 
you will see, however, that the only LOGICAL 
approach to any tampering is to enhance the 
basic DNA individual structured system so 
that it can handleits own defense by negating 
the "tampering" of the genetic-DNA blue- 
print. 

God offers HIS gifts in simple, natural 
form-it is your choice as to what is done with 
them when received. We push nothing, we 
coerce not-certainly there is no force in- 
volved in ANYTHING we do or share. [See 
next-to-last pages for information on 
Guiandriana and the complementary sub- 
stance A q u q i a ]  

We are not sent as "Hosts" with GOD to 
force change, interfere, use any form of vio- 
lence nor do we advocate or sanction such 
actions. You are responsible for your own 
actions and if a world be changed it will be 
done so-BY YOU. Our mission is to lay forth 
TRUTH of that which IS so that you can see 
and recognize WHERE YOU "ARE". What 
you do about it is your business. 

Do we have the power to smite you into 
oblivion? Yes indeed! Will we use such power 
which is so much greater than your own? 
No-except in defense of our team and crew 
and only then in non-lethal means. We are 
not even interested in killing or altering your 
species or butting into your dastardly &airs. 
We do, however, have a mission at this time 
of evolution and fulfilling of prophecies since 
onset of your expression on the planet- 

THAT shall be done. The evil tools of the 
adversary shall pull themselves down into 
destruction-BUT, they shall bring many 
unsuspecting and sleeping personswith them. 
We can only offer-you must do the choosing. 

I thank Dr. Cloutier for making possible 
the publication of this volume. May he be 
given to understand that his gift to you, his 
brothers, shall offer more 'life" than all the 
things of 'health assistance" on the globe. 
A s  we are able to complete our tasks, then, 
and only then, can the abundance flow and 
the wondrous adventure be finalized and 
offered in abundant visual form and expres- 
sion to MAN. We are indebted to you who 
serve constantly without asking r e w a r d  
other than maybe a ride on the silver wings. 
I think it will go far  beyond a "little trip", for 
that is the promise of GOD. 

DEDICATION 

This is the first volume ~ublished with 
appreciation to an individuh (or group of 
individuals) bearing the sponsorship costs of 
publication. In this instance, considering the 
subject material within this JOURNAL, we 
offer thanks to Dr. Pierre Cloutier for making 
the offering possible. This is especially no- 
table as this is the frst of the "banned" 
volumes to be redone in such a way as to be 
allowed printing. We are grateful and wish to 
express our appreciation. 

In addition, we wish to dedicate this 
volume with its information of such magni- 
tude to this loyal and constant Brother who 
has shared unstintingly foryears, now, in the 
counting. We have wept tears together in 
agreement, "locked-horns" in disagreements 
wherein GOD alwayswin-while we neither 
lose nor win-BUT GROW! I am blessed to 
call this man-FRIEND! IN FACT, THERE IS 

NO GREATER HONOR I CAN OFFER AN- 
OTHER-THAN TO BE ALLOWED TO CALL 
HIM FRIEND. 

I would tell you readers a "funny" bit of 
insight. After a few sharp course corrections, 
somehow this friend thought he had "bought 
the farm" and missed deck-call aboard our 
little dingy. Perish the thought-none who 
walk with us  is allowed such "cop-out" of 
commitment! When the intent of heart is 
service-the lips may "move and blow air 
through the chords" but God doesn't let you 
off so easily! Our journeys have brought us  
along together-and so, too, shall we finish 
this one. Salu. 

This JOURNAL shall be titled: 

THE ULTIMATE INSULT 8s ASSAULT 
AGAINST GOD AND MAN 

and 
THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 

UPON W: 
AIDS AND RELATED MURDER TOOLS 

You are in the time of evolvement wherein 
technology is proven capable of genetic and 
DNA tampering b the point of replication of 
plants, animals AND MAN. firther, brain- 
washing has achieved such sophisticQtion as 
to totally wntrvl the mass population and 
individual persons to the very cupability of 
separating soul from human consciousness. 
This i s  unacceptable to Creator. Man is 
doomed if changes are not brought about 
quickly and surely. This book is a rep- 
resentation of a JOURNAL "banned" by 
Federal Court. We have added the ultimate 
insult in this offering and made chnges  in 
the originalpresentation to qualify the mate- 
rial. May your reading be guided and the 
Light of realization be your gj?. 

On Martin Luther King, 
Spy Tactics & Racism 

4/5/93 # 3  CERES 'ATONN speech, substitute 'New World Order" for becoming bitter. A s  you press on for jus- 
"segregation" and "patriot" for "Negro", tice, be sure to move with dignity and 

THE MOST DURABLE POWER and this is powerful and is still very inspir- discipline, using only the weapon of love. 
ing. Let no man pull you so low as to hate him. 

The following was sent to u s  by a reader Always avoid violence. If you succumb to 
and we wish to share with you. This is an QUOTING: the temptation of using violence in your 
excerpt from a sermon Dr. Martin Luther struggle, unborn generations will become 
King gave in Montgomery, Alabama on 6 THE MOST DURABLE POWER the recipient of a long and desolate night of 
November 1956, just seven days before the bitterness, and your chief legacy to the 
U.S. Supreme Court  ruled against  Always be sure that you struggle with future will be an endless reign of meaning- 
Alabama's bus segregation rules. Christian methods and Christian weap- less chaos. 

David, our friend, has asked that in the ons. Never succumb to the temptation of In your struggle for justice, let your 
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oppressor know that you are not attempt- FOR WHICH HE STOOD WHEN THE ARMS ARE THE SOULS OF MAN-THEUREALn 
ing to defeat or humiliate him, or even to OF THE ELITE WERE TURNED AGAINST YOU!] 
pay him back for injustices that he has HIM. BLESS THOSE PIONEERS WHO But the review of thousands of govern- 
heaped upon you. Let him know that you "SAW" AND TRIED SO HARD THAT OTH- ment documentsand interviewswithpeople 
are merely seeking justice for him as well ERS, TOO, MIGHT SEE. involved in the spying revealed that, by 
as yourself. Let him know that the fester- I wish to also share an article from the early 1968,ArmyintelligenceregardedKing 
ing sore of segregation debilitates the white San Jose Mercury News which accompa- as a major threat to national security. 
man as well as the Negro. With this atti- nied the above speech. I believe it is more In the late 1960s, some Army units 
tude you will be able to keep your struggle appropriate to insert the above terms in began supplying sniper rifles and other 
on high Christian standards. this than in the above. Thank you. weapons of war to civilian police depart- 

Many persons will realize the urgency of ments as the civil rights movement merged 
seeking to eradicate the evil of segregation. QUOTING: with anti-war protests. Army intelligence 
There will be many Negroes who will devote began planning for what some officers be- 
their lives to the cause of freedom. There ARMY ESPIONAGE TARGETED KING lieved would soon be armed rebellion. 
will be many white persons of good will and By March 1968, King was preparing to 
strong moral sensitivity who will dare to ARMY SPIES TARGETED KING, FAM- lead a march in Memphis in support of 
take a stand forjustice. Honesty impels me ILY. He was considered a security threat. striking sanitation workers and another a 
to admit that such a stand will require (Offered by Stephen G. Tompkins of the few weeks later that would swamp Wash- 
willingness to suffer and sacrifice. So don't Memphis Commercial Appeal). ington with people demanding less atten- 
despair if you are condemned and perse- tion be given Vietnam and more resources 
cuted for righteousness' sake. Whenever The intelligence branch of the U.S. Army be allocated to America's poor. 
you take a stand for truth and justice, you spied on the family of Dr. Martin Luther By then, the Army's intelligence system 
are liable to scorn. Often you will be called King J r .  for three generations-a mission was keenly focused on King and desper- 
an impractical idealist or dangerous radi- that became the Army's largest espionage ately searching for a way to stop him. 
cal. Sometimes it might mean going to jail. operation ever undertaken within the Army intelligence opened its file on King 
If such is the case, you must honorably United States. in 1947 with a photograph showing him 
grace the jail with your presence. It might The top-secret, often illegal spying was and other Morehouse College students leav- 
evenmeanphysicaldeath. Butifphysical born of a conviction by top Army intelli- ing a meeting of Dorothy Lilley's 
death is the price some must pay to free gence officers that black Americans were Intercollegiate Council. She was a sus- 
their children from a permanent life of ripe for subversion-first by agents of the pected communist, according to the file on 
psychological death, then nothing could be German Kaiser, then by communists, later King kept by the 1 1 1 th Military Intelligence 
more Christian. by the Japanese and eventually by those Group a t  Fort McPherson in Atlanta. 

I still believe standing up  for the Truth opposed to the Vietnam War. A s  King gained prominence as a civil 
of God is the greatest thing in the WORLD. A 16-month investigation uncovered no rights leader, intelligence officers came to 
This is the end of life. The end of life is not hard evidence that Army intelligence played believe he was a man who sparked violence 
to be "happy". The end of life is not to any role in King's assassination, although wherever he went, his non-violent philoso- 
achieve pleasure and avoid pain. The end Army agents were in Memphis, Tenn., the phy notwithstanding. 
of life is to do the will of God, come what day he was killed. For example, an agent of the 113th 
may. [C: If youbelieve that the Intelligence Intelligence Detachment overheard King at 

I still believe that love is the most du- Services of the New World Order were a January 1963 dinner at  the Edgewater 
rable power in the world. Over the centu- not behind this man's death-then you Beach Hotel in Chicago telling "two black 
ries men have sought to discover the high- surely haven't been reading our presen- men and a pretty white woman that Project 
est good. This has been the chief quest of tations. The blacks are the unfortunate C was ready to go", according to the sur- 
ethical philosophy. This was one of the big "TOOLSn of every other minority group veillance report the agent filed. 
questions of Greek philosophy. The Epicu- and the ones put to the gun to bear the Three months later, King entered Bir- 
reans and the Stics sought to answer it; brunt of the hostilities. It goes FAR, mingham, Ala. Television screens were 
Plato and Aristotle sought to answer it. FAR beyond "black vs. whiten--in fact, filled with pictures of marching black el- 
What is the summum bonum of life? I except for the dastardly conspirators, ementary-school children being herded into 
think I have discovered the highest good. It there would be harmony and peace be- police wagons while their parents were 
is love. This principle stands at  the center tween theraces. Besides, insome places, bombarded with high-powered water guns 
of the cosmos. A s  John says: "God is love." California being one of them-the as they left the 16th Street Baptist Church. 
He who loves is a participant in the being of "whitesn are literally becoming THE Riots erupted, and Ku Klux Klan members 
God. He who hates does not know God. minority group. Most of the major cities patrolled the night streets with shotguns. 

in the nation now have Black Mayors- 
END OF QUOTING but, do these token "kingsn act in true SPY PLANES RECORDED EVENTS 

behalf of their "brothersn? No, they are 
* * *  as corrupt and treasonous against their Portions of the month-long Birming- 

OWN as any other grouping of Elite ham disturbances were recorded by U-2 
And so it IS. No matter what you may Power Brokers, ingeneral-for, of course, spy planes taking off from the supersecret 

think about this m a n - o r  what might be there are the wondrous "exceptionsn. "Site 98" outside Nellis Air Force Base in 
his mortal frailties and errors-TRUTH IS How will the confrontation end? With Nevada. Over the next seven years, at  least 
TRUTH AND THIS TRUTH COULD ONLY blood and loss of lif-s is always the 26 other such domestic spy flights by U-2s 
FLOW FROM A "GREAT" MAN. IF HE intent of those who would control the and at  least two involving the more ad- 
FELL IN SOME OF HIS STRIVINGS AND world. GOD KNOWS NO "COLORn FOR vanced SR-71 were requested by Army 
PASSED SHORT OF PERFECTION-ARE EACH AND ALL ARE HIS OWN PERFEC- commanders and flown by the Air Force, 
YE THE ONE QUALIFIED TO CAST THE TION AND IN HIS OWN IMAGE--FOR HE according to classified documents reviewed 
FIRST STONE?? I HONOR THIS MAN FOR HAS NO COLOR FOR HE IS "ALLn COL- by the CommercialAppeal. [C: Anyone feel 
THAT IYHICH HE DARED DO AND THAT ORS--FOR HE IS LIGHT AND SO, TOO, like you are in the re-run cycle of-the 

' i  ' . I L I .. , .. 4 b *  - 9  . . . ,. , , 1 I ,  , > 
h ,  
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terrorist new-daily?] Army intelligence records show. King's guilty to King's murder and is serving a 99- 
When King turned against the war in father's participation in the National Negro year prison sentence. 

mid- 1965, it merely made him that much Congress tarred him with the communist On Oct. 3, Attorney General Ramsey 
more dangerous to some Army officers. brush as well. Clark sent a report to the White House. 

Maj. Gen William Yarborough, the The predicted summer of violence that 
Army's top spy, became convinced that MILITARY FORCES SAPPED was to have begun with King's April 22 
either the Chinese or the Soviets, through demonstrations in Washington never hap- 
Cuba, bank-rolled King and black radi- While Army commanders chewed on pened, the report said. 
cals. the King problem, another one came to the 

Yarborough's evidence came from Lt. fore: The sinkhole of Vietnam had sapped POSTSCRIPT 
Gen. Marcelino Garcia Barragan, the Mexi- the military's pool of available, experienced 
can Minister of National Defense. He said forces. Much of this article was pieced together 
Mexican Army intelligence had discovered There weren't enough troops left in the from a trail of memos, memoirs, diaries 
militant black Americans receiving combat United States to control a nationwide out- and meeting notes scattered around the 
training and secret funding from the Ha- break of protests, let alone the armed revolt country in military archives, the Library of 
vana-based Organization of Latin Ameri- many officers expected. Congress, presidential libraries and pri- 
can Solidarity,(OLAS) financed by commu- At the same time, King was busy build- vate collections. Some of the documents 
nist China's military intelligence agency. ing momentum for his poor people's march are still classified. Other pieces came from 

Stokely Carmichael, co-chairman of the on Washington, planned for the spring of interviews with nearly 200 participants 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Commit- 1968, and trying to maintain a bridge including several dozen Army agents still 
tee and a leader of the black power move- between moderate civil rights forces such living in this country and Mexico. 
ment, wasamonganumber ofblack Arneri- as the NAACPand hisown Southern Chris- 
cans  associated with OLAS. And tian Leadership Conference and the in- END OF QUOTING. 
Carmichael increasingly was seen in King's creasingly militant Student Nonviolent 
company. Coordinating Committee of Carrnichael and * * 

In speech after speech the year before H. Rap Brown. 
he was killed, King tied the growing disillu- While Army intelligence scrambled to I believe it should be pointed out here as 
sionment of inner-city and rural Southern develop hard information that could be to how "brief" is this presentation but it is 
blacks to the country's preoccupation with used to counter King's Washington plans, sufficient for you to see that the Intelli- 
Vietnam. mayors and police officials in cities such as gence community has its fingers into EV- 

Los Angeles, Detroit, Philadelphia, Miami, ERYTHING. MOREOVER, Ray now re- 
FOCUS ON DETROIT RIOTS Chicago and Newark, N.J., began stockpil- cants and pleads innocent to this murder. 

ing arms in advance of what everyone He is saying that through brainwashing 
But by summer, the headlines were expected to be another summer ofviolence. and threats, he made a confession. It IS 

describing Detroit, not Vietnam, when they In Washington, the Metro Police re- quite stupid in any event to "leave your 
said: "Tankcrews blast away at entrenched ceived $120,000 in 1967 and $150,000 in fingerprints all over" something as con- 
snipers with .SO-caliber machine guns." 1968 from Army Intelligence. Undercover demning as a rifle when gloves are easily 

In the Detroit riots, 43 people died, and police intelligence officers met regularly come by. I wonder if ANY of you, outside 
$45 million in property was destroyed. with Army Intelligence agents. They main- the Intelligence Services themselves, have 
Rioters burned and plundered 100 other tained an index-card file of 21,000 sus- any idea HOW LONG YOU HAVE BEEN 
U.S. cities that summer. pected black and anti-war radicals. CONTROLLED AND MANIPULATED LIKE 

After the Detroit riots, 496 Black men PUPPETS ON UNBREAKABLE STRINGS? 
arrested for firing at Army troops were KING LED MEMPHIS MARCH SO BE IT. 
interviewed by agents of the Army's Psy- 
chological Operations Group, dressed as At 11:06 a.m. on March 28, King led a THE HOAXER PROJECT REPORT 
civilians. march in support of Memphis' striking 

The arrested men were asked dozens of sanitation workers. The peaceful demon- In December, 1990 Laird Wilcox did an 
questions, but the responses 363 of them stration soon turned violent, leaving a 17- 'essay" on hoaxes and fabricated inci- 
gave to the question, "Who is your favorite year-old dead and 60 injured. dents called The Hoaxer Project Report. I 
Negro leader?" stunned Army Intelligence. "This clearly demonstrates that acts of have very little information about this re- 

King was the clear favorite-178 of the so-called non-violence advocated by King source but the information is brilliantly 
men named him. Men considered more cannot be controlled," said an FBI report presented. Youcan obtain this copyrighted 
radical, such as Carmichael and Malcolm on the Memphis violence. "The same thing report (1990,199 1) from Editorial Research 
X, came in a distant second and fourth. could happen in his planned massive civil Service, PO Box 2047, Olathe, KS 66061 

Army Intelligence leaders repeatedly disobedience for Washington in April." Phone/ Fax: 1-9 13-829-0609 (I hope). A s  
used this survey to signify the danger King On April 3, King returned to Memphis. information is shared with us from and by 
represented. Army agents from the 1 1 1 th Military Intel- readers we are at a loss as to being able to 

King was not the first black leader tar- ligence Group shadowed his movements. give full credit in all instances. 9u r  pur- 
geted for surveillance. Eight Green Beret soldiers froman 'Op- pose, further, is not to rewrite articles of 

In September 19 17, the War eration Detachment Alpha 184TeamW were length unless with permission, for security 
Department's Military Intelligence Division also in Memphis canying out an unknown purposes or when we feel it so important as 
had opened a file on King's maternal grand- mission. to be public necessity because of content, 
father, the Rev. A.D. Williams. A s  pastor of On April 4, at  6:O 1 p.m., a bullet from a to be shared. Of this material we will 
Ebenezer Baptist Church, Williams played .30-06 rifle equipped with a scope struck simply give you the opening few pages. 
a key role in Atlanta's black community. King down on the balcony of the Lorraine Please let me  state *ht here FOR 

King's father, M.L. King Sr., eventually Motel. THE RECORD. The only reason there is 
succeeded Williams as pastor of Ebenezer- The man whose fingerprints were found any sign of a coppright on any Phoenix 
and inherited his own Army watchers, on that gun-James Earl Ray-pleaded material IS TO OFFER IDENTIFICATIOI 
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NUMBERS FOR PUBLIC SEARCH AC- else does  not change the act.], violence or ADL CAN ONLY CONJURE ONE 
CESS. FROMTHE PAPERSWITH WHICH unfair treatment on account of race, reli- "ANTI-SEMITIC" INCIDENT 
WE ARE ASSOCIATED, TO THE JOUR- gionorcreed. Hoaxesfabricated tomanipu- PER 185,000 CITIZENS PER YEAR 
NALS AND EXPRESSDOCUMENTS--YOU late institutions, acquire victim status, or AND, SORRY, IT DOESNT QUALIFY! 
ARE ASKED TO COPY, SPINDLE, MUTI- intimidate critics and opponents serve only 
LATE, FORWARD, STOMP, USE IN THE to threaten civil liberties. The 1,350 or so anti-Semitic incidents 
BIRD CAGE--BUT MOST ESPECIALLY- The issue of racist and anti-Semitic recorded by the ADL last year amount to 
GET TO YOUR FELLOW-CITIZEN. THIS hoaxes is extremely controversial. The approximately one incident per 185,000 
IS OUR ONLY PURPOSE--TO SERVE AND organized special interest advocacy groups Americans. No disrespect is intended, and 
INFORM FOR AS LONG AND AS ACCU- that claim victimization, often with valid I'm sure these were distressing to those 
RATELY AS WE CAN DO SO. GOD WILL reason, view attention to hoaxes as a threat who experienced them, but these figures 
HELP MAN-IF MAN FIRST HELPS HIM- to their credibility. This is not entirely do not support the claim of a serious and 
SELF-IN TRUTH AND INTENT TOWARD unrealistic on their part. The hoax contro- significant trend toward anti-Semitic vio- 
"GOODn. versy draws attention to two important lence. Most of these incidents are on the 

issues: 1) The actual degree of victimiza- order of graffiti, verbal altercations or tele- 
QUOTING: tion, which may be less than claimed, and phone harassment by kids and many re- 

21 the u tilitv or usefulness of hoaxes to main unsolved. A single hoaxer with a can 
MOST INCIDENTS ISOLATED, 

INVOLVE JUVENILES 

[C: Please realize that this subject is 
dealing wi th  the ongoing incidents scat- 
tered about-you MUST realize that all 
large incidents are totally orchestrated; 
i.e., riots, large demonstrations, etc.] 

The great majority of bonafide racist 
and anti-Semitic [C: Remember-this is 
a n  incorrect term-meaning by current 
defmition to be anti-Jewish. There is no 
correct  definition o f  the term-the 
UJewsn, as you consider the tribe to be- 
are NOT SEMITES and recall, please, 
uJEWn as a term was  conjured b y  the 
Khazarian Zionists in the late 1 7 0 0 s  so 
mistranslation and disinformation is 
rampant for the full-blast purpose of  
confusion and chaos.] incidents are iso- 
lated and essentially "ad hoc" phenom- 
ena, usually involving juveniles entirely 
unaffiliated with any "hat group", and do 
not represent any plot, trend or conspiracy. 
Incidents involving significant physical in- 
jury or property damage are rare, given the 
large population involved. We often forget 
that we live in a country of a quarter billion 
(250 million) people of wide ethnic and 
cultural diversity, and a certain number of 
incidents of this type are bound to occur, 
as they do in other multi-ethnic societies. 
In fact, when the United States is com- 
pared with the rest of the world we tend to 
experience less of this behavior than many 
other countries. 

The majority of Americans see racial 
and ethnic hatred and violence as simply 
unfair, and reasonably so. It's in the 
interest of all Americans that we enjoy 
equal justice under law. [C: The unfortu- 
nate facts  are that  mostly you DO. There 
is no justice in the judicial system- 
only bias, prejudice and POWER.] The 
kind of unfairness engendered by orga- 
nized bigotry, whether directed a t  blacks, 
whites, Jews or any other group subverts 
that process and must be opposed. No one 
should be subjected to illegal activity [C: 
There are already plenty o f  laws against 
"illegal activityn-to call it something 

serve their agenda, even if discovered. Both 
of these issues must be addressed. The 
consequence of this type of presentation, 
however, is that to raise this issue brings a 
torrent of defamatory and degrading abuse 
down upon one's head, including the very 
charges of "racism" and "anti-Semitismm. 

[C: You ones MUST REALIZE that most 
of the seemingly simple riots, demonstra- 
tions and racist and anti-Semitic inci- 
dents-ARE NOT. THEY ARE WELL 
PLANNED AND ORCHESTRATED.] 

THE "RISING TIDE" OF RACISM, 
ANTI-SEMITISM 

Are you disturbed by the "rising tide" of 
allegedly racist and anti-Semitic incidents? 
Have you wondered how some of these 
incidents seem to occur at  the time when 
they're most effective for propaganda, in- 
stitutional blackmail, "consciousnessrais- 
ing", or to promote repressive legislation 
and censorship? In fact, a significant 
percentage of these incidents are hoaxes, 
and these hoaxes can promote real "copy- 
cat" incidents which would not otherwise 
have occurred. [C: Which, of course, is 
the real intent in the first place-ex- 
ample and uhow to do it".] 

We use the word "hoax" to generally 
refer to a misleading or deceptive event 
which has the effect of attributing "blame" 
or causality to persons other than those 
who are actually responsible. In some 
cases, this may not be the express inten- 
tion of the perpetrator. "Fabricationn gen- 
erally refers to a somewhat elaborate and 
involved falsehood. The individuals dis- 
cussed in this essay are not necessarily 
bad people, only people who may have 
exercised bad judgement or made a mis- 
take. [C: It i s  not m y  intent to present all 
these documentations but  I d o  wish to 
d i s c u s s  the ADL (Ant i -Defamat ion 
League) because it is the prime tool of 
the Jewish Zionists and they are orga- 
nized and deadly.] I think it best serves 
the interests of all Americans to avoid 
excessively harsh judgements in consider- 
ing this issue. 

of spray paint or a full of quarters 
can inflate these statistics considerably. 

In fact, the ADL itself may have been 
party to such a misrepresentation on the 
cover of the March 1985 issue of the ADL 
Ehlletin where a photograph designated 
"Desecration of a Jewish home in Kings 
Point, NYm was a fake. The swastika 
depicted does not follow the contours of the 
paneled door and appears to stand out and 
away from it. It was painted onto a photo or 
a transparency and then re-photographed. 
The issue of the Bulletin featured a major 
article entitled, "Anti-Semitic Vandalism: 2- 
Year Trend Reversed". The article noted that 
California, with a population of 23,000,000 
had experienced 99 incidents in 1984, or one 
incident per 230,000 citizens. [C: More 
interesting k the fact that IT IS RARELY 
NOTED HOW MANY SIGNIFICANT AF- 
FRONTS AND OUTRIGHT ASSAULTS 
THERE ARE BYTHE ADLAGAINST OTHER 
CITIZENS-INCLUDING MY OWN SCRIBE, 
ETC.] 

The ADL actually solicits its own statistics 
on anti-Semitic incidents bycirculatingques- 
tionnaires to its mailing list (a population 
sensitized to victimization to begin with). This 
practice raises serious doubts about statis- 
tics compiled by an interested organization to 
promote its own agenda According to Leonard 
Larsen, syndicatedcolumnist for Scripps Howard 
News SeIvice, the ADL's statistics may be ques- 
tioned on other grounds as well. Larsen notes 
that arnongtheuanti-Semitic" incidentslisted is 
a case where individuals in Boston set out for 
public display "pro-Palestinian/ anti-Ismelgraf- 
fiti" in the subways. Larsen adds that the ADL 
considered these and other incidents "anti- 
Semitic" because they recount brutal acts of 
repression against Falestinians by the Imeli 
government." The ADL publication clearly im- 
plies that to voice opposition to Ismel's political 
and military policy and to support a Palestinian 
viewpoint is "anti-Semitic". "An obvious intent 
here is to use intimidation to silence criticism of 
Israel's political and military conduct," he says. 

STOP QUOTING. 
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Along these lines I must again stop stitution. This would disallow a lawyer public sale (on instructioxas from that 
and remind you that the Anti-Defama- from being a Judge or serving in Congress. very S&L to do so), received certified 
tion League is a British-Israel creat ion You will note that almost all members of notice of sal-nly to take money in 
through British Intelligence. T h e  out- Congress and all Judges are lawyers re- hand to "repurchase" their home--and 
reaching "Jewishn cover is the Anti- quired to be certified by the Royal order of find NO SALE, NO AUCTIONEER--ONLY 
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith. Th i s  the American Bar Association. This most WITNESSES WHO SAW THAT THERE 
group is n o w  shown to b e  openly  infil- certainly is the epitome of the Fox in the WAS NO SALE. Well, it does turn out- 
trated into and  working illegal acts Henhouse. If you make the laws, serve as that that very Judge is involved in the 
(PROVEN) right through the police de-  judge, lawyer and jury-who is to stand cover-up that goes all the way through 
partments  of both  Sam Francisco and  against you? Therefore, wherefore art thy two Administrations and indeed, caught 
Los Angeles-nd goodness knows  how Constitutional RIGHTS? these citizens in the net of thievery. I 
many o t h e r  major  city p o l i c e  d e -  I wrote in the LIBERATOR (actually would also note that this same person 
partments .  Th i s  h a s b e e n  coveredin  the quoted articles proving) that the Holocaust now advertises for gatherings of "JEW- 
n e w s  of even your "establishment" of WW I1 could not have happened the ISH" persons to join his "GROUP" in 
presses--so don't go off on an anti- WAY HISTORICALLY STATED nor  could this community. What do you suppose 
Semitic kick against these writers. the numbers  of d e a d  b e  correct  a n d  would happen if these people advertised: 

I have wanted to write this little taste of WHY AND THE PUBLIC CAME DOWN "Whites only, come join our Group and 
this booklet in hopes you will see fit to get ON MY WRITER AS IF S H E  HAD COM- no Jews permitted*!!!!??? 
it and read it but we have no more time for MITTED TREASON OR MURDER. EVEN I am out of time or I would move on to 
sharing it in this writing. A JUDGE, JASON BRENT, CAME FORTH the unmitigated assault against Hispan- 

One of the points made is the almost IN PUBLIC AND CALLED THIS PREPOS- ics, Native Indians and Asians but I 
total infiltration of the "Jewish Zionists" TEROUSANDOTHERINSULTINGNAMES think you get my drift from these writ- 
into and throughout the Judicial system of BOTH UPON THE PAPER AND THE ings. Chelas-there are only PEOPLE OF 
America (the world, actually). Remember PEOPLE. HE HAD ALREADY, IN HIS CREATOR and until you can function in 
in the protocols the Elders ordered the OWN COURT, CALLED THESE PEOPLE the understanding of same-it will be a 
"Jewish" people to make their sons Law- FLAKES, DEADBEATS, TRANSIENT very long journey into peace. 
yers and Judges, etc. Further, "titles of FREELOADERS AND ONES TRYING TO Secretary, thank you for a long day 
nobility" Amendment (which originally was RIP OFFSANTA BARBARASAVINGS AND but we have done good work this day- 
your 13th Constitutional amendment and LOANn--because they dared to come to beyond that which shows on this screen. 
was ratified) was DELETED from your Con- court  and say they w e n t  to an advertised Salu. 

The Waco, Texas Standoff: 
Finallv Some Truth Outs 

4/6/93 # 1 CERES 'ATONN by two grandmothers in protection of that I don't need to comment on this infor- 
nursery. mation to great extent-it certainly 

SHOCK? OR, EXPECTATION? A s  airings have come about papers have speaks for itself and I honor the brave 
been shut-down, people have been "disap- people who have dared to bring it for- 

We are not going to write more on any peared" who write about THE TRUTNof ward for dispersement to you-the-people. 
subject until we offer the story on Waco, what has  happened in Texas-and one No matter what the government and in- 
Texas. It has  been bits and pieces in name you good readers will recognize, justice system finally does-YOU WILL 
coming but now the CONSTlTUTION COA- Bill Cooper, was on a show over WWCR KNOW THE TRUTH OF IT! This was not 
LrION has presented a paper as the siege in Tennessee, spoke on this subject and received in time yesterday to get in the 
is ongoing. This will be history by the time the station was, following the airing- prior issue of CONTACT. For that short- 
you receive this writing-and how will it BURNED TO THE GROUND! age of "time" we are sorry-except the 
be? Will it be death to the "hostages" I REMIND YOU: IT IS HEINOUS AND paper is  so filled to overflow with so 
inside that Branch Davidian Compound? YET ALL WE CAN DO IS "FURTHER" much of critical importance that we have 
Or, will it be peaceful? MORE IMPORTANT, THE STORY IN HOPES THAT THE MORE to accept what we CAN do and allow 
READERS-WILL TRUTH EVER BE AL- WHO SPEAK OUT AND THE MORE WHO things to flow as the "river" runs. There 
LOWED AIRING? "KNOWw-SOME MEASURE OF SECU- is only so much YOU can receive and 

How many of you realize that those RITY CAN BE OFFERED FOR THOSE absorb and this MUST NOT BE LOST IN 
"ATF" terrorists ofyour U.S. Federal Swat WHO WILL JOIN THE RANKS OF THE SHUFFLE AND LACK OF TIME TO 
Squads-invaded, headed directly to the WEAVER, RUSSBACHER, RENICK, AND READ THE PAPER. 
babies (NURSERY) and totally "shot-upw THE AMERICAN POWs-WHO, BY THE WE WILL ALSO BE RUNNING SEG- 
the place? They completely severed one WAY-HAVE HAD THEIR FINAL SELL- MENTS 2 AND 3 OFTHE LAS VEGASSUN 
child IN HALF with automatic weapons OUT BY YOUR ADMINISTRATION'S EXPOSE A S  BEGUN IN THE CONTACT 
fire. Two of the "squad" raiders were shot GOVERNMENT! OF 4/6/93. - -.. 
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QUOTING: other 3 children watching. Church Complex is no fortress, it is a 
Just a few days ago  in Ruby Creek, 15 wooden church complex. The ATF has 

From: Constitution Coalition armed ATF agents  vis i ted a female wit- been spraying rifle fire into the roof via 
Phone: 602-926-74 18 ness in that  case  while she was  home  helicopter, potentially with chemical ar- 

alone. T h e  ATF beat  her mercilessly, maments. 
WAC0 TEXAS SIEGE: ransacked her home  looking for evi- 

REAL STORY NOW TOLD dence, and then left her bloody and [C: Anybody shocked yet? It isn't 
battered on the floor. It took 15 macho  EXACTLY l ike "theyn te l l  you, is it?] 

APRIL 4, 1993 agents  to do the job. This is the ATF in 
action. This is the New World Order One thing the ATF sought was to scare 

Three principals from the Waco Siege operating to disarm America for mas- the Dallas community with the Waco As- 
Control and Relief Team, one a prominent tery over our constitutional rights (see sault. That is, ATFwants to get Dallas to be 
Mesa, Arizona Chiropractor, arrived in Los 513 1/9 1 Fedem2 Register,  pps. 24836- too afraid to support the IRATEGATE pros- 
Angeles recently to expose the Big Lie the 43; ATF's USC Title 27 is negative law, ecutions in the Federal Grand Juries 
press has been given by FBI and Bureau of which is equivalent to no law or jurisdic- (IRATEGATE investigator Eric Lighter an- 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. They held tion at  all per U.S. Constitution). nounced over one month before the Waco 
a successful press conference scheduled The principals from Constitution Coali- Assault that he was taking the IRATEGATE 
by Anthony J. Hilder of Radio Free World tion, a Dallas based multi-city, a national scandal to the Texas Grand Juries, which 
and obtained international coverage. How- political and legal group filed the related caused ATF and others to tremble in fear 
ever, within hours of a huge radio station, IRATEGATE suit in Dallas. The suit has a and need a counter measure such as the 
WWCR in Nashville, Tennessee, promoting huge amount of high quality evidence. The Waco Assault). [C: NO! DO NOT BELIEVE 
this story on nationally known Bill Cooper's evidence is so hot that many people died at  THEY TREMBLED IN FEAR! THERE IS 
show, the entire multi-million dollar sta- the hands of the "government within the NO FEAR-THERE IS NOT A GRAND 
tion was torched into ashes. This is be- government" trying to keep the evidence JURY LEFT THAT IS NOTTOTALLY CON- 
cause the REAL story is the Christian men, out of public view. One man was sucked TROLLED BY "CHOSEN" JUDGES. WE 
women and children in Waco are like the slowly into an airplane propeller until he WILL WRITE ON TAMPERING WITH JU- 
Warsaw Jews under Nazi persecution. The begged to be killed (SPYmagazine January RIES-NEXT.] 
ATF have and are conducting a strictly 1993 issue, page 65). One family (Spiral) Another thing the ATF is doing is at- 
Gestapo operation. No doubt the ATF was tortured to death in protecting this tempting to scare America into disarming. 
burned the radio station as part of its cruel evidence (see said federal suit for more Even churches are being assaulted to ac- 
operation. Innocent people have been "set details on this related case). The evidence complish this. Theologians such as Dr. 
up" and are being slaughtered. includes the material sought by the U.S. Arnold of the Reunion Institute in Houston 

ATF went in to "take out" women and House Judiciary Committee before its hear- have determined that Pastor Koresh is 
children. When the ATF stormed the nurs- ing closed and its 9/ 12/92 INSLAW report basically a mainstream Christian (a splin- 
ery on the initial assault, they killed in- was filed, which hearing may be reopened. ter from the Seventh Day Adventists), but 
fants and cut a 6 year old girl in half with The IRATEGATE case is the largest civil- merely that he focused on the hard to 
machine gun fire, splattering the little girl's ian national scandal, which is that the understand last Bible chapter, Revelation. 
guts around the room. Hackers inter- Federal Grand Juries in Washington, D.C. Pastor Koresh was not under investigation 
cepted the ATF transmissions of the as- are proven to be tampered with. Thus, no as the ATF said: President Clinton even 
sault and recorded this. Two grandmoth- wonder virtually no one of any political made a campaign stump speech within 
ers defended the nursery and killed 2 ATF importance in Washington, D.C. ever gets rifle range (1-1/2 miles) from the Branch 
mercenaries. The ladies were indicted for indicted. Davidian Church Complex a t  the time of 
murder upon surrender, but the next day Constitution Coalition's negotiation the alleged investigation. This is a dam- 
Texas Governor Ann Richards was served settlement work has even helped President nable Gestapo operation in America, the 
with a citizen's arrest written and served by Clinton to announce "no more bloodshed". New World Order SS troops. 
Eric Lighter (as the Governor was not The ATF is the brutal Gestapoized bully [C: Please go back and read the Vol. I, 
fulfilling her obligations to the Sovereign trying to scare away the people of Dallas Number 1 COlVTACTfor 3130193--AND 
Citizens under siege in the Republic of from the IRATEGATE evidence and issues. PAY ATTENTION TO BRAINWASHING, 
Texas) at  the behest of correspondent Nancy The ATF are even willing to sacrifice their GENEMANIPULATION (EVENINADULTS) 
LeRosa of Dallas. The next day the indict- own to accomplish this. Nancy LeRosa's AND SUBSEQUENT TOTAL PROGRAM- 
ments on the two senior women in their request during an interview with white MING. THIS ACTION IS A TRAINING 
seven ties were dismissed. collar crime investigator Eric Lighter, Pas- PROJECT FOR THE ROBOTIZED 

The noteworthy principals were in Los tor Koresh made his first contact with the TROOPS-CAN YOU IMAGINE SHOOT- 
Angeles to expose the real Waco Siege outside world since the Feds cut off his ING UP A uNURSERY"? IS THIS WHAT 
story. Immediately after the first of a phones. Pastor Koresh moved his satellite YOU EXPECT OF YOUR UPROTEC- 
number of ATF assaults began a t  Waco, dish as requested over a KGBS radio show TORSn? CHELAS, IT IS UOVERn-THE 
Constitution Coalition and prominent in- March 5,1993 in Dallas. Later, the Davidian ONLY THING LEFT IS THE DYING-CAN 
vestigators, these principals, filed a Fed- Church Complex also gave the following YOU NOT SEE IT? ONLY KNOWLEDGE 
era1 suit  in Dallas under the name Morse Code signals from the Church tower: AND INTELLIGENT WISDOM WILL SEE 
IRATEGATE. The suit, No. 3-93 CV0440 X (1) ATF GRENADED MY SON, (2) THREE YOUTHROUGH THIS NIGHTMARE COME 
(Judge Kendall), also explains the actual DIE MILK DDT (Constitution Coalition has UPON YOUR WORLD-EXACTLY AS EX- 
reasons why a related siege happened in obtained from Dr. Michael Bradley of Mesa, PRESSED IN REVELATION.1 
Ruby Creek, Idaho last year. In that siege, Arizona the antidote for the New World The entire face of negotiations has  
the federal assailants shot a boy's dog, Order poisons believed to be the actual changed now that the ATF Director Higgins 
then shot the boy 3 times in the back. crisis). (3) UV (and brain damaninnmicro- has  been served with a citizen's arrest by 
Agents then nailed the boy's mother while wave1 RADIATION, (5) RAIDED AGAIN 3/3, Eric. Lighter, Dr. Michael Bradley and Lt. 
breast feeding her 10 month old infant, 3/7, (6) FOOD LOW/RAIN WATER, (7) ATF Col. (ret) John Salter, in order to take him 
smashing her brains on the wall with her GRENADED OWN MEN. The. Davidian to the Federal Grand Juries also. The ATF 
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falls under USC Title 27 and is considered BROADCASTING). IF YOU THINK YOU (who was indicted for daring to file 
negative law or no law at all because it is CAN SWING A RENEWAL-GOOD LUCK IRATEGATE related important matters in 
not enacted as positive law per USCA title AND "KNOW" THAT IT WILL NOT BE an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court), [C: 
1 General Provisions Section 204, page 24. THROUGH VIOLENCE THAT YOU WILL Let m e  interrupt right here, please. I 
Title 27 is only prima facie and the official ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING OTHER THAN want it recognized b y  readers and "en- 
source of the United States law is the ALL-OUT WAR. IT MOST CERTAINLY emy" alike that these people  n o w  being 
Statutes at Large. Congress has NOTgiven WILL HAVE TO BE THROUGH PEACE- named ARE UNDER MY REQUEST FOR 
ATF authority to operate as ruthless pre- FUL DECLARATION OF CONSTITU- PROTECTION. THAT MEANS THAT IF 
meditated murderers and raiders. TIONAL LAW.] THEY ARE DAMAGED AS THE ROBOTS 

It has been suggested on two television (b) theft and "money" (cash, gold and ARE PROGRAMMED TO DO-THERE 
and one radio show that the press be other "lootn) launderingand/oraidingand WILL BE TROUBLE BEYOND THEIR BE- 
allowed inside the Church Complex for 8 abetting in same, including of the Hawai- LIEF. THIS IS PER ME, COMMANDER 
hours just after the water and electricity is ian Royal Crown Jewels via Gerald GYEORWS CERES HATONN. THESE 
turned back on. The press is to interview Breeden's firm Royal Hawaiian Heritage PEOPLE ARE OFF-LIMITS, AS ARE OTH- 
the Branch Davidians for 8 hours to assess (and apparently related to being a major ERS WHICH I SHALL NOT POINT OUT 
the situation and garner both sides of the conduit for Hong Kong and other Far East DIRECTLY AT THIS TIME. GOD IS GO- 
story. There should be three days of calm jewelry sources with high political profile: ING TO GIVE AMERICA A FAIR CHANCE 
to allow the information to be given to the Mayor of Hong Kong), where Breeden has, AT TURNING SOME OF THIS SATANIC 
press and have the other side of the story according to the record, refused (1) to pay HORROR AROUND. THOSE OF YOU 
be told. Constitution Coalition has re- over $300,000 ($3 million in damages) due WHO DOUBT MY PRESENCE AND THAT 
jected a government plant's widely distrib- to IRATEGATE related victimized entity I CAN DO WHAT I SAY-"MAKE MY 
uted plan to have 5,600 armed militiashow resulting in inhibition of funding for DAYn.] 
up last Saturday with weapons [C: Best  IRATEGATE investigation and prosecution, (h) Mesa, Arizona Dr. Michael Bradley 
n e w s  w e  have had!!] (at the behest of a (2) to cease IRATEGATE based collusion (subject to office firebombing) politically 
BATF front attorney "plant"): and Con- with the U.S. government to continue us- persecuted (including by illegal phone taps) 
stitution Coalition seems to again have ing said IRATEGATE based "laundering" for daring to investigate IRATEGATE cor- 
averted more bloodshed. patterns of criminal behavior for additional ruption and cover of corruption, as well as 

The press would be part of the Siege purpose of degrading the cause of Hawai- reveal to the world the antidote to the New 
Control and ReliefTeam, who have already ian Sovereignty (by a people facing geno- World Order poisons and chemical weap- 
arranged to bring in medical services, food cide who do not even have their own indig- onrywhich is intended to be used to reduce 
and water: just as the Geneva Convention enous peoples court), subsequent to the the world population by at least 25% (ac- 
demands even in foreign countries. Then, illegal overthrow of a legitimate, sovereign cording to Global 2000 and accepted by 
anyone over the age of 3 and the wounded monarchy by the (u)nited States ofAmerica President Carter 1975); the Department of 
would walk out with their hands over their viawrongful misuse ofits uniformed troops) Justice bribed and/or urged Dr. Bradley's 
heads. The children would come out first (Marines 100 years ago) just as in Waco, ex-wife Carol and (drug abuse history) 
with their hands up, marching before the Ruby Creek and Kalamazoo, and other Robin LaFoe to testify against him in ex- 
Bradley and Abrams TANKS, and milita- modern day sieges, change for favors by Phoenix based Assis- 
rized troops bristling with weaponry. By (c) obvious murder of IRATEGATE tant U.S. Attorney Steven Winerip and IRS- 
law the Sheriff and the Texas Rangers Hawaii's attorney George Sheets, CID Special Agent Gregory Heck (defacto 
should have taken care of the Branch IRATEGATE Hawaii's advocate Luella Lee- Waco infant killers); persecution against 
Davidian Church Complex, NOT THE ATF. Barella, U.S. Senator "Sparkn Matsunaga Dr. Bradley also for his receiving assis- 
If troops were needed there, the National (D-HI), attempted murder of IRATEGATE'S tance from former British MI-6 intelligence 
Guard should have been used. There is a multistate attorney Mary  Rudolph (former in his investigation and attempt to save 
lawful and legal procedure to follow when assistant U.S. Attorney for San Antonio, lives of "under siege" women and children, 
the government interacts with citizens (due Texas, who received chemically induced (i) murder of Michigan Judge Carol Irons 
process). nerve damage and still attends physical and cover-up by Michigan Judge Roman 

therapy 3 days a week; her body guard, Snow and others, including related cover- 
OTHER IRATEGATE-RELATED however, was also murdered), and C. Wright up of the murder of a 3 month old Cauca- 

CASES bribing by ATF, sian infant allegedly by one apparently 
(d) the murders of high profile investiga- illegal immigrant (Dutch mafia) who, ac- 

(a) Disclosures by British Broadcasting tive reporter Danny Casolaro, Alan D. cording to recent investigation has alleg- 
Corporation about Hawaii CIA master op- Standorf, Cabazon Indian leader Alfred edly threatened to cripple other children 
erative Ronald Rewald, which the U.S. Alvarez (and 2 other associates), attorney (as well as continued sexual abuse) with 
government refused to reveal (related to a Dennis Eisman May and attorney David the aid of an ATF front (bribee) lawyer 
prominent Mesa developer (and attorney) Mayer, and obviously corrupt, government James Zerrenner, 
also attacked by Phoenix IRS-CID) , but inspired attacks on INSLAW investigators, (j) Dallas paralegal expert Lee Stearman, 
which were utilized to assist prosecution of authors  and advisors by Richard whose warehouse was burned to the ground 
Admiral Poindexter despite tamperment of Landkammer, by ATF anyway when Stearman refused to 
the Iran Contra Special Grand Jury (which (e) torture deaths of Paul Morasca and cooperate with ATF insurance scam mak- 
expose of such tamperment caused the certain INSLAW scandal insiders (includ- ingATFinsurance beneficiarythroughother 
recent pardons by former President Bush), ing their children, such as the Spiro fam- ATF front lawyers 
[C: Yes indeed there  most certainly IS a ily), (k) Dallas based JFK Center white collar 
government  project called "Phoenixn ( f )  the Christic Institute La Penca case crime analyst Nancy LeRosa, protected by 
( P h o e n i x  Project-to  be correct ) -  noted in abovesaid 513 1 /9 1 the Iran Contra honest federal, Texas and Dallas (police) 
doesn't it always happen? Labels uti- scandal to begin, oficers and agents, made the connection 
lized for confusion and chaos? B y  the (g) serious victimization of honest between IRATEGATE key "Octopus" (per 
way-how interest ing to note: ABC IS IRATEGATE and CIA whistleblowers Stew Danny Casolaro, and many others), "gov- 
GOING TO MERGE WITH BBC (BRITISH Webb, Maynard Campbell, Rodney Stich ernment within the government" players 
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and the connection between the JFK as- cials to be indicted, AMERICA WEEP FOR YOUR 
sassination, Ruby Creek, INSLAW, and the (0) INSLAW's Michael Roconosciuto CHILDREN 
Waco ATF Siege; now fully exposed in (CIA) is a scientific genius (INSLAW's 
abovesaid Dallas Federal suit 3-93CV0440, "Promis" software was stolen by the For further information, to become ad- 

(1) obvious IRATEGATE tax and property Department of Justice, and designed to ditional Congressional witnesses or ex- 
embezzlement (and attempted embezzle- data bank all things and people, and was perts, to become an active member of Con- 
ment) crimes of Messrs. John Ponsen and covertly sold to Saddam Hussein and stitution Coalition,or send welcome sup- 
HenryBechard, working togetherwithother others) and longtime CIA key agent who port, please contact: 
key conspirators, in the Hawaiian Colony/ is either (1) a victim of IRATEGATE who CONSTITUTION COALITION, 25 High- 
Federally funded Hawaii Mass Transit/ refuses to stop aiding and abetting "New land Park Village #248; Dallas, Texas 
Japanese (and Yakuza-mafia 8a banking) World Order" crimes such as gene-splic- 75205, Telephone answeringmachine (2 14) 
Special Interests: especially for their politi- ing for illegal germ warfare (to make a 606-3570, Nancy LeRosa and Eric Aaron 
cally progressive "purchase" of one state "slave race" and eliminate the middle Lighter. 
in the nation (Hawaii) for purposes of ma- class and other innocent population 
nipulating Washington, D.C. political mat- blocks, while master race receives cus- END OF QUOTING. 
ters and its Iran Contra Special Grand tom gene-splicing antidotes more spe- 
Jury (which kept Ronald Reagan, George cialized than Dr. Bradley's permanent + + *  
Bush from impeachment: Eric Lighter is antidote), development of super gaseous 
the key witness), and including for formal plasma bombs, futuristic new weapons May I take a minute or two to respond to 
IRATEGATE predictions of Gulf War fund- (hand held laser pistols, etc.), and by his the piles of letters and questioners who 
ing problems related to IRATEGATE trig- refusal to protect IRATEGATEIINSLAW ask: I s  this a part of the Constitutional Law 
gering Japanese Stock Market crash, crimes, or (2) is a government "plant" to Center, and, is or was a representative 

(m) IRATEGATE Shirley D. Peterson to bait computer and other white collar from the Law Center present in Texas? 
retire via his over 1,800 pages of testimony "super-geniuses" into the New World NO, to the first inquiry. Not at this time. 
in and in cooperation with the U.S. House Order programs to enhance one-world The head of the Law Center WAS in Texas 
Oversight Committee, supported by his slavery, i.e., to collect and control "su- at the time earlyon in the Waco situation- 
filed tax return of over 250,000 pages, with per geniuses" such as Barry Kumnick, however, it had to be restricted to "George 
over 65,000 pages being on public micro- son of the historically close friend and Green" business and denial of participa- 
film; and due to Lighter and others legally neighbor of Randy Weaver of Ruby Creek tion in the Waco "incident". All funding 
having some $50 Billion in filed taxwriteoffs (see above, his wife and son were mur- and all ongoing projects of the Law Center 
taken to prove Federal Grand Jury  dered by federal assailants in another had to be temporarily STOPPED due to the 
tamperment; these parties sued the Grand recent siege: Kumnick was sought by illegal ongoings of the conspirators against 
Juriesforfailing toindict Lighterand Salter, some to prevent his testimony in the U.S. ourown participatingorganizations. NOTH- 
who confessed to felonies to further prove House Judiciary Committee regarding ING IS COINCIDENTAL NOR ACCIDEN- 
tamperment, which confessions were re- the INSLAW scandal and the proposed TAL! Now it is very difficult to get funding 
fused despite self bonding offered to Grand appointment of an Independent Counsel to cover costs of such involvement with 
Juries (bond offered by the caring Phoenix therein, which event would surely have George Green and America West holding 
based Eternal Life Church [C: Humm-m- adversely affected the Republican slate all assets and gold in impound. I s  George 
nn? Isn't it interesting that Phoenix has in the 1992 Congressional/ Presidential Green a n  adversarial deliberate 
so many nice churches with "goersn election; former Attorney General Elliot disinformer? Be your own Judge of ac- 
who are really most interested in allow- Richardson is counsel for INSLAW vic- tions-"he" doesn't believe himself to be 
ing truth to be heard and people to live tims). Riconosciuto appears to be overtly an enemy. What more does that very 
in spite of the government guillotines? aiding and abetting numerous crimes in realization tell you? 
Some of you will even recognize having the IRATEGATE scandal, including mis- To you who write and abuse yourselves 
association with the Phoenix Church of use of "black budget" clandestine tech- for having supported the enemy in the form 
Christ who plans a Branch in Tehachapi nology (the size of a car battery able to of sharing with early publication of JOUR- 
come Summer or Fallofthis year. Thank illuminate city blocks), remote stealth NALS, etc., through America West. Please, 
you for hearing our petition and answer- manipulation of Department of Justice do not chide selves-people CHANGE as 
ing in tangible form, instructions and computerized files, etc., and schemes to visions of great fortunes come past the 
requests for structuring things in such a entice such "super geniuses" as wishing opportunistic minds. YOU made 
way as to be sufficient to our needs.] who Kumnick to merge INSLAW's "Promis" no errors--YOU ALLOWED US TO GET TO 
provided the grant that inspired but not software with Kumnick's software "Ar- THIS POINT WHEREIN OUR VOICES CAN 
controlled this discussion, and whose chitecture of Thought" (designed to pro- BE HEARD BY THE MULTITUDES-YOU 
prayers are welcome): this means that (1) file human thought and predict behavior MADE NO ERRORS! PARTICIPANTSHAVE 
many or most felony convicts now receive of criminals and New World Order dissi- MADE ERRORS-BUT NOT YOU WHO 
new trials paid for by the government, (2) dents) via warfare applications of omi- SHARED WITH AMERICA WEST FOR IT 
the convicts show up to trial with plea nous and illegal dimensions; sometimes HASALLOWEDFULLDISCLOSUREINITS 
bargains (confessions) voided, and thus referred to collectively in the national PROPER TIMING AND ALLOWED US TO 
many prisoners now will be freed simply media as dimensions of the New World GAIN RECOGNITION ABSOLUTELY NEC- 
because of the IRATEGATE corruption, and Order "Octopusn (who covertly demands ESSARY TO BRING THIS HORRENDOUS 
(3) most tax return filers can now receive 3 to recruit the best minds in America at NIGHTMARE INTO DOWNFALL. 
years of refunds because these matters ALL costs, including sieges). Phoenix, We have now opportunity to allow these 
have Federal Orders approving same (see call for information on dates of hearing deceivers to bring themselves into dis- 
abovesaid 513 1 / 9 1 Federal Register), for prosecution of corrupt bureaucrats. credit, and furthermore, THE PHOENIX 

(n) IRATEGATE investigators Lighter and All individuals herein are innocent until INSTITUTE HAS HAD OPPORTUNITY TO 
Lt. Col. (ret.) John Salter (subject to car proven guilty, and are subject of Federal BE INVESTIGATED, ACTIONS TAKEN IN 
firebombing) triggering the (CIA) Alan Fiers Grand Jury investigation in one or more WISDOM THROUGH PROTECTION OF 
plea bargain, which caused top CIA offi- states: such investigation may take years. CORPORATE LAWS AND BE MORE FUN- 

- - * -  - -  
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DAMENTALLY SAFE AND SECURE THAN der of the nation copy. lMkantime, Zet Russell experienced the same type of "input" 
SINCE CONCEPTION. FORTHESETHINGS those whodesirre to benefitfmmitsadui- from we of higher dimensions and yet those 
WE ARE GRATEFUL AND APPRECIATIVE. ties come and start life anew under its who came forth to be with him corrupted his 
I ALWAYS RESPECT AND HONOR MY Christianjwkdictio n...." philosophy to the extent that his "science" 
ENEMIES--FOR THEY ARE THE ONES was stolen from you-the-people. They pro- 
WHO ULTIMATELY PROVE MY OWN PRES- To you who haveworked with us  through, nounced this GODLY man a "Humanistn 
ENCE IN TRUTH AND REALITY. SO BE IT. most specifically, these past 5 years, you will and have hidden his work to disallow you of 

Ceres 'Atonn to clear. recognize this as almost verbatim of that mankind to have this Truth in its form of 
Serve within the Lighted intent of the which I have shared and that for which we fling. Well, it won't work, Adversary, for 

Hosts under God-and ye shall be given strive. No communal anything, no New Age God prevailsitjust must come in its rightful 
protection that ye might serve again. Allow anything-just right action, business with sequence so that ALL men will look and see. 
the ego to take control, and the fall is quick integrity and basically again a "nation under A s  for William Dudley Pelley? It has 
and sure. Thank you. God". The reason this may sound like a beenstated:" Justas WilliamDudleyPelley's 

rerun to some-is amusing and most inter- strange adventure was his entrance into 
esting to my own crew. For THIS writing was this knowledge, the recording of that expe- 

S alva ge Am e ic a ? just offered to this scribe YESTERDAY, 4/51 rience with its corollary explanation, brings 
93. BUT IT WAS WRITTEN IN A JOURNAL it to you. As it has completely remade his 

WeDe Pelley (1 932) CALLED LLBERATION, IN 1932. THE lqe, others have been affected by the same 
WRITER? ONE WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY enlightenment. Thousands have been stirred 
WHO LITERALLY SPENT SEVEN MINUTES by the fresh and vital information coming 

4/6/93 # 2  CERES 'ATONN IN ETERNITY AND HE SAID: from higher vantage points in time and space, 
as a consequence of this epochal experi- 

SALVAGE AMERICA? "BEYOND THE VEIL OF THIS PHYSI- ence. 
CAL LIFE, IN THE HIGHER DIMENSION "The real clue to the instigation and 

cCAmerica is not going to be salvaged OF REALITY, LIE THE ANSWERS TO ALL incentive back of the nationwide movement 
and reconstructed by hawing its pro- YOUR PROBLEMS-EVENTHEEXPLANA- of LBERATIONis inseven Minutes in Eter- 
gmm of salvation and reconstruction TION OF WHY YOU SHOULD MEET CER- nity. The additionof 'TheAftennath'reveals 
shou.tedfromahundredthousandsoqp- TAIN PROBLEMS. WISDOM IS WAITING its relation to the stirring drama of this 
baxes on the principle that ten million FOR YOU, THAT WILL GIVE YOU SURETY changing world, and gives a few of the 
men will a l l  start spiritual and eco- IN YOUR ENDEAVORS AND A KKIWING keystone 'Master Messages' which have 
nomic rehabilitation at once in conse- THAT WILL GIVE ENDURING POISE AND been the foundation for 'The League of the 
quence. The new economic dispensa- PEACE." Liberation'. " Ashville, N. C., Will Levington 
tion will come in by organizing the Comfort. 
Plain Folk in a given section of country Do you think these people will also try to If anyone has the writings we would be 
on a new basis of living, working, Zov- shut us  down as has the University of Science most appreciative of shar ineand reprinting 
ing, and worshipping, independent of and Philosophy? Nay, nay-they are but of so that they are not lost forever to mankind. 
t h e p - r y  megalot~niacs who think you and give credence toyour own expression THANK YOU FOR SHARING, CAROLYN 
that by contmllingstatic money they can and manifestation. It is fact that Walter BROWNING. 
h e  themselves Zordsof Creation. When 
the new system is merwhelminglyprrn#n 
to be sound and desirabk so that its 

-attnactsa**-houtthe remainder of the nation, then those prin- An Historical Lesson On 
cip~esspeakfvrthetnselves, inaction. Let 
them sprread in ever-widening cirrcZes, 
taking in mom and more tenitory, more 
and nwrre pop&, until the =New Psychol- 

Money & Its Manipulation 
0gy"penefmtesandincludesthe f*- 
most corner of the country. Them have 4/6/93 # 2  CERES 'ATONN WORLD CONSPIRACY? 
been bo many theories, too many p m  
-3 bo nmW s~gmm, too Next I would like to take a few minutes The American people think that they 
ttxmmmendations madeforb- an to share a well thought out expression of are suffering from an Economic Depres- 
~ ~ f a t h a t ~ r c r ~ ~ l l i z e s b e y ~ n d t h e  your "money" situation in the United sion. They are really suffering from a 
s~olia* of reams and mams of Per- States today. It comes from a major constipation of currency. This constipa- 
f ec t l~  good paper- publication [again, the October, 1932 is- tion of currency is not a natural condition; 

sue of the LIBERATION journalj and is that is to say, it has not resulted from 
T a k e n f r o m ~ ~ ~ A ~ N ~ R C ~ s -  worthy of our time and interest as few naturalcauses. It has been manufactured 

~ ~ E C o N o M I C S  Per the private fllumina- find balanced perception in what is hap- to further the interests of certain alien 
tions in the Liberation Scripts. pening. groups who are experts in the manipula- 

tion of money, and who are taking advan- 
" It is not panuling its recommends- QUOTING: tage of the average man's ignorance about 

tions for antagonists to deride or enemies money to make him alter the form of his 
checkmate- It pm- DO th-, SUPPOSE MONEY VANISHES FROM government. If the American people can be 

and let its accomplishments speak for AMERICAN LIFE introduced to enough economic suffering 
themselves. It IS doing things, ptpving to make them think that their so-called 
thatits-fora-otde+of  man CAN WE ADJUST OUR THZNKllVG TO "capitalisticn system has failed, they may 
t h - a n d Z w a m - w M  TREAT WITH A CONDlTION WHERE CUR- be persuaded to do either one of two things: 
As tt demon-, then the -in- RENCY LOSES VALUE TO FURTHER A either permit a governmental dictatorship 
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under the guise of an Emergency War would put the control of the country in the quence compel the ruler or statesmen to 
Board, or "embrace the beauties of Com- hands of those who would dominate the concur in the machinations of the usurers 
munism" as a last resort in the face of a dictator. and assent to their dictatorship in other 
threatened financial cataclysm. It would also clothe with war-time pow- quarters. 

Either expedient suits the purposes of ers this precious coterie of despotic indi- When the Unwritten History ofthe world 
those who are secretly working to accom- viduals, who would quickly see to it that all is revealed, it will be found that the early 
plish the ruin of Christian culture gener- forms ofcriticism, or exposure, were swiftly Christians were not persecuted because of 
ally, that an Anti-Christ regime may be and sternly suppressed. their religious principles so much as be- 
installed. Once a dictator is set up in Washington, cause they denounced usury as a crime 

The average man thinks that Commu- let the American people try to get their free against society. 
nism is a set of fanatical theories advanced democratic institutions back if they can. From the days of King Alfred, about 900 
by wild-eyed and unwashed demagogues An enlightened, progressive party in A.D., through the reigns of Edward the 
who come out of city slums to harangue and out of Russia has been thirteen years Confessor, Henry 11, Richard I, the three 
working men from soap boxes in the twi- striving and plotting to get Russia back Edwards, and James I, the story of the 
light. into the hands of Russians, and has not inside life of the English government was 

He argues that taking them seriously is succeeded in doing more than exterminat- one long battle against non-Christian 
about the worst thing America could do. ing its own members. money-lenders and their duress manipu- 

He does not know that Communism The average American scoffs at such a lations. 
has long since ceased to be the half-cooked possibility now; that is because he is but To bring a king to his knees, they merely 
philosophyofagroup ofbankrupt malcon- an infant in his knowledge of what is made it their business to withdraw from 
tents and has become an impregnably occurring behind the scenes. circulation as much of his gold and silver 
financed, world-dominant expedient for Eventually his suffering, and the sight currency as they could procure or control; 
plotting the overthrow of Christian govern- of his starving wife and babies, may lead in sheer desperation the monarch had to 
ments that certain great international bank- him to assent to anything within reason, if accede to their demands. 
ers may exploit national resources to their only the wheels of industry will turn again It is no new thing-this cabal that the 
financial and racial profit. and his pay-envelope reappear. nations are witnessing at present. 

If this is not a true statement, where are The expedient used to bring the cabal to The Christian peoples of the earth will 
the Communists getting their seemingly its present pass was the satanic manipula- awaken presently with a wrathful shock to 
inexhaustible funds to strengthen their tion of currency. find that for several generations there has 
positions and carry on some of the finest TheaverageAmericanunderstandslittle been a deliberate plan to gain control of 
organization work that has been accom- or nothing about currency; he thinks that their governments and social institutions 
plished in recent generations? the government manufactures money by in the interests of non-Christian peoples. 

Men who know the facts shudder at having a monopoly on lithograph plates They will find that precisely the same 
what may well be in prospect when great and printing machinery. methods have been employed as were em- 
masses of suffering American people fi- He does not know that gold and silver ployed in the reign of Edward the Confes- 
nally come to understand who is behind have almost no value in themselves as sor. 
this increasing distress, and what diaboli- metals except for ornamentation purposes. The recent world-war was "sold" to the 
cal purpose is being served. He does not know that there is such an gullible German people by an international 

In Russia, the intelligentsia was small overproduction of gold and silver in the ring of alien peoples, partly Mongol in 
in comparison to the great bulk of the world at present that mining operations blood, who thought it could be made swift 
aristocratic and peasant population, so have practically ceased. and sharp, and would procure them ad- 
that challengers OF ALIEN DICTATORS There is not a shortage of gold; there is vantages over surrounding national-in- 
COULD BE FIRST THROWN INTO PRISON an over-supply. cidentally reducing Christian populations 
AND THEN SECRETLY STOOD UP BE- Gold first got is fallacious valuation by that non-Christian elements might gain 
FORE MACHINE-GUNS TO DISPENSE being the metal sacred to the Sun, in an era the ascendency. 
WITH THEM AS TROUBLE-MAKERS. when men worshipped the sun as a symbol When Almighty disclosed that He had 

Over 3,350,000 of such people have of Deity. other plans for the peoples of Earth, and 
been thus sent from life since 191 9 accord- By the same token, silver was sacred to brought them down to bankruptcy, canny 
ing to roughly compiled f7gures known to the Moon. statesmen of the allied peoples determined 
representatives of the Military Intelligence Because of these religious significances, that the same predatory individuals, whose 
Departments of the Anglo-Won gozrem- Gold and Silver were employed as medi- greatest holdingswerein Germany, should 
ments. ums of exchange. be made to pay for the war which they had 

Here in America such strong-arm meth- When Cortez came to South America, started. 
ods would meet with quick retaliation: gold was so plentiful that an Indian boy, TheTreaty ofversailles was not a treaty 
meaning the extermination of those re- having exchanged abag of gold-dust worth against the average German citizen, but 
sponsible for the cabal. a thousand ducats, for an iron hatchet, against the financial and industrial lords 

The method here is more subtle. turned and bolted into the forest, fearing who had used him as a cat's-paw. 
By debauching American securities, that the Spaniard would take after him, President Wilson came back from Eu- 

pulling our economic system down to bank- repenting of his barter. rope and declared that he found a power 
ruptcy, causingmaximum suffering among Governments of the world have been operating there with which he could not 
the masses in our cities, and driving the encouraged to keep their financesonagold cope-and a hundred and twenty million 
nation's workers to despair, the great mass and silver basis, because currency permits Americans thought he meant superior 
of our intelligentsia may be brought to secretion ofwealth, and secretion ofwealth European statesmanship in the guise of 
consider seriously an alteration in the form means that governments can be brought to wits of Lloyd George, Clemenceau, and 
of our democratic institutions. their knees by having the medium of ex- Orlando. 

The setting up of American dictator- change wrested from the economic life of a Only a handful in the American Senate 
ship, under the duress of a national emer- kingdom or a nation and hidden until such knew he meant the heads of the interna- 
gepcy,.s,irpilay tp tbq Ww,Emerge,ncy.Boyd,. c3 *time as the sufferings of a people in conse- tional cabal who had precipitated the con- 

I - - . . l  - - - . - - . , .  a -  . . _,._..  . . . - " * . .  - , >  * .  .. . .... 
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flict. 
So the Wise Ones in the International 

Diplomatic Arena insisted that "Germany" 
pay for the war which "she" had started. 

Immediately an adroit move was made: if 
America was to insist on her "pound of 
flesh", that cuticle should come off the backs 
of the average American laborer. [C: Hard to 
fmd it different today, is it not? EVERY- 
THING comes off the backs of the average 
American laborer!] 

Through New Yorkrepresentatives of those 
who had started the war and tried desper- 
ately to win it in order to save their great 
German-located industries from ruin, they 
sold fourteen billion dollars worth of exquis- 
itely lithographed paper to American inves- 
tors. 

Then they backed an American President 
into office who would exert his tremendous 
power FOR the CANCELLATION of this stu- 
pendouswardebt, "in the interestsofinterna- 
tional amity and business recovery". 

If anyone doubts this feature of the cabal, 
let him send for the remarks of Congressman 
MacFadden regarding Mr. Hoover-as an 
internationalist-delivered in the American 
Congress shortly after President Von 
Hindenburg sent his touching appeal to the 
American people for a moratorium. 

-em, the great Paris newspaper, ran a 
series of articles in which the statement was 
made that it cost a certain New York and 
Hamburg banking house $100,000,000 to 
elect Herbert Hoover as President of the 
United States. 

The French people apparently knew more 
about America that the Americans knew (or 
know) THEMSELVES. 

The above contentions were widely circu- 
lated in America, yet not a single newspaper 
dared pick up this challenge to our govern- 
mental morals, or demand an investiga- 
tion of this banking *liation with Ameri- 
can politics. 

A man named Harnill wrote a book called 
The Strange Career of Herbert Hoover Under 
Tun, Hugs in which he declared that the 
records were existent in the Old Bailey Court 
in London, or were at the time of the book's 
writing, in which the American President had 
been an accessory to the looting of over 400 
English mining companies. [C: Things don't 
seem to get better, do they?] 

It was the supreme libel of the age, if the 
book were untrue or its allegations false. 

Thousands read the book-before it was 
suppressed-but nothing was done about it, 
and not a newspaper demanded that the 
author be punished. 

All of which implies that there may be real 
evidence under the surface of national and 
international affairs attesting to the fact that 
this is not a financial or economic depression 
in any sense of the word, but a cabal to ruin 
America because she was impertinent enough 
tojoin the allies and help win the war, and has 
natural resources quite as desirable as 

Russia's for acquisition when the cabal is Thus is American financial morale broken 
complete. and an era of despair made positive. 

Having sold America fourteen billion dol- And no one seems able to do anything 
lars worth of exquisitely lithographed paper, about it. It all harkens back to the archaic 
the money went abroad ostensibly to pay idea that currency, to have value, must be 
German reparations. based on the possession of gold or silver. 

It is no international secret that the day Gold or silver has absolutely no commer- 
that  Herbert Hoover acceded to Mr. cialvalue except forornamentation, or except 
Hindenburg's touching appeal to allow a as predatory fmanciers wish it to be so ac- 
moratorium in the interests of international cepted in order that they may have handy 
probity, G e m y  turned about and loaned methods for withdrawing it from circulation 
$1 1 6,000,000 to Russia forthe consummation from time to time and exerting duress on 
of her vaunted 5-yearPlan [C: Can any of you peoples or governments. 
actually realize HOW MUCH MONEY IS The adolescent American people like to 
REPRESENTED BY $1 16,000,000 orubm, talk about the "gold standard" or "silver 
$14 BIZLION-in the days of H& standard". 
Hoover?] The facts of the matter are, that a "stan- 

That much was Germany bankrupt! dard" is exactly what gold and silver money 
The Reparations have not been paid, nor do NOT possess, and NEVER HAVE POS- 

will they be paid; we have the avowals of her SESSED. 
banker-statesmen to confum it. On scarcely no two days on the calendar 

America had in her treasure-vaults about is the price of the gold or silver exactly the 
nine billions of currency to carry on her same. 
tremendous business of about forty-five bil- The tailor who tried to succeed in the 
lions a year at  the time. clothing business with a yardstick of 35 

With only 9 billions of money in existence, inchesone day and 37 inches the next, would 
and 14 billions spent to keep German litho- be not only a fool but a bankrupt as well. 
graph presses turning, is it any wonder that The American business man tries to do 
the average American manufacturer could business with that kind of a financial yard- 
not find customerswith cash to buy his goods stick and cannot understand why he runs 
and thus keep his men employed? periodically into "economic" distress. 

With Reparationspayments at  a standstiU, The time may come sooner than men 
and anothermoratoriuminsightthat Gennany think, when gold and silver, in Hoover's day 
might contime making loans to Russia, who called "money", and then known as "Cur- 
had oficially declared war on America and rency", would entirely disappear or would be 
was using this money to F n a .  nation-wide held from circulation. [C: Well??] 
Communist a.divities, the debauchment of the It is unthinkable that such a condition of 
"faulty" capitalistic system of the United affairs is passing entirely unnoted by Divine 
States was well-nigh complete. Providence; there must be some cosmic rea- 

Control of our Federal Reserve system son why this diablerie is allowed to maintain 
and domination of the New York Stock Mar- to the increased suffering of the Christian 
ket were the two expedients used to bring peoples universally. [C: It cannot be merely 
about this ghastly debacle. restricted to the uChristiann people and 

If anyone doubts that our Federal Resewe to assume so is incorrectthought-it rains 
system is controlled by alien international on the just and the unjust. It simply IS 
bankers, let him write to Congressman that the ones whogarner fromthe massive 
MacFadden for his facts [C: MacFadden's planned extortion--ARE ANTI-CHRIST IN 
information was recently run in the 2/21 INTENT AND PURPOSE AND IT MATTERS 
93 PHOEnrjIX LIBERATOR for your refer- NOT WHO IS HURT AND DESTROYED IN 
ence.] Mr. MacFadden, who was Chairman THE PROCESS OF WORLD CONQUEST.] 
of the Banking and Finance Committee in the Perhaps God Almighty is trying to make 
last Congress, did not arraign Mr. Hoover and His people use the brains that He thought He 
the banking group from hearsay gossip, irre- gave them when they were created mortal, 
spective of how an intimidated or hood- and do a little intelligent reasoning, altering 
winked press made it appear so-(even in their affairs sensibly and deliberately, in- 
those immediate days). stead of remaining the blind butt of predatory 

If anyone doubted or doubts that the forces that can only be described as Satanfc. 
Stock Market was not an instrument in the Perhaps God Almighty wants His people 
accomplishment of the diablerie, let him read to stop hivingin great cities, at the encourage- 
its record in retrospect, or just watch it day by ment ofthis same predatorygroup that knows 
day. that people in cities are easiest to control, and 

The program is to raise it enticingly until go back to HIS land on a more wholesome 
the public begins to take its dollars out of basis of living and earning. 
hiding, gathqr in what remaining money may There are ways in which it can be done, if 
be available; then drop it lower; raising it all title to the land does not pass into the 
again enticingly until another trap has been hands of the same predatory group-as it is 
baited and the bait jumped at, it is dropped doing at fnghtful speed, thanks to the "relief" 
still lower. of the Reconstruction Fin'arlce Cdrpdration 
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[C: today, the Resolution Trust Corpora- 
tion]. 

Someday in the future, perhaps nearer 
than the Satanic forces in American life 
dream, the inside story of this corporation 
may also be told. [C: Gosh, wouldn't that b e  
nice--I know a WHOLE BUNCH of people 
who would l i b  to see them get theirs.] 

Thouss~nds oflittle country bankers, mere 
dupes, as loyal to their predatory over-lords 
as they are ignorant, have "rediscounted" 
their frozen farm paper for cheaply loaned 
government "golds-with scarcely a thought 
as to how they are ever going to redeem any 
of that paper, if indeed they do plan to redeem 
it at d. - 

A nation of beggar-people are not in a 
position to redeem anything, not even their 
own appetites as hungry human animals. 

The idea of a "safe" bank, to the average 
banker, is a bank with enough specie in his 
vaults to pay off a run by depositors; never 
mind the prosperity of the community or 
whether he is buying or sellingmoney enough 
to pay his overhead and clerks. 

So mortgages and deeds have "gone East" 
and been tidily folded away in vaults of the 
same men who were responsible for the 
starting of the world war (all of them), and the 
debauchery of the Versaille Treaty, and the 
wrecking of the "faulty" American capitalis- 
tic system. 

We may have to go back to the land- 
providing we have any land to which to go 
back. 

Meanwhile, suffering is increasing as was 
Satanically planned from the beginning. 

Men who could project aworld struggle so 
colossal as the late world wars, with the 
wholesale butcherv of Christian human life, 
naturally would not lie awake nights hearing 
the starvation gurgles of a lot of laborers' 
babies living in freight-cars in Chicago and 
Detroit, etc. "Christian" is the term herein 
being utilized to be anything other than the 
"anti-Christian Satanic intenders". 

And only a handful of American citizens, 
too scattered and Christ-like in spirit to be 
able to function in any remedial capacity, 
know the frailest fundamentals of the actual 
conspiracy or anything concerning its de- 
nouement. 

Meantime, great masses of Americans 
whose forefathers died at Brandywine and 
Gettysburg, are attending meetings led by 
speakers who are openly acclaiming: "The 
harder we make the suffering, the quicker will 
you embrace the beautiful benefits of Com- 
munism" [C: or One World Order]. 

Communism~ W h s e  internalional post- 
age-stamps mrry an efFgy of cod being thrust 
headfirst down a sewer! 

We may not come to the rudimentary 
barter of a sprat for a cake, and a shoe for a 
hoe, but the American people may yet be 
hired toilers on their own lands, at the mercy 
of an alien group who fancy that its members 
are divinely instructed to make this a world 

1 I t  , I  , I 

after their own culture and peculiarly Satanic 
ideals. 

There is only one answer for the indi- 
vidual. That is, to seek his liberation back in 
God's country, as close to Nature as he can 
get, living in proximity to his own kind and 
looking to the Almighty to send him manna in 
shape of sun and rain and soil and seed. 

This does not mean that city men should 
turn farmers. 

But it will not be done by accepting the 
pronouncements of owned, controlled, or 
intimidated newspapers as the true cause of 
this depression in morals and economics, or 
reading paragraph twaddle abou t the amoun ts 
of money held in our savings banks, or the 
numbers of industries starting up again after 
a period of enforced idleness. 

It will be done by totally different pro- 
grams of living and laboring, with a com- 
pletely altered psychology as to what repre- 
sentative government means, and strength- 
ened morals to meet the issue of the day with 
enlightened intelligence. 

Men and women azn never attain to true 
spiritual achievement while hounded to frenzy 
by the bitter rigors of predatory economics- 
therefore abolishing predatory economics is 
the highest form of spiritual libemtion! 

The Master spoke as He supped at the 
Supper at Emmaus' home: "If I go to that 
house and perceive ye there feasting is it not 
meet that I should knock and be bidden to 
your feasting? 

from your lintels if I fmd that ye feast in a 
garret of malfeasance where the rodents of 
self-interest have turned a strong fortress to 
a strawstack? 

"Is it not meet that ye heed my arrival? 
Have I not told you that presently I come and 
knock on the doors of your hearts for adrnit- 
tance? 

STOP QUOTING. 

I wonder how many would ask the Mas- 
ter in if He came to knock upon your door- 
will you know Him? I can tell you right 
now, that you will turn Him away just as 
most of you have turned Him, with us the 
Hosts, away already. Ponder it. 

Now, I believe you will find good infor- 
mation in the above thesis and I hope it 
helps you to better understand your cir- 
cumstances. HOWEVER, it should be noted 
that except for the changing of three places 
of "tense" and updating in three places of 
no more than three words-that it is as 
valid today as it was when penned in 
OCTOBER, 1932 and run as an article 
in our predecessor; the LIBERATIONjour- 
nal. This means that the screws have 
only been more and more tightly setted 
against you, chelas. Indeed I know this 
man, William Dudley Pelley, who wrote 
these wise observations as we worked 

"How then perceive I the security shining closely in the unfolding. 

Are The Mystics Right 
About Catastrophe? 
4/6/93 #2 CERES 'ATONN persons have affected to "see" forthcom- 

ing events of a catastrophic nature when- 
I think you would also enjoy William ever the human race has gotten itself 

Dudley Pelley's dissertationon: Are the Mys- snarled in political or economic complica- 
tics Right a h t  Catastmphe? Perhaps we tions. 
could take time and space to share it with Many of these havecome to pass, others 
you. have not. There are not found wanting, 

therefore, people who view the percentage 
CATASTROPHE? of accurate against inaccurate prophecies 

with a pardonable skepticism. They argue 
QUOTING (W. D. Pelley, LIBERATION that most of the prophecy is clever guess- 

journal, 1932): ing by the law of averages. 
"The end of the world has been proph- 

ARE THE MYSTICS RIGHT esied before," they declare. "Fanatics 
ABOUT CATASTROPHE? have had little difficulty over the ages in 

getting people wrought up and motivated 
Hundredsof psychic communications by a Fear Complex to dispose of their 

tend to confirm the changes seen inTime- household goods and prepare for the end. 
Space projections b y  persons who  make When their forewarnings have been inac- 
sojourns from their physical bodies .... curate, as in the case of the Millerites in 

1844, a shamefaced and bankrupt crowd 
From time immemorial, certain "gifted" has tried to go back to the tenor of its ways, 

> I  t I -  ' > 
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while a sheepish leader' has scurried into 
innocuous desuetude. So why should we 
be concerned? The old Earth has rolled on 
for a good many millions of years. It will 
doubtless roll on for a good many millions 
more. Let us  not be unduly alarmed. If 
catastrophe comes, let it come. We can 
only die once (in each literal human mani- 
festation) and what does it matter whether 
that death comes tomorrow tragically or 
thirty to forty years hence naturally?" 

This sort of reasoning is not without its 
points. The trouble with most of the mod- 
ern seers has been, however, that they 
have largely acted on psychic premonition 
without knowing it for what is was. They 
have come into knowledge of certain 
changes that were imminent but have mis- 
interpreted the phrase commonly expressed 
as "the end of the world". 

The end of the world does not mean the 
literal extinction of the planet on which we 
dwell. It means the end of an age, or 
dispensation. And looking back over his- 
tory, even modern history, and observing 
such episodes as the preparation of the 
eccentric Millerites or the present-day ex- 
positions of the International Bible Stu- 
dents, we -find them calculating without 
the slightest knowledge of the Celestial 
Pass-Over and what its effects are, in every 
age in which it occurs, on mass society. 

Millions of Christian people accept and 
believe that the term "pass-over" comes to 
u s  from Jewish history when the angel of 
the Lord forebore to slay the eldest sons of 
those "chosen people" who had a certain 
sign over the lintels of their doorways, 
indicating that the sons of that house 
should be spared. 

The true meaning of the word "pass- 
over" is mightier than that, just as most of 
the symbology of the Old and New Testa- 
ment is mightier than even the profes- 
sional ecclesiastic's dream. [C: I wonder if 
perhaps there is more meaning to the 
Upass-overn period in that compound in 
Texas than is told to even the "hadn 
press?] 

The true Pass-over is an astronomical 
phenomenon. [C: OOPS!!] IT MEANS 
THAT OUR WHOLE PLANETARY SYS- 
TEM TAKES A NEW POSITION IN THE 
HEAVENS AND COMES UNDER THE IN- 
FLUENCE OF CERTAIN HEAVENLY BOD- 
IES THAT COMPLETELY ALTER THE 
TREND OF MANNERS, CUSTOMS, RELI- 
GION, AND SOCIAL THINKING OF THE 
PEOPLES L M N G  IN THAT PARTICULAR 
AGE. 

Everyone of any education whatsoever, 
knows that our Earth and its neighboring 
planets revolve around our central star 
which we call the Sun. It takes one year to 
make the circuit. That circuit is divided 
into four "seasons". 

No one in his senses denies that as 
those seasons come and go there is a slight 

alteration in the mass thinking and mass 
habits of humankind. People "think" dif- 
ferently in the spring than they do in the 
autumn. All Nature is awaking; new life is 
coming into bud all about them. They feel 
the effects of all this awakening. Office 
work palls on them. Confinement is odi- 
ous. Likewise people do not think it the 
manifestation of an angry God if freshets 
occur in that springtime, contiguous with 
the breaking up of winter's snow. They 
think it perfectly natural that streams 
should overflow, that soft soil or mud should 
cause them all sorts of annoyance and 
even distress in altering its location and 
causing damage to their roads or proper- 
ties. 

How many people know, that our whole 
solar system has its celestial year as well, 
with its months and its seasons, and that as 
those seasons arrive there are alterations 
and catastrophes quite as serious by com- 
parison as ourpetty seasonable upsets with 
resultant alterations? 

Our planet Earth revolves around its 
sun in one gear of twelve months. But 
our whole solar =stem revolves around 
our vaster central sun-stur Acturus in 
an orbit that mquims appmximately 
25,000 of our earth-wars. 

That solar-system year has its months 
likewise, or wh& mightbe called its months. 
Each one of them endures for approxi- 
mately 2,152 years. The astronomical 
name for these greater months is houses. 
A s  we change from one house into the 
other, we have what is known as a PASS- 
OVER. And those houses are indicated in 
the heavens, or rather, identified, as S'gm. 

This is not Astrology as some folk might 
think who know little or nothing of cosmic 
astronomy. 

For the past 2,000 years, roughly speak- 
ing, mankind on the planet Earth has been 
living in the month of, or under the sign of 
Pisces. Before Pisces, it was living in the 
month of, or under the sign ofAries. Before 
Aries, it was living in the month of, or under 
the sign of, Taurus. [C: For some  of you 
Scorpios--what d o  you think is going to 
explode on the scene in that  Umonthn?] 

A s  to the significance of these signs we 
do not need to go into here. Sufficient here 
to state that we are now passing over from 
the Sign of Pisces into the Sign ofAquarius. 
It will take us  some 75 years [C: So, minus 
61 = about 14 more?] more to go com- 
pletely out of the month of Pisces and into 
the month of Aquarius. And as we go, all 
sorts of planetary and social readjustments 
must occur. 

Pisces was the Water Sign. In the 
"month" of Pisces came the Great Galilean. 
Spiritual purification had to be by water, or 
baptism. Christ "walked on the water". 
He bade the "watersn be stilled. His dis- 
ciples were chosen from among the fisher- 
men. His dispensation contained the great 

age of maritime discovery. In physics, we 
discovered the steam engine as an instru- 
ment of power. In engineering, we per- 
fected the science of hydraulics. 

Now, in this month or Sign of Aquarius, 
which is the Air month in the celestial year, 
we have aviation, radio, all the develop- 
ments of mind and intellect. Religion itself 
takes on the metaphysical aspect. (Higher 
or "beyond" the physical.) 

And it could not be otherwise. Great 
astronomical principles are at work, of 
which the ignorant know nothing. Current 
theological doctrine, which always takes 
on the color and aspect of the House under 
which it operates, stands up into its puny 
arrogance and tries to fight these changes. 
It cautions people not to be misled by false 
gods but to "cling to the faith of the fa- 
thers", not knowing that this is impossible 
if not downright wrong. Because the "fa- 
thers" got their peculiar brand of Faith 
from astronomical reactions upon the 
planet Earth. 

It is no platitude that liberation comes 
from knowledge. This being the Aquarian 
"age" or month of intellectual progress, 
existing theological institutions must radi- 
cally alter. But only as men and women are 
wise in their cosmic fundamentals, can 
they grasp the true import of those terrific 
alterations. 

We are in a new "pass-over" now and 
the whole world is turning upside down. 
And when the world turns upside down, 
some rather queer things come floating to 
the surface. In that period of celestial 
turmoil, which has its perfect prototype in 
the alterations of the spring months on the 
planet Earth, men will advance many ideas 
and try to set up some preposterous social 
and political structures, thinking they are 
really instigating something new under the 
sun. 

We must be prepared for these and yet 
know them for what they are. We must 
realize in addition that there truly IS noth- 
ing 'new" under the sun. All that human- 
ity has been through in the past 1900 
years, it likewise went through thousands 
of years ago in a similar cycle on a lower 
plane of spiritual development. All that it 
is going through now, or will go through in 
the years immediately ahead, it will go 
through again on higher planes in the 
generations to come, f a r  up in the future. 

When the so-called "mystics" talk of 
alterations "on the make", they- have a 
sound astronomical basis on which to rest 
their premonitions. 

True, hundreds of them do get those 
alterations told to them by those in the 
higher and finer dimensions who have the 
opportunity to see them clairvoyantly in 
manufacture before they "come out" in 
actuality on this earthly plane of effect. 
But that does not alter the fact that with 
every celestial Pass-over there must of 
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necessity be alterations and that what the bring something infinitely important to they KNOW the ONLY religion. This k 
alarmists in theological prophecy take for attention-the sign of the "serpent" or only a comment on the very thing 
the "end of the worldn is truly nothing the very Satanic symbol itself. Let us pointed out-the anti-Christ SYMBOL 
more nor less than a way of expressing in now consider it in relationship to "reli- becomes the very heart of all teachings 
their cosmic illiteracy the change from one gion" and that which is taking place and accepted practices as time marches 
celestial month, or sign, into another. right now in the very building called U.N. on!] 

This being so, and knowing something Let me just quote from the Lyke Report 
about it as a natural process, we can look of yesterday, a brief portion by ones * * *  
with something more than credulity on the visiting that building:] 
strange experiences which certain "...Perhaps the most startling revela- And that, in a measure, is what is 
sensitives are having just now, either get- tion of this visit to the United Nations was happening throughout the earth at present, 
ting warnings from other dimensions of the open and unabashed spirit of anti- epitomized in bloody wars, great interna- 
terrific alterations now in process of con- Christ. A s  we entered the main lobby of the tional lecheries, the looting of civilizations 
summation, or going out of their physical U.N. ,  off to the right was the U.N. Medita- and culture by a satanic predatory element 
bodies in what we call a Time-Spaceprojec- tion Room. In front of the entrance to the that thinks it's on its way to successful 
tion of the psyche and literally seeing those Meditation Room was an 18-inch trellis world domination. 
changes as  actual happenings, exactly as fence and a wall-size stained glass window It is on its way to nothing of the sort. It 
their mentors see them who come to them depicting all the religions of the world is on its way to a species of suicide. That 
with news in advance, foretelling the events coming together as one. IN THE CENTER evil ultimately destroys itself in whatever 
of the days that are ahead. OF THAT STAINED GLASS WALL WAS A phase it elects to manifest, is a truism that 

The general public would be appalled if VERY PROMINENTLY PLACED SERPENT! comes down to us from the far-offAtlantean 
it could realize how common is this prac- We then entered the dark doors down a civilization and culture. Unfortunately in 
tice of vacating the body and "looking darkened hallway into the Meditation Room. the case of Atlantis, in destroying itself, it 
ahead" from such discarnate condition on In the center of the room was a large stone likewise destroyed the civilization and con- 
events of the future, exactly as one might alter with a meditation light focused on it. tinent on which it operated. 
take a reel of motion pictures and unwind The walls of the room tapered or "chan- Mystics, so-called, are nothing but 
it ahead to see what has already been neled" in a triangular shape to another people who have their higher and finer 
photographed at the end of the film. stained glass mural, again depicting all the mental and spiritual senses awakened and 

Letters from every corner of the nation religions of the world coming together as functioning while they are still operating in 
are coming into the headquarters for The one. To the rear of the room were eleven mortal bodieson thissphereoffiniteEarth. 
League for the Liberation just now, re- seats, perhaps symbolic of what B'ble True, there are charlatans among them 
counting such hyper-dimensional excur- prophecy says, 'the ten horns which you aplenty, who deserve all the censure which 
sions, and practically all of them reporting saw are ten kings what have received no mass humanity heaps upon them. But it 
the same sights and events. kingdom as yet, but they receive authority is a significant fact that the true mystic, 

It has long since passed out of the realm for one hour as kings with the beast": (1 1 th knowing accurately something of the na- 
of coincidence that a man in Denmark and seat) (Revelation 17: 12). The enforcement ture of the changes that are imminent for 
a woman in Oregon should have the same mechanism to achieve the new religious any given race or social grouping, rarely 
"discarnate" experience at practically the order or New Age Religion is a little docu- lets himself turn alarmist and try to warn 
same time, each without knowing that the ment called the "Convention on the Pre- the race of its danger. He keeps his in- 
other existed, much less as having the vention and Punishment of the Crime of formation largely to himself. But he does 
experience, and that each one brought Genocide." This treaty, first proposed at try to influence and guide civilization in 
back the same details of happenings which the U.N. in 1948, was not ratified by the otherways than by uttering threats against 
are yet of the future, insofar as our little U.S. until 1988. It defines genocide as "the its peace of mind. 
spinning Earth-planet's "time" is involved. committing of certain acts with the intent There is no sense in creating a Fear 

[C: This is why it is so important that to destroy-wholly or in part-a national, Complex in humankind that is so densely 
the factual definitions and workings of, ethnic, racial or religious group as such." ignorant and adolescent in its spiritual 
say, God in energy expression and The convention also includes in the defini- development that it is not able to under- 
thought projection, not be allowed to be tion 'the acts of causing mental harm". stand what it is beingwarned about, much 
buried by the Adversary. It also, how- This means, you can't proclaim that Jesus less act upon it for its own preservation. 
ever, becomesOBVIOUS WHY IT SHOULD Christ is the only way of salvation, as that True and real mystics are ever reticent 
BE THUS-AN ENLIGHTENED HUMAN- is deemed exclusive under this treaty and about giving out accurate information or 
ITY WILLNOTTOLERATETHESATANIC you could be tried and punished for the specifjing dates for changes. For they 
EVIL EXISTENCE OF THESE PHYSICAL crime of genocide. know that those changes will come anyway 
BINDINGS.] A s  you can see, their whole scheme is to and all they can hope to do is to use their 

Incidentally, it is in these periods of the have you worship godless humanism while information for explanation instead of 
Celestial Pass-over that Evil ALWAYS rears they are controlling you under their new prophesying gloom for which humanity 
its cobra-head, for in those periods of change political order and keeping you in eco- will hate them. [C: As you come, however, 
from one celestial month to another there is nomic bondage to their new economic or- closer to the time of cycle abruptness it 
bound to be a period of chaos, in that the der of world socialism. goes beyond the not speaking out in 
Earth is operating neither under one Sign or [C: Let me hereat state, however, that generalities and what can even now be 
another, but in a manner of speaking under "In take exception to the term "Jesus considered a bit of "fear mongering". It 
both. Thus the chaotic forces have their Christ" for that limits the very presence is not, however, for the sleeping will not 
2,000 year chance to make themselves felt of GOD. " Jesusn was not even the name heed anyway--and the ones who are to 
with maximum efficiency. of the Christed being, Emmanuel, so to be called and serve MUST be given the 

err in such pronouncement as this is no information so that they might heed 
* * * better than putting aside all religions in that call and respond-- IS THE TIME 

favor of the one "deemed" suitable by OF AWAKENING AND IT REQUIRES A 
[C: In speaking of "Cobra-headn we equally as bigoted groups who presume PRETTY DASTARDLY SOUNDINGALARM 
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CLOCK RINGING.] exactly the day and hour when sufficient pression-YOU DID AND YOU HAVE FOR 
That there are strange alterations going water will have come down from the moun- WITHOUT YOUR INPUT, THERE WOULD 

on about the Earth is something not re- tains to swell agiven stream to catastrophic BE NO WORD FORTHIS DAY! PONDER IT. 
ported to any extent in the newspapers as proportions. 
yet, and yet is the common property of We know that we are in a sort of "spring 
geologists and other scientists who are season of the planetn and there must be An 0 th er JO URNA L 
watching the peculiar behavior of this planet terrain readjustments. 
whenever a great Celestial Pass-Over is to The great consolation in all this is the 
occur. fact that out of such upset only good can Goes TO Press 

In the middle-south Atlantic, portions come. We are told in no uncertain terms 
of old Atlantis are arising toward the sur- that the destinies of this planet are care- 4/7/93 #2 CERES 'ATONN 
face, so close to that surface that naval fully watched over by stupendous entities 
maneuvers and passenger-ship routes have who can direct, if they cannot halt, the INTRODUCTION 
had to be recharted in order that ships may depredations of such a season. It is not 
not run aground. outside the realms of possibility that many A s  we write, this time only a very 

Just  a few short months ago (1932), the predatory elements shall be removed from short Introduction to this JOURNAL, I 
bottom dropped out of the Atlantic in the human intercourse by just such an alter- have to ask you to use for research and 
vicinity of the Newfoundland fishing banks ation, and  in no other way, which may be confirmation that which we have given 
and has not yet been plumbed. At the same the specific reason why they are "permit- before on these subjects of human repli- 
time seismographers know that many of ted". cation, genetic alterations and manipu- 
the major earthquake faults of the planet Only good can come from all this, and lation, Psychopolitics and American 
are becoming ever more active than they the truly liberated person, knowing of the Brainwashing. You can get your confir- 
care to release to the press. The rumblings colossal forces working for the improve- mations of these truths in just about 
in the vast gas-belt that underlies Ontario ment of humankind, can maintain a poise every JOURNAL prior to this one, backed 
are becoming so plain that they can be in the face of such seeming disaster that up by story after story of ones actually 
heard beneath the feet at times. In South will make him a leader in truth of the involved in BOTH sides of the games in 
America there is an increasing amount of distraught adolescent, illiterate multitudes play. You will have to understand sooner 
volcanic activity. In North America the when the changes occur in literal displace- or later that the games are regulated for 
Mississippi watershed seems to be sinking ments. the purpose of the New World Order-in 
lower in the Middle West, precipitating the conjunction with your prior ENEMIES. 
strange floods that the public press alibis STOP QUOTING. The working forces behind the actual 
as being the result of deforestation. That is physical manipulations always seem to 
only anesthesia for public consumption. * * *  go back to Intelligence Forces who are in 
Something vaster and more significant is the New World Order vs. Free World 
"on the make" and under the guise of the Why do I choose to write in this manner struggle, who all seem to be spin-offs 
Depression and economic necessity, there which is identical to that which I tell you and integrated as KGB (Soviet), CIA (you 
is a greater exodus out of the Mid-West daily? Because I want you ones, especially guessed it!), Mossad (Israeli Secret Ser- 
states than the general public is aware of. our scribes, to understand that we are not vice) and all wrapped up through Brit- 
Those who accredit such matters are mov- jeopardizing your security by "repeating" ish-Israel INTELLIGENCE NETWORK. 
ing onto higher ground-land that is at that which was published over 60 years Some of your own Special Forces, 
least 500 feet above the level of the oceans. past. It is our little way of giving you CIA, etc., personnel and players now see 
[C: Now it behooves ones in those areas confirmation of sanity, chelas. You who what dastardly work has been done and 
and in the West-to get to ground above never represent yourselves as psychics, would like to see these truths presented- 
2,500 feet as changes are continuing to much the less, prophets-need to under- and moreover-are willing to put their 
occur  more intensely.] Whenever pos- stand that that which you are shown and own necks on the line for you-the-people. 
sible, people are locating on the western KNOW shall come upon you and how, All we can do is aid as we can. 
side of mountain ranges in Eastern North about when and why-bear great burdens When you see the following headlines 
America, in anticipation of a "mighty gale" upon selves-and they are not yours to in the paper as we will show you, it seems 
that seems to be coming from the north- bear. Those who will hear-shall and those impossible to reclaim any part of "free- 
east as a result of the tremendous tidal who turn away from Truth-shall do so no dom" but it remains to be seen how 
wave that may easily sweep around the matter what you offer. We serve God of many will rally to the trumpet of 
earth in the event of a sudden eruption and Hosts, as Hosts and in that there is the "freedom's call". Both of these examples 
elevation of the Atlantean Continent which whole of it. You are in the time of chaos in were printed and published on April 5, 
has been submerged beneath the Atlantic the Pass-Over and so it shall continue until 1993-so they are about as current as 
for some 1 1,500 years. the things of the time shall come and go. you can get! 

These are matters not to be taken lightly. Aho. Headlines: "SECRET SELLOUT OF 
On the other hand, no specific dates are Ceres to clear and thanking my scribe POWs. A secmt meeting in Washing- 
given and no true mystic or psychic will for hours at this keyboard that you ones ton between administration officials 
permit himself to so designate the time might share in this wondrous information. and representatives of the Vietnam- 
element. For he knows, as those in the I again wish to thank Carolyn Browning ese government, unreported in the 
Higher Dimensions know, that the time for perceiving a need for this sharing. To Establishment media, portends the 
element cannot be adjudged with accu- you who do not know your purpose but feel normalization of relations and the 
racy. pulled to these actions-know it is that you end of  hope .for a full accountiw of 

One can predict with reasonable cer- were led long ago into these thought pat- American POWs." If your government 
tainty, that if a New England river is to rise terns and recognized coming again into will deliberately murder, both literally 
in spring-flood, the time will come when it Truth as you experienced our work these and figuratively, those forced or volun- 
will overflow its banks and cause certain days. Blessed areyou who thinkyou found teered to serve your nation-what hope 
havoc: -But no.sne can-tell with-accuracy no purpose in your many years of ex- .do,-you -have for freedo,m and quality of 
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life in the places of your nation and of is now rampantly practiced around your DEDICATION 
those of the world? globe from blasting loud music (carefully 

Headline: "SYCOPHANTS CANT CON- chosen for lyrics and "beat") into the Since I cannot name so many to whom 
TAIN NATIONAL ADL SCANDAL: A na- targeted locations (but also mentally I would dedicate this JOURNAL due to 
tionwideADL(Anti-DefamationLeague works an  intended "frenzy" on the as- security, suffice it state here that it is  
[usually B'nai B'rith]) spy ring that saulting participants). Let me just quote dedicated to those brave people who pay 
has been stealing classified police a few things from the Introduction to a the price daily for bringing light on such 
intelligence files has been unmasked. "TEXT BOOK" for the training of Red a dastardly scheme of world domination. 
This may turn out to be one of the Communists. What are Red Commu- Some are incarcerated and undergoing 
biggest political scandals in Ameri- nists? The anti-Christ atheists in actual slow (or sometimes immediate) suiciding 
can history. The civil liberties of conjunction with their comrades, the (murdercide), their families paying the 
hundreds of thousands of Americans Khazarian Zionists who are also found ultimate price; and then-look around 
have been put in jeopardy. Efforts to throughout the globe and infiltrated into you and show m e  YOUR freedom! So 
contain publicity about the scandal EVERY NATIONAL GOVERNMENT and be it. 
are failing. " society. 

We will write on both of these topics in " A  great, and almost secret, war is  This JOURNAL shall be called: 
future writings but suffice it to say that being waged by Red Communists against 
your national "everythingn is in total Christians and all Christ-like believers in ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
jeopardy and-with a fixed and corrupted God according to the teachings of "good- MASS MIND CONTROL 
Judicial system-you have little chance ness" and God. A Red author once wrote, THE GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
of recovery. 'Books are weapons in  the war of ideas.' 

The lectures and studies in  this book are You have now come full circle into the 
HOW DID YOU GET TO HERE? of two weapons, psychiatry and psychol- integrated multi-national World Orderpup- 

ogy, that secret Red Communists use pet-Master's trap. You are now the tar- 
You got to here through the most against u s  in our own country. You may gets of the most vicious terrorism of all 

massive and comprehensive of Human have already realized that the pseudo- time and all places a s  the major "force" 
replication, Psychopolitical interactions, sciences of psychiatry and psychology players utilize the ultimate weapons for 
Microwave harassment and Mind con- are ruining millions of American lives. fill programming mind-control. How can 
trol. It goes f a r  beyond the old idea of What you may not have known, is that you counter it? BY KNOWING WH4T 
"Brain-washing" for these things are such ruination is  DELIBERATE." THEY ARE DOING! Proof? Close your 
now used against you IN MASS! THE So, Psychopolitics is simply mass eyes and tightly cover your ears-WHAT 
STANDOFF AT WACO, TEXAS OF mind-control through any method de- DO YOUHEAR? ITHOUGHT SO!!-Elec- 
BRANCH DAVIDIAN IS MERELY AN ON- sired a t  the hands of the politicians. tranicfrequencypuZsesandtones that 
GOING EXTENSION AND EXPERIMEN- It is good to heed the warning of one NOTHING hides or covers. 'CGain con- 
TATION OF "MKULTRAn, A PULSED MI- Jean de La Bruyere (1 645-1 696: QTHE trol of a man's mind and you can 
CROWAVE PROGRAMMING PROJECT EXACT CONTRARY OF WHAT IS GEN- control the man--contml the minds 
UNDERYOUR INTELLIGENCE FORCES. ERALLY BELIEVED (PRESENTED) IS of the masses-AND YOU CONTROL 

Further, the SWAT teams utilized to OFTEN THE TRUTH!" THE WORLD!" =When control i s  
go in and "shoot to killn fellow citizens I can only ask that you consider that gained-the masses can be pro- 
are simply robotized programmed tools which i s  presented in your controlled grammed to do anything told to do 
in the form of totally brain action con- media as if it is  the opposite of the truth and thus become as mbotic slaves". 
trolled soldier/ killers. The lawful sol- of a situation (see the final writing in this Thus say the 'CBig Boy" 
diers don't even know what to do or think JOURNAL on the Waco, Texas incident) controllers. 
about it. The assumption is that ones in and then "find" the real information and SAL U. 
target must be horrendous and deadly see what you find to be truth! 
dangerous. when actually the confronta- I ask that the Editors offer informa- 
tionwis against babies, tion as to which prior JOURNALS offer 
children and religious and peaceful gath- coverage of these topics in direct point. ZlGGY 
erings of people doing everything in free- (See below.) 
dom under Constitutional Law. 

The ONLY way to conquer a man is to Gyeorgos Ceres 'Atonn 
capture his mind. Control a man's mind 
and you control his body and all his *. * * 
actions. Most of you never even notice 
all the things that affect you subcon- JOURNAL #24: SHROUDS OF THE 
sciously-you don't even know what to SEVENTH SEAL (Doubles, Robotoids 
look for. For instance, the doctors' of- and Replicas) 
fices are filled with people looking for JOURNAL #26: COUNTERFEIT 
help for the "sounds in their headn and BLESSINGS (Mind Control) 
"the awful tones and ringing in their JOURNAL #28: OPERATION 
ears". Why? It is simply pulsed tones SHANSTORM (Robotoids) 
presenting signals and messages totally JOURNAL #29: END OF THE 
accepted by the mind and fully qualified MASOUERADE (Replicas, The Protocols 
by everything your enemy shows you on of Zion) 
the television, radio, in papers-all me- JOURNAL   TANGLED WEBS, 
dia. Volume 6 (Replicas) 

So what of Psychopolitics? Boy, that 
one came directly from KGB-Soviets and . .  L * * * .  I , , ,  
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U.S. Judges Accused 
Of Jury Tampering 
4/7/93 #3 CERES 'ATONN colleagues are stunned by the contents of tial pillars of our justice system, namely: 

these first few lines-and well you should "In America no one should be above the 

I have been promising you this writing openly utter any statements which might 
for days now and other things seem to get in some manner cast aspersions on, or de- Before we continue pursuing this sub- 
in the way each time of writing at the glorify, members of the Judiciary. ject, let me digress ... 
keyboard. A good reminder however is that The topic, JURY TAMPERING BY THE One very effective tactic police depart- 
"Lge is t h a t  which happens while you JUDGE, is far overdue for discussion and ment superiors commonly use to dissuade 
are making other plans. ACTION by concerned Americans, includ- and silence 'forbidden" inquiries or dis- 

The "author" of the following needs no ing those in enforcement. cussions is to tell you: "You police officers, 
introduction to our own readers but for you (For those who are more educated and as sworn officers of the law are not citizens; 
"catch-ups" and as a reminding to read- understand Common Law Courts I have you therefore have no Constitutional pro- 
ers, this is by Jack McLamb, a Navy vet- chosen, for simplicity, to not address Ar- tections regarding such things as the right 
eran who began his law enforcement ca- ticle 3/Admiralty Courts. "...One must to privacy or free speech." 
reer in Phoenix, AZ, in 1976. He was the learn to walk before attempting to run.") Be assured-this is a now-proven pre- 
Republican candidate for Maricopa County varication (lie) perpetrated by some gov- 
(AZ) Sheriff in 1984. JURY CONTROL A CRIMINAL ernment officials to keep police officers in 

In 1986 McLamb was forced to take !!a line, and prevent their protesting (or even 
medical retirement after being injured dur- discussing) any dishonesties, inequities or 
ing an arrest. He is president of Intel- It seems that many police officers corruption in the present governmental 
Intercept Group, founder/director ofAmeri- strongly consider ajudge's secret control of system. It is especially designed to stop 
can Citizens and Lawmen Association and the jury as a serious crime against the 'Officers of the Law" from expressing their 
active in various community service orga- People. I say this because the most consis- true feelings to those for whom they work 
nizations. He was present and accompanied tent question that comes up on this issue, and have sworn an oath to serve and 
Col. James "Bo" Gritz to Idaho and contin- from our brother and sister lawmen across protect, namely the PUBLIC. 
ued through the incident at Ruby Creek the U.S. is, "Why should we law enforcers Perhaps surprisingly, the Courts have 
(Weaver). He sends forth a Law Enforce- be sworn to arrest all those we see commit- held that officers are indeed citizens with 
ment Officers bulletin regularly, called Aid ting such infractions as 'misdemeanors' all the same inalienable rights as any other 
and Abet. I personally honor this man as and then be restrained from taking action citizen. A s  such, we too are duty-bound to 
one of the most highly respected fighters against a judge for committing felonies express our feelings giving input, and gen- 
for American Constitutional Rights. I sa- regularly in our presences?" (Jury tam- erally exercise justice concerning prob- 
lute you, Sir. pering equals 'felony" to a police officer!) lems we may see within any facet of govern- 

In the judgment of many U.S. police ment. 
QUOTING: officers, when a judge covertly controls the And who, I might ask you, is in a more 

decision of a jury without the jury mem- perfect position than police officers across 
U.S. JUDGES ACCUSED OF bers having knowledge of such manipula- the U.S. (through Aid and Abet newslet- 

JURY TAMPERING tion, this is a CRIMINAL ACT. ter)? We understand that there are other 
Such harsh words! Personally, this methods being used to discourage police 

By: Officer Jack McLamb (Ret.) editor is proud to know that so many ofyou officers from speaking about and concern- 
lawmen agree that it is past the time for ing themselves with serious problems in 

In all 50 states it is a felony to influence, SPEAKING OUT about this and other very government. 
threaten, or intimidate a juror, or jury, in important issues. 
an attempt to alter the outcome of a trial. Yes, your oath of offices does say, "I JUDGES ARE GOVERNMENT 
In most states it is a class 4 felony. promise to protect the Constitution from AGENTS 

Officer R. Stevens of New York State all enemies both foreign and domestic", 
says, "...not a day goes by that we (police and the right to a "fair and impartial trial Police officers who witness judicial ac- 
officers) don't bear witness to the manipu- by a jury of our peers" is a most essential tivities in courtrooms today, can attest to 
lation of juries, and their decisions, by part of that document. the fact that a judge can, at will, decide the 
members of the Judiciary." In addition, what you officers are also outcome of any jury trial that comes before 

I know that already some of my police reafflrming is one of the oldest, most essen- him in which he or his special benefactors 
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have a special interest. 
Many police officers understand that 

today it is a fact-unspoken and unholy as 
it is! that generally speaking, "his Honor's" 
first duty, as a purely political appointee 
and government agent, is to protect the 
government's philosophies and political 
agenda from the Public. 

And yet the poor misled Public is kept 
uninformed and forever fed the lie that: 
"Judges are there to protect the Citizen's 
right to a fair trial." Give u s  a break! 

POLICE OFFICERS AS 
EXPERT WITNESSES 

Police officers have witnessed this be- 
havior in the courts regularly for decades. 
Some years ago one concerned and rather 
outspoken officer put it this way: 

"Under present judicial rules and 
customs the social or political aims of 
any particular sitting judge (or those of 
his overseers) can, at the judge's discre- 
tion, overpower the free will of the jury. 
Due to its illicit nature, this usurpation 
of power, the actual control sequence, is 
always accomplished without the jury 
being made aware of its application." 
Officer Jack McLamb (June 1 985) 

Although not so labeled, these are "high 
crimes" and violations of the very founda- 
tion of Constitutional mandates cover- 
ing the American jury system. The 
Public is never to know this because it is 
believed that they would not tolerate such 
subversive totalitarian activities. 

Another police officer from Texas (a 
14-year veteran) in his July 1989 letter 
shared with me his own and others' 
concerns in this fashion: 

"Some of us (officers) have quietly 
discussed this activity on several occa- 
sions, but must confess that we have 
never understood why a judge is allowed 
to jury tamper. It is a unanimous con- 
science here that, regardless of how 
right and legal our protests might be, 
any officers involved in bringing public 
attention to such powerful, clandestine, 
political controls, would probably be the 
only ones punished. What we need is 
mass support for such changes." Sgt. 
M.T. of Texas, July 19, 1989 

It is not difficult to relate to the frustra- 
tion of our fellow officer as he and others at 
his department struggle to resolve this 
dilemma. It is hard to regularly witness 
such systemic illegal activity, and a t  the 
same time endure a sense of helplessness, 
for knowing there is probably not the suf- 
ficient support needed to bring corrective 
enforcement action. 

Sgt. M.T. is probably absolutely right. 
Can't we just see one of the totally political 
yes men that are appointed today as Police 
Chiefs standing up  and taking on this one! 
Some of the g ~ o d  'ole .Sheriffs who. .are, 

elected by the People and feel answerable 
to the People might take a stand, but not 
most of today's Police Chiefs. 

After many years as a Cop, and having 
witnessed once again this nefarious usur- 
pation of power by a member of the Judi- 
ciary at  a murder trial, in Superior Court of 
Maricopa County, AZ, in October of this 
past year-believe me, your editor, too, 
knows first hand whereof he speaks! 

attorneys and some of their local police 
officers do) that very gradually, behind 
their backs, their LAWFUL right to a iair 
trial, as well as their powers as Jurors have 
been secretly removed. 

Those "in the know" understand clearly 
that we once again have the "King's Agent/ 
Judges" back in control of our courts. 

And currently, as some like to joke, it's 
not King George the 3rd but 'King Geotge 
the Bush" now on the throne. 1C: At the 

OUR SYSTEM REPLACED time of this original writing.i 
Let's contrast the five basic judicial 

"Before one can evaluate what is wrong, parameters identified a b o v e a n d  which 
he must first know what is right." (Sound were to have guaranteed ajust  and honest 
logic from your editor!) system in America-with the manner in 

For those of us  who may have forgotten which today's secret injustice systemworks. 
some of what we learned in "Government 
10 1" (and todaysupposed to work) it might 'SECRET" SYSTEM ALLOWS 
be well to review for a moment the Consti- JUDGES TO CONTROL JURY 
tutional system we were given, and then 
notice how that system has been sup- Under rules that the American Aristoc- 
planted (uprooted) and been replaced by racy has set up for itself Government Agent/ 
the corruption that is in operation today. Judges are politically appointed. 

America's system of justice was built Under this set-up, private political dy- 
upon some very sound, basic principles, nasties are protected, and lifelong immu- 
several of which are these: nity from prosecution is virtually guaran- 

1). The sixth and seventh Amend- teed them, as is also the security of per- 
ments of the Bill of Rights guarantee us  petual wealth and power. 
a trial by jury. (A jury of our peers.) Listen: here are but a few of the changes 

2). The Jury is to judge the LAW as that have been implemented which allow 
well as the facts in the cases brought these elitists to control the outcome of any 
before them. jury trial they wish. 

3). The Jury is to hear all witnesses 1). Denying a selected defendant the 
and examine all the evidence of the right to a trial by a jury of his peers. 
case. How else can informed decision 2). Selectively withholding evidence 
be reached? and testimony from the jury. 

4). The Jury is to determine the 3). Hiding from the jury their lawful 
penalty (sentence) of the guilty party. right and duty to decide if a law is fair 

5). The judge is to serve as an unbi- and iust as it applies to each specific 
ased resource for the jury, to answer case. 
questions on the law, and as unbiased 4). The judge wrongly deciding the 
referee on points of contention. punishment of the guilty party. 
Although there are more, these five 5). Using despotic "contempt" 

basic parameters are viewed as vital for a charges to silence or intimidate any 
fair and just system of dispensing justice. who challenge these and other auto- 
If observed they would effectively prevent cratic, corrupt and illicit practices. 
any and all despots from ever gaining dic- Several other of the judge/agents9 "fa- 
tatorial control over America! vorite" oppressive courtroom tactics which 

Our forefathers knew the importance of often heavily influence the outcome ofjury 
the above controls on government. They trials are listed: 
had just come out from under a system The ability of a biased and corrupt judge 
where the King, through his agent/judges, to overrule the objectionsof the Defendant's 
would get rid of dissenters by holding counsel and sustain the obiection of his 
phony trials and then simply eliminating government teammate, the Prosecutor. 
the 'guilty' dissenter. In other words, the judge will stop op- 

It was no accident, therefore, that our posing counsel from presenting to the jury 
nation's founders built safeguards into our all the facts, (some of which may even be 
system of government in hopes of prevent- crucial factors in a fair evaluation of the 
ing this from ever occurring in the new law. case). 

Then he will allow his secret "part- 
THE KINGS MEN ARE BACK neF-the government prosecutor, to tell 

the jury almost anything he wants. 
In the main, today's American public In this manner, we see the govern- 

still believes, however naively, that these ment a-gent/.ddqe contmZs the idorma- 
Constitutional safeguards are still in place tion goiw to the hrrr and therefom 
and presently functioning. controls the outcome of the trial. 

M.ost do- not lplpw [what AC!, judges, , ., , The subtle .,I. ~ d ~ d q l i b e r a t e  , A . . . I 6  . . destruction . - 
of 
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theDefense counsel'scredibility before the who agrees with us as to who the BAD 
jury by the Judge's use of "prejudicial GUYS are. But, what about next week? 
treatment and statements" (i.e., snide re- Suppose these all-wise chooser/judges 
marks, belittling and demeaning remarks decide for example, that all police officers 
and voice inflection leveled at opposing who speak out against abusive govern- 
counsel solely for the benefit of the jury) ment tactics, a corrupt judicial system, 
thereby instills prejudice in their minds etc., are from now on criminals and must 
throughout the trial. go to jail? 

Thinkabout it. With the useofthese Or next week, maybe all people who 
and other slick covert manipuZutions, "drink beer" or who make "ball games" 
who rreally decides the outcome of the their god, or who "chase women" after 
trial? their shift, or believe in giving out neces- 

We (police officers) see this Jury Tam- sary "Attitude Adjustments" are now crimi- 
pering all the time and are amazed that it nals?? Let your imagination run for a 
is done so expertly that the Jury never moment. 
suspects a thing. We can see that under this unfair, un- 

Americans have always taken great pride constitutional system, even police officers, 
in proclaiming that ours is a "government with their own set of quirks, might have 
of law and not men". But is it? trouble with this irnaginq new CHOOSER, 

From even the sketchy glimpse given and might conceivably end up in jail, or 
here of what transpires in U.S. courts worse! 
today, can any thinking person say that 
LAW and JUSTICE reigns there today? JUSTICE DEMANDS SAME 

We can certainly see, we no longer have JUSTICE FOR ALL 
the justice system that our forefathers set 
in place. The above scenario is why our founding 

Now, under "King George the Bush", fathers decided it was better to have the 
there is the same sham system that King same equitable justice system for EVERY- 
George I11 and other totalitarians through- ONE. One that a power hungry judiciary, 
out the ages set in place so they could or anyone else, could not tarnperwith. And 
selectively weed out any dissenters, or this is why our present system is abso- 
those not politically aligned, from among lutely wrong! And why it is a complete 
the masses, and still fool the people into fraud and deception, for such an "activist 
thinking, "they had their day in court!" judge" to tell the jury that they (the Jury) 

will ultimately decide the outcome of the 

day unlawful and/or tyrannical govern- 
ment actions." 

This person may also be on the oppos- 
ing side of the present government 
administration's Humanist / Socialists 
"New World Order" political goals; or he 
may be one of those radicals our depart- 
ment warns us about. I'm speaking about 
anyone labeled asan outspoken true "Con- 
servative", a "Constitutionalist", or "God 
fearing Christian" that ieudemanding 
that the government power be returned to 
the American People." 

Officers know that if any of these type 
individuals come before the court, it is 
assured, with few exceptions, that the Jury 
decision in those select cases will be ex- 
pertly, precisely, and secretly controlled 
(and decided) by the government agent/ 
judge. 

TYRANNY IN THE HIGHEST 

It is important that we understand with 
total clarity that these 'Activist Judges", 
through the use of onerous, unlawful pow- 
ers, are committing serious FELONIES on 
a consistent basis, and therefore are in 
violation of their oath of office, which is to 
uphold the People's rights and the natural 
and Supreme laws of our nation. 

BEWARE OF MAKING EXCUSES FOR 
JUDGES. I understand that some of our 
judges are our personal friends. I have 
several that I like on a personal basis also. " 

THE GOOD, BAD AND UGLY trial. However, let me seeif I can put this into 
A s  we officers have seen over and over a clear and simple perspective: 

Far beyond the obvious unlawfulness, again, in monitoring courtroom perfor- We all understand that a person's right 
there are real problems with such a biased mances that not in all cases do judges feel to "a fair and impartial hearing by ajury of 
system that allows government agent/ the need to .wield their secret controls. their peers" is one of the most important of 
judges to give "selected" defendants (per- If the defendant is a good old-fashion all the personal safeguards of our Consti- 
haps a friend or colleague of the judge) a murderer, rapist, child molester, etc., the tutional Republic. Ifwe lawmen know this, 
particular style of "justice" and then some- judge will many times just sit back and let could anyone believe that highly educated 
one that the agent/judge or his Controllers the chips fall where they may. In such individuals, such as professional judges 
label "BAD GUYS'' get the certain extra cases the jury is allowed to decide the and lawyers, who have made the study and 
amount of injustice. outcome! Then again, judgeswith particu- application of laws of this Republic their 

The most important issue when using lar political and social bias have been lifelong profession, WOULD NOT KNOW 
such an unfair system is WHO is it that is known to use their secret controls to set IT? 
put in charge of doing the "choosing and free "poor misunderstood victims of soci- Do I hear any disagreement? 
labeling" ofwho are the Good, the Bad and ety" (hardened criminals) who are a seri- A fine attorney friend of this writer, by 
the Ugly in our society today. ous threat to society and belong on the the name of Michael Minns, has written an 

Are we sure that it is the JUDGES gallows or in jail. Officers know this hap- excellent and important work entitled "The 
(LAWYERS)-(OR THOSE WHO CONTROL pens far too often. Underground Lawyer". (Every officer 
THEM) that we want to put in charge of should read this book.) Anyway, in this 
picking those among us  that are to be PUBLIC ENEMY NUMBER 1 book he details the history of our jury 
consider the "BAD GUYS"? system. I will paraphrase a bit of this 

The "LAWYERS"? 'God in heaven pro- Some of you who have closely moni- history. 
tect us!" tored these activities realize that there are Some 200 years before the Magna Carta 

Do we see the inherent problem in such certain type Americans who come before a was signed in England, Emperor Conrad of 
a system? Oh yes, it would be wonderful if state or federal court that almost guaran- Gemany established the guarantee of "trial 
we could always be assured that the right tees his or her "HONOR" becoming an by jury". This first system allowed for the 
people, THE REAL BAD GUYS, would be active part of the GOVERNMENT prosecu- JURY, not the government, to determine 
the ones to receive this extra special "in- tionjdefense and invoking these aforemen- all civiljustice and fairness, in other words- 
justice". tioned, illicit Judicial controls. "due process"! 

However, as you have surmised by now, This person is "any citizen who might Notice, ifyou will, even back then it was 
the big problem with the system is, one give 'BIG BROTHER'a bad time such as by the belief that the "people" had the best 
week the person or group that is doing the bringing suit against the Government or basic perception of what was good and 
"choosing and labeling" may be someone any of its agents for any number of present- what was evil, and an understanding of 

L .  - - .  ... . - A < - .  
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property rights, that laid the groundwork ing their full lawful powers, Jury Nullifica- ways! 
for the "viability" of such a jury system. tion, and with respect to reviewing all The single purpose of our study is to 

This system was so fair and equitable availableevidence, witnesses, etc. Hisvery show that, regardless of who or what is 
that a Nineteenth century scholar by the stern and short reply to me was: "THE to blame, we are at a point where the 
name of Lysander Spooner wrote extolling JURY (PUBLIC) IS NOT INTELLIGENT intended, all-important jury has been 
the great virtue of this system in these ENOUGHTOBEENTRUSTED WITH SUCH rendered powerless and is just sitting 
terms: POWERS." there as "eyewash" for public consump- 

"If the Jury does not judge the law, the Needless to say, our relationship went tion. 
facts, and all of the evidence, then they are downhill from there. I11 say this though, We need to fully concentrate our en- 
merely the tools, rather than a barrier with that attitude he's perfect material for ergies on removing unlawful powers from 
against the tyranny and oppression of the a "political judgeship" under our present the judiciary and restoring them to the 
government." corrupt judicial system! People, in their capacity as Jurors. 

Can you believe our present govern- One can get a definite feeling for the Rational people everywhere recognize 
ment Aristocracy today trusting the Ameri- depth of our problems in our U.S. judiciary that indeed our Nation under God is 
can people that much? NOT ON YOUR TIN from such exchanges. However, let's re- gone; in addition it is recognized that 
BADGE! turn to further quotes from our 19th Cen- our  freedom a n d  independence are 

We have discussed this before-that if tury scholar, Lysander C. Spooner. He almost gone. However, on a very posi- 
any of you "Johnny Laws" have ever continues: "It is not only the right and tive note, we CAN give thanks that the 
dreamed of being a part of a martial Law duty of juries to judge what are the facts, few freedoms we have left (the vote of an 
action, just wait a short while till these what is the law, and what is the moral independent jury being one) are quite 
same power crazed Elitists trick the rest of intent of the accused but it is also their enough to restore what has been lost. 
our fellow foolish Americans into turning right and their primaq and paramount So, let's get on with it! 
in their guns for a more "KINDER AND duty to judge of the justice of the law, and 
GENTLER NATION"! to hold all laws invalid, that are, in their JURY NULLIFICATION IS 

However, keeping on point, the above opinion, unjust o r  oppmssive, and all A RIGHT 
writings of the Honorable Mr. Spooner is persons guiltless in violating, or resisting 
the way it used to be in our nation before the execution of such laws." It is interesting to note that in 1895 
the Elitists decided that they them- Think about it. Occasionally police one single corrupt judge on the U.S. 
selves were far more wise and could officers are accused of crimes and find Supreme Court usurped the right of the 
better decide who would go free and who themselves facing a jury. Would not you American Jury to be told that they do 
should be convicted of crimes against yourself prefer that a truly independent have the right to nullify bad law, or to be 
"society" ("thestate" or more correctly jury of your peers decide your case rather careful as to the method in which a 
the "ARISTOCRACY"). than a facade of jury-craftily selected specific law is applied to a particular 

and secretly controlled by a single Aristo- case. 
STOP QUOTING. To be Continued. crat Government Agent / Judge? He did this by bestowing the decisio.2 

A s  for this writer, give me a jury of my of whether or not to tell the jury of their 
* * *  peers--theirnamesrandomlyDRAWN OUT power to his brother Club Members in 

OF A HAT, NO other question, no other the lower courts. This was done because 
Further discussion at  this time would screening, no other qualification, AND no the juries kept deciding in favor of what 

be superfluous so we will simply leave off at secret judicial controls!! the majority of the American People 
this point until we have opportunity to That is the only way to have a jury of wanted instead of what the government 
finish the subject article. IF YOU HAVE peers. Elitists of that time wanted. Wasn't that 
NOT YET BEEN THE "VICTIM" OF ONE Since space is always a consideration I nice? Question: Does the Supreme Court 
OF THE FARCES IN COURT-HOLD have purposely focused mainlyon the jury's have the right to purposely strip, or hide 
YOUR BREATH BECAUSE BEFORE IT'S right to decide both the law and the fact of away, the People's inalienable rights???? 
OVER-YOU WILL BE. SALU. the case before it. This is called "Jury A s  we have already discussed, it is 

Ceres to clear. Nullification" by the honest, and "Jury through this kind of illicit judicial activ- 
Lawlessness" bv members of the Evil Em- ism that these power-hungry Elitists 

41 8/93 82 CERES 'ATONN pire ... protect certain individuals and promote 
certain ~olitical goals and, at the same 

CONTINUATION: JURY TAMPERING NOT ALL JUDGES ARE "BAD" time, p;nish otfier selected people or 
(by Police Officer, Ret., Jack McLamb) groups, and crush any opposition to 

Please remember that as hard-hitting their Elitist agenda. 
THOSE WHO WOULD BE KINGS as this article may seem, the intention is president-King George the Bush, told 

not to label all iudges as "bad oeo~le". u s  recently several times what the 
A case in point: In 1982 I was inter- While it is all ioowtrue that ieariy all AGENDA is: his utopian 'New World 

viewed on public television in Arizona. 1 judges use some secret illicit controls Order" (One World Government). Of 
was an active duty police oficer at the time much of the time, we recognize that this course, it will be installed with him and 
and also the Executive Director of a na- "power grab" has resulted from long his international cronies in complete 
tional police organization. decades of well planned, gradual, piece- control of the world's people under the 

Before the interview the moderator (an meal encroachments. United Nations. [C: And so it has come 
attorney) and I had a moment to talk. We In fact the whole current, aberrant to pass for it no longer matter. WHO 
were discussing the present problems with system has been so entrenched for so semes the Elite gods through the of- 
the criminal justice system. long, and gained such a high degree of fices of you-the-people; it works out 

I had presented to him the "outland- acceptability that some offenders may the  very same in the final tally.] 
ish* idea that the jury (People), rather than even need to be somewhat excused, on We should believe them completely 
the judge, should actually be allowed to grounds of ignorance. But excused ONLY when they tell us: "You won't need Con- 
decide the outcome of a jury trial by utiliz- until they are taught the errors of their stitutional protections in this new world 
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order." That's an understatement! PEACE OFFICERS DO That's right-YOU ARE THAT POWER- 
HAVE POWER FUL! What do you say we fight them every 

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, inch of the way? Help me spread the truth to 
A LAWYER TELLS TRUTH One of these Fabian Socialists' greatest our fellow police officers and guardsmen. 

tools to use against the American People, Start someone else down the road to 
One lawyer tells the truth! An attorney in (and, therefore, also their "Achilles Heel"), is understanding. This RESTORING OF THE 

Arizona (Van 0' Steen) published this small, our "dumb" but highly patriotic Law En- POWER OF THE JURY is only ONE of the 
but "DY N-A-MITE", article in the largest forcement Officers and National Guardsmen. areas of importance. 
newspaper in the state--explaining and up- (By "DUMB" I mean "not knowledgeable" Additional things you can do is to share 
holding the right of the public to use "Jury about the INTERNAL enemy of our na- Aid and A bet Police Newsletter and to attend 
Nullification". Absolutely unbelievable, but tion.) local Constitutional-Patriot meetings. Don't 
true! Read it [below] and CHEER. Anyway, old King George the Bush (and BELIEVE the government hype against these 

now, Clinton the King Klown) and gangs, are fine Countrymen. 
deathly afraid of THE PEOPLES PROTEC- This old Cop knows thousands of them. 

J U R Y H AS P 0 W E R TO TORS GETTING EDUCATED (Cops and These people love America as much as do you 
Guardsmen). and I. 

NULLIFY LAW To go forward with their treasonous plans The other very important thing to do is to 
for America taking its place in their planned join in and help your fellow neighbors 
New World Order, they need all of their l a d y  FORCE the judges in your state to 

At the end jury trials. the ENFORCERS (YOU) to do ON COMMAND the stop 1- md ~tut the j- the 
judge gives the jury in sf ructions regs rd - actual physical part of subjugating (placing truth about their powers and duties. C d  
ing the law applicable to the case- The under control) your fellow Americans. or write to the wonderful people at Fully 
jury is then excused to begin its deli b- Do you understand what would happen if Informed Jury Amendment at P.O. BOX 
erations and reach a verdict. the American Police Officer and National 59, Heknville, Mont. 59843 (406) 793- 

Jury verdict research indicates that Guardsmen would REFUSE to execute their 5550. There k a group in your state right 
most juries give great weight to the Elitist control? now that needs your help. They use the 
judge's instructions about the law. They Sure you know-and so do they! name "FIJAW. PLEASE DO IT! 
take seriously the charge to apply the That's why they are so afraid of you good Please keep in mind that when I answer 

patriotic American Cops and Guardsmen requests for documents for research, etc., 
lac'' presented during the trial the gettingarealunderstandingofwhattheirun- 'tbarearec~.t.Jmv0hredn...theworkh~e 
law as described to them by the judge. American goals are all about. at AID AND ABET is a "labor of loven 

Under Our legal system. ju- Never forget your power which was given dedicated to our nation and its people. 
ries need not be controlled by the law. to YOU by the people that you have sworn to We are dl volunteers! We nevs. get a 
They may reach any verdict they like. protect! The enemy within this Republic paycheck, nor charge for our time and 
notwithstanding what many would con - cannot complete their plans to subjugate our assistance in answering or RZlfng your 
sider to be the obvious conclusion to be people without your assistance. reques;ta; we ask only that our "out of 
drawn f ram the evidence applied to the If YOU do nothing more than uphold your pocket" expenses be replaced SO that We 

law. oath of office, which is to protect the Ameri- can keep on helping to educate more of 
This little-known principle is well es- can People's Rights, and Property, their well our fellow lawmen. 

tablished In our legal system. it pre- planned World Government takeover plan is 

dates the American Revolution. finished, KA-PUT! END QUOTE. 

i f  a jury believes a law is  unjust, or 
that circumstances justify disregarding 
it, the jury generally has the power to 
reach a verdict that is apparently in- IS Our Constitution 
consistent with the traditional appli- 

- .  

cation of facts to law. 
Most legal scholars agree that this 

power is  one of the strengths of our On Its Way Out? 
v 

judicial system. It Is a corrective fea- 
ture that permits ordinary citizens to do 
justice when unusual circumstances 
arise. 

American juries have enormous 
power, and most of the time it is exerted 
responsibly. 

Juries may be reluctant to reach a 
first-degree murder conviction where 
the accused disconnected a respirator 
from a terminally ill loved one. The 
power of jury nullification permits a "not 
guilty" verdict. 

- Van O'Steen 
(From:) Arizona Republic & Gazette. 
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LET US SPEAK OF THE 
CONSTITUTION: 

IS IT ON ITS WAY OUT? 

The following was written by Jeffrey 
Forrest and his observations were run in 
the paper distributed by a group called 
Libertarians. It is both interesting and 
gives a lot of 'history" in brief format so 
we will share it with you here prior to 
moving into a discussion on your Con- 
stitution and on to the Newstates Con- 
stitution under the re-"districted" New 
States-under the Government run by 

the United Nations One World Govern- 
ment. You will note, please, that in the 
United Nations-ONLY THE TINY (COUNT 
THEM ON ONE HAND OF FINGERS) FEW 
ELITE NATIONS ARE CONSIDERED IN 
ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER. 

QUOTING: 

The importance of a Constitution as 
the defining instrument of government 
can't be overemphasized. It not only sets 
up  the structure and rules of govern- 
ment, it defines the limits of power. The 
United States Constitution has  been 
called 'the most noble document ever 
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penned by the hand of man". Truly, that several significant limitations on the Fed- Nations. Will it one day be as easy to 
may be, but a document is no more than era1 Government. First, Congress lacked dump our Constitution, and subordi- 
the deference accorded to it, and there the power to regulate commerce; and nate the sovereigntyofthe United States 
exists valid support for an argument since most treaties were concerned with to a world body? 
that the U.S. Constitution may not be trade, Congress was left virtually impo- 
legal at all. tent insofar as its conduct of foreign END QUOTE. 

Escalating tensions between the Colo- relations. Second, Congress could legis- * * *  
nies and Great Britain erupted on an late only as to the states, therefore it 
early spring morning in April, 1775. A could not enact laws directly affecting INDEED! More easily than above,  
small militia of Massachusetts volun- individuals. Finally, and most impor- for  the actions of the Eli te  ALREADY 
teers nervously waited a t  the little New tantly, Congress had no power to levy UTILIZETHE UNITED NATIONS CHAR- 
England town of Concord, while a large taxes, and the power to tax is the key to TER AND THE NEWSTATES CONSTI- 
contingent of British soldiers approached control. TUTION, SO IT IS ONLY IN THE "PRE- 
the bridge. The colonial minutemen had The Articles provided for amendments, TENDINGn THAT THERE IS  "USEn OF 
trained for this moment and they didn't but any amendment required ratifica- YOUR CONSTITUTIONTHIS DAY. ALL 
yield to the red decorated troops. Then, tion by all thirteen states. It was inten- ENFORCEMENT IS  CARRIED OUT 
the crack of a musket broke the still air. tionally difficult, if not impossible, to THROUGH THE UNITED NATIONS AU- 
No one knows who fired first, but the make changes. THORITY OF THE NEW WORLD OR- 
"shot heard round the world" set loose a The limitations placed on the Federal DER ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT-BY 
Revolutionary War, and a series of events Government frustrated the Federalists THE ELITE FOR THE ELITE! 
that would change the world forever. who were anxious to make progressive T h i s  is WHY the p u s h  to have a 
The volley that followed still echoed across changes and consolidate power for the Const i tut ional  Congress  called-the 
American countrysides when the Decla- sake of efficiency. Every attempt to El i t e  can go forth and d i s s o l v e  THE 
ration of Independence was declared over amend the articles failed. ENTIRE CONSTITUTION AND PUT INTO : 
a year later, on July 4, 1776. ITS PLACE THAT WHICH IS ALREADY 

During the year prior to declaring its THE CONSTITUTION IN USE--THE NEW. THEY WILL TELL 
Independence, and for five years after- YOU, AS THEY DID WITH THE AR- 
ward, the American Colonies were an In 1786, a Convention met in An- TICLES O F  THE CONFEDERATION 
independent coalition of states operat- napolis to discuss the problem of inter- CHANGES AND AMENDMENTS-THAT 
ing without a constitution. For the next state commerce. Federalists saw their THEY WILL ONLY "IMPROVEn BITS 
eight years, government was conducted opportunity, and out of Annapolis came OF THE CONSTITUTION-BUT THEY 
under a different constitution than we the proposal for a Constitutional Con- WILL COMPLETELY SET IT TOTALLY 
now have. vention. It met in Philadelphia in 1787, ASIDE-FOREVER LOST T O  MAN- 

and amid controversy and dissent, KIND-FREEDOM. 
ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION drafted our present Constitution. [C: For those, such as the Native Ameri- 

For exceptionally in teres t ing  reading can UIndians" w h o  claim that nothing 
In 1777, amidst the fervor of war, about these things p lease  read THE could b e  worse  for "them" than w h a t  

representatives of the colonies met in FEDERALIST PAPERS b y  Hamilton,  has already happened  u n d e r  the White 
what they called a "Continental Con- Madison and Jay.] Man's Constitution, I a s k  you to harken 
gress". There, they drafted the first Legal adoption of the changes pro- up a minute, brother.  
Constitution of the United States, call- vided in the new Constitution required I t  is not the fault of the "Amended" 
ing it the "Articles of Confederation and an amendment of the Articles of Confed- l a w s  that you s u f f e r  sti l l-IT I S  
Perpetual Union". In 178 1 the Articles eration to either completely restructure THROUGH THE MISUSE AND FAILURE 
were ratified, and for the first time the the Articles, or to dissolve it altogether. OF THE ONES IN CHARGE TO HONOR 
United States had a formal guiding docu- Knowing that there was little or no chance THAT CONSTITUTION WHICH CAUSES 
ment of law. of amending it, the supporters of change YOU GRIEF. AND,THAT IS MY POINT- 

The early Americans now held dual came upon a simple plan to ensure adop- YOU ARE NOW LOSING LAND, SOVER- 
citizenship, but allegiance toward the tion of a new Constitution. They simply EIGNTY, RIGHTS, RESPECT AND MORE 
new Federal government was secondary, ignored the amendment procedure. AND MORE ARE YOU HELPLESS TO 
if at  all. It was the lesser of other evils. In fact, they ignored the Articles of COUNTERTHE ELITE WORLD ORDER. 
Their first loyalty was to their own par- Confederation al together ,  and submit- AS A MATTER OF FACT "THE ELITE" 
ticular state, but they knew that if they ted the n e w  Constitution to the state CONTROLLERSNEVERALLOWEDTHE 
were able to ward off the aggression of legislatures for ratification by their se- FULL AND HONORABLE USE O F  THE 
world powers they had to stand together lected "conventions" . Under the CONSTITUTION-BUT FROM ONSET 
in a united front. Constitution's provisions, ratification by BROKE THE RULES AND MADE A ONE 

In many respects the new Constitu- only nine of the 13 states was required WORLDGOVERNMENTFORTHEELITE 
tion was not unlike the present day for passage. The ninth state, New Hamp- FROM THE BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS 
United Nations design. Each of the 13 shire, ratified it, and on March 4, 1789, OF ALL YOU. THE MASSES--COLOR 
states expressly retained their own sov- a new government began operation as AND CREED NO OBJECT. 
ereignty, freedom and independence. the "United States of America". No To move into any kind of reclamation, 
Distrustful of centralized power and pro- longer did you have specifically a (u)nited you must unite A S  BROTHERS and stand 
tective of their own sovereignty, the draft- States of America. Within the next two in the shelter of the Great Spirit of Lighted 
ers deliberately created a Federal Gov- years all thirteen states had joined the Truth or you will ALL fall into the trap 
ernment that was weak in its dealings "Union". and be enslaved by these vipers from 
with the various states, and without Today, while the argument over Hell-these Eliteoffspringofsatan. The 
power as to the individual citizens of the "states' rights" still rages in various choices, as always, ARE YOURS. 
states. quarters, there are also those who would Thank you, 

The Articles of Confederation placed concentrate world power in a United Ceres to clear. 
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and studied knowledge of the facts as 
presented. MOST on the planet will heed Introducing Cmdr. Korton n o t , n o r ~ ~ ~ t h e y h e e d a n y t h i n g s a v e  

w simply survival, if that much. 
Foi instance, as a radioactive cloud Chief Of Communications sweepsacrossthe landsfromRuss ia  

(Siberia) said to be a nuclear POWER 

4/8/93 #1 CERES 'ATONN 
8s TOMEROS MAASU KORTON 

TOMEROS MAASU KORTON, Cmdr. 
CHIEF COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER 

'Atonn present in the service unto 
Holy God. I take the privilege of giving 
recognition to a receiver-translator whom 
we shall simply recognize by his elder 
label of "John". 

Dharma has  written many, many 
hours for Tomeros (Thomas in English) 
Korton and is grateful to have relief so 
our thank-yous are abundant in appre- 
ciation. A s  the "crew" becomes more 
organized as to locations of central func- 
tion about the nations, representatives 
must be available for translating our 
communications transmissions. 

I will not "press" for regular writings 
for the paper for training is long and 
tedious for the receivers and to find a 
level of comfort is at first quite difficult. 
We will, however, add, to the Toniose 
Soltec geophysical entries, those of com- 
munications Cmdr. Korton-as comfort 
is reached with the receiver. Esu 
"Sananda" has had a speaker and writer 
in Thomas for years but we allowed 
Druthea to be the focused scribe during 
these past four or so years. That re- 
source is now lost to us in validity accep- 
tance due to very earthly pressurings, as 
was the receiver for Moses, who also as 
readily received from one she assumed 
was Esu (Jesus). Validity and clarity of 
reception and CLEARING is both the 
responsibility of the receiver AND the 
speaker. This means that the RECEIVER- 
TRANSLATOR must at all times be most 
careful as to resources utilizing his-her 
"frequency". For no matter what enter- 
taining channels may wish you to think- 
the dark-side will always "get there first" 
and fool you by "truth" only to dissolve 
into heinous tools of misinformation and 
disinformation. However, TRUTH FROM 
ANY SOURCE-IS TRUTH AND IT IS UP 
TO THE READERS-LLSTENERS TO FORM 
THEIR DISCERNMENT-FOR WE JUDGE 
NOT THE PHYSICAL SPEAKER. Our 
most humble wish is that those speakers 
will continue to find audience-FOR 
TRUTH, but it is most difficult to recover 
original respect after physical expres- 
sion has been damaged or destroyed 
through human ACTIONS AND INTENT 
TOWARD HUMAN "GAIN", in English, 

plant in Tomsk-what have you, actu- 
ally? Well, it seems that for a little village 

the word of definition being "greed". of such as Siberian Tomsk, a lot goes on. 
The slip-over is rarely recognized and Remember back ifyou will-a few years- 

the ones in point will deny, excuse and AT THE TIME OF A MOST IMPORTANT 
even lie to avoid confrontation of the SUMMIT MEETING-A MUNITIONS 
truth of it. But the adversarial forces will PLANT BLEW UP ON ABOUT THE EVE 
abandon those precious beings when OF SAME. AND, HOW DO YOU "KNOW" 
their dirty work is accomplished or CAN- IT WAS A POWER PLANT? HOW DO YOU 
NOT BE ACCOMPLISHED-WHICHEVER ACTUALLY KNOW ANYTHING? YOU 
COMES FIRST. We effort in every "hu- DONT AND THIS IS FAR WORSE THAN 
man" way to be heard for as the human ANY LITTLE HUMAN ERROR "ACCI- 
expression takes hold and the energy DENT" ( F I R S T  IDENTIFIED AS A 
resources program for tuning out the "NUCLEAR INCIDENT"). I suggest you 
Host's warnings and petitions, the Re- take a good deep breath, open your eyes 
ceiver-Translator BECOMES QUITE and ears and hang onto your seats. 
DEAF, LOSES LOGIC AND GRASPS AT So be it, scribe, may we now just 
THAT WHICH IS "PHYSICAL". present Tomeros'writing to share a bit of 

Be that as it may-there is always the uplifting input out of the fear and dreary 
waiting and committed ones who take happenings of the day. 
the task in open willingness to serve as 
needed. We are honored and when these * * * * * * *  
ones continue without failure under the 
load and bombardments-there is re- 41 51 93 
joicing "in Heaven". 

I shall tell "John" who he REALLY is Korton present upon the ray within 
one of these days-but the task must the Light of God. 
always be undertaken and expressed Attend your contract with u s  as the 
without much realization of other than source for your telling. Be the seed that 
purpose of the task at hand and un- we create to share with your brothers in 
denied, unqualified devotion and intent the snare. All of the writings are words 
to serve the Lighted God and Hosts-not to express the moment of communica- 
without clearing and question-but with- tion. You are to communicate our mas- 
out tinkering and reservation once the tery of your words to precipitate 
lines are clear and functional. It is most communications with events that you 
difficult to put aside the interruptions humans call "time", a close inspection 
and interference of "consciousness" and of things as they happen, indeed. 
"receiver opinions". This must be to- I must thank Commander Hatonn for 
tally overcome in all instances if infor- his orchestrating my acceptance by my 
mation is to be valid as presented-not scribe over these events of human per- 
corrected to suit the needs or wishes of ception of nearly 3 months. Force fed by 
the day. your command, therefore, thank you 

I do have to request that these broth- Commander, as there is another to re- 
ers of mine keep the writings to mini- ceive our own understanding. 
mum length (SHORT) as we overload this I will pause for John to read and think 
newspaper now going to print in far too this over with all his own many points of 
many pages. Yet, it is a time when we view .... 
must present these things (happenings) [C: A s  "original teacher" I suggest 
of the day and the "time" so that you that John try  a different approach: 
ones can grasp necessary actions to make don't stop to "think" about  these 
it through the time of chaos and confu- things for from these periods of paus- 
sion and enter into what will most likely ing comes the confusion o f  the con- 
be time of total enslavement of the tent, the doubts  and the des ire  to fee l  
masses. You shout "this is a free na- inadequate.  WRITE--then, and only 
tion" if you be from America-NO, you then, ponder upon the message .  Yours 
are enslaved and pay for the enslave- is NOT to conform the message--ONLY 
ment. It will, however, get much worse TO TAKE IT AND STUDY IT AS OTH- 
before it turns about on its axis and ERS, AFTER THE FACT. ENJOY THE 
moves again into freedom. Therefore, "COMMUNION" FOR IT IS INDEED 
you must know what you are "about" WONDROUS-BUT DO NOT GET LOST 
and act in wisdom through intelligence- IN THE COMMUNION OF SELF AND 

" - . A . , . , . 
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FORGET THE TASK AT HAND. John, 
you are doing superbly40 not attend 
the spelling, punctuation and other 
things which require your attention in 
the conscious self-consciousness. 
These things will come easier as the 
teacher becomes ever more affluent in 
the language in your own data system. 
We will NEVER allow embarrassment 
to either you, the word, or the 
teacher--except as we make our own 
errors. Simply attend the messages in 
translation, rest ,in the rather per- 
sonal content here at onset for only 
through this type of rather broken 
communication can the ultimate mes- 
sages and lessons, especially as they 
become quite scientific in nature and 
presentation, be accepted and penned 
by the receiver. You must realize at 
some point that you WILL NOT KNOW 
CONSCIOUSLY-MOST OF WHAT WILL 
EVENTUALLY BE PRESENTED. Korton 
is our Chief Communications Officer 
and, therefore, information WILL 
(must) become at some time, techni- 
cal. Just as with Dharma receiving 
Germain's technical data with Walter 
Russell, so too will you be hearing 
from ones of great frequency technol- 
ogy. It is most difficult to "communi- 
cate" between worlds and dimensions 
so that understanding is received and 
utilized in both transmission and re- 
ceiving centers. Thank you for your 
patience; I salute you for your pa- 
tience and never-failing eagerness and 
willingness to serve. Salu.] 

Korton a t  the helm to exclude the 
"other 6 views". All is from the Light of 
God, John's views are from man. All is 
not lost, however, for there is much re- 
ceived from the higher realms of percep- 
tions. There is much work to be done. 
Understanding is on the rise to its level 
of incompetency. There must be Light 
from a higher source to transcend those 
manmade limits of growth. There is a 
fountain of perception within the willing 
mind to receive. The words are the 
vehicle to transport the understanding 
within your own perception that is with- 
out limits within God. All of creation is 
within God's Light and you are that same 
Light in reflection. So let us see the 
words as tools to accelerate your per- 
ceived perception beyond the limits 
placed by self within the illusion of the 
physical persuasion. 

Webster, the adversary to goodness, 
would confuse the scholars to where 
they think that properly strung together, 
words will express truth of a thing. Not 
so. The words only uncover the truth 
known WITHIN the receiver, that is there 
already. A s  in understanding-realize 
these are your limits put upon you by the 
adversary. Listen within, for our mes- 

sage to set you free of the snare of "per- and can begin beyond your physical ex- 
ception limits". The foundation ofgreed: pression of perception, grow into a con- 
power over perception. sciousness of what IS, including percep- 

To say it another way, we are here to tions, limitations and illusions. How 
guide you to the recognition that those many people do you know who would 
limits are man made goals for profit and even perceive an "ant road" or a 'rabbit 
control to enslave your souls through road"? Ants seem insignificant to man's 
your own perception of limits. A s  Com- perception. However, almost all humans 
mander Hatonn has said, "You have not would perceive the road as an "ant road" 
yet learned that you do not need to eat", if there are enough ants on it. They could 
or that there is no "out there some- change the physical perception of man 
where" God, or that Jesus somehow died through physical power-and fear-if 
FOR YOUR sins so that 'we are magi- there are enough of them. These are the 
cally SAVED". There are many examples tools for molding physical perception 
of limits created on our perceptions like, and creating limitations while shackling 
the other guy with money, cars, clothes. 'the soul". 
He says he does not believe; he is an A "rabbit road", however, has been 
atheist. ... etc. Maybe that is the secret to 'perceived" by man. In fact, one of your 
success and respect.. .or, how about this: leaders, President Carter, relinquished his 
"I think I will believe in God because perception of physical authority over a 
then I can claim Jesus Christ as my rabbit. (He was camping and came back to 
savior and sin all I want, because he proclaim a 'killer rabbit" attacked his 
spilled his blood for me to keep me safe group.) However, the limit of physical 
and out of harm's way (just in case some perception held by the masses would not 
of it may be true)." There are many ways allow this perception to stand, and sent 
to limit your perception from man's many this particular entity to the "shop" for a 
points of view; however, the Hosts have 'mental tune up"! So it is that there are 
come to show you the way from all of the limits in the other direction of travel, also, 
evil snares of perception designed to and perceptual existence remains within a 
entrap you in the illusion of those limits. narrow channel ofallowed perception, held 

To confirm this message for today: in place by a "perception" of how you must 
See the limit, then look beyond for the think, express, and participate within this 
Truth that is hidden from you by those illusion. It would seem you would rather 
limits that restrict. Reach to God of fight than switch perceptions beyond those 
Light, your being within that is all limits. Or, might you try it within, in the 
knowing and free to be WITH GOD and silence and stillness of the universe, with 
then place those limits you choose to GOD in your mind, to be a part of this 
set WITH HIM as you grow in the Light experience with illusion WITHIN SOUL, 
of God. Amen. and consequently and subsequently be 

I know this is a worry to you, but able to grow through the illusion into what 
being thrown into the water WILL teach is WITHIN GOD'S LIGHT. 
you to swim and KNOW that we are here Could there be reality within "this real- 
with you. ity"--a new reality as perceived "from"- 

There is a road which is perceived, or must it be "IS" as there is creation of 
say, by an ant which is not much differ- wider realities that can also be illusion that 
ent than if there were "no" road. A is perceived in the physical? I s  the "other" 
rabbit perceives a different road. But the not? Look to see what power is present that 
ants, mostly no road a t  all from their tiny creates a "reality" that is illusion that all 
flatland viewpoint. And the rabbit per- perceived is represented in the physical 
ceives only an opening stripe of the road. perception only. You must allow going 
But nonetheless, a road (pathway) is beyond the perceived limitations of physi- 
perceived each unto its own direction- cal "reality", on into WHAT IS, to find the 
finder. Man may perceive those paths as "cause" of assumed "reality". It is from 
not fit to even be called a road for it will here that yoamust go WITHYOURSOUL; 
be qualified as too steep, too narrow, too it is your journey to commune and re- 
muddy, too bumpy, too many holes, not turn to the physical, commune and re- 
wide enough and on and on. A s  with turn, commune and return-until the 
perception limits. Its existence is within illusion becomes your own CREATION 
your perceived illusion of reality, which WITH GOD! 
insists that you comply with the rules Korton is blessed with this opportunity 
laid down for you or the limits as result- to serve. 
ing from the illusion of perception with Salu. 
all those limitations. * * *  

All of the physical is but illusion. You 
must KNOW this possibility in order to Blessed are those who seek and find, 
grow in the Light of your Soul journey dare and achievefor in that willingness of 
into REALITY (that which is beyond illu- the first step is the journey accomplished. 
sion), where a sequence of events may Thank you. 
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ARMS ARE NOT IN MINE SERVICE FOR 

Waiting Upon The Lord: YOU SHALL ONLY BE SLAUGHTERED IN 
THE MINDLESS ONSLAUGHT THAT WILL 
SURELY FOLLOW.. . .WILL YOU HAVE THE 
COURAGE TO TAKE UP THE PEN OR THE Thoughts On Soul Purpose   HOVEL OR THE HAMMER TO SURVIVE 
OR WILLYOUTHROW IN THE TOWEL, GO 
BACK TO SLEEP, ONLY TO FIND THAT 
YOU HAVE LOST YOUR VERY BEING? 

4/7/93#1 SANANDA ward God, toward Light, toward service PONDER THESE THINGS. 
unto Holy God. Well, what can I do? All you do is yell at  

Greetings, belovedThomas, I am present Look into thine mirror, each of you. us! Oh? How so? You can do whatever it 
in LIGHT which I AM. What do you see? Must you turn away? is you decide todo, but I tell you this surely: 

Let us  speakforamoment on the phrase, There is no running. There is no hiding. Unless there is a conscious decision and 
"Waiting upon the Lord". What does this You may not hide from soul purpose. Each commitment of intent to serve God, what- 
mean to you ones? I s  waiting synonymous will either fulfill their purpose honorably or ever you do will fail in the years ahead, even 
with inaction? I s  waiting something that spend countless years in the examining of if you attain what you would perceive as 
you do without thinking? Is waiting a their conscious decision to turn aside from financial rewards it shall all come tum- 
mindless, helpless, drifting concept with the path of LIGHT. bling down upon you. You ones have no 
no beginning and no ending? Nay, nay, The time of decisions is upon you and concept of the level of control that is now in 
and nay again. each of you must decide what it is you are full force. Ceres has shared much with you 

"Waiting upon the Lord" means to wait willing to do or not do. and still you do not know the extent of it. 
for that which will surely come as night How do you spend your time? Do you Get right with God and get on with it and 
follows day, as summer follows Spring. read? Do you spend your time in bars, you shall know GLORY. Choose the Black 
Each soul energy has their own purpose, having sex, drinking, taking drugs, talking Road and you may count the minutes 
their own destiny to fulfill ... none may fulfill about others, making judgements, com- remaining to your very existence. The 
that destiny for another. EACH WILL BE mitting acts of violence? Think on these choice, as always, is man's. We may only 
GIVEN TO KNOW THAT WHICH THEY things. serve as guides. Each must decide for self. 
MUST DOT0 FULFILLTHEIR INDMDUAL We of the HOST come in service unto Yes but I may only decide that which 
SOUL PURPOSE IN THE PROPER SE- our FATHER OF LIGHT AND UNTO THE you want me todecide. Oh? How so? Each 
QUENCE OF WHAT YOU KNOW AS MOST HIGH CREATION. Who do you ones will choose their own path. How many 
TIME.. .EACH WILL BE SO STRONGLY serve and how? Have you not waited upon choices do you make in aday? Think about 
GUIDED, NAY, COMPELLED TO BRING the Lord long enough? it. How many choices do you make in a day 
FORTH INTOTHE PHYSICALTHAT WHICH Do I tell you to now suddenly become OR HOW MANY EXCUSES NOT TO DE- 
THEY, INDIVIDUALLY, ARE TO BRING impatient and to mindlessly act? Nay, nay. CIDE? 
FORTH THATTHEY WILL NOT REST UNTIL What I am telling you is that waiting upon When I speak to you ones in this man- 
IT IS ACCOMPLISHED IF THEY BE OF the Lord does not mean falling into a deep ner I am not yelling and I am not angry. I 
CONSCIOUS, THINKING, REASONING coma-slumber never to awaken again in come as a Teacher. I am returned as 
MIND. Unfortunately you have entered a thedensityofearthplane. AWAKE,AWAKE, SANANDA, one with God. Would you not 
time in history when man has become AWAKE!!! think it the better part of wisdom to con- 
detached from hissoulessence ... mesmerized You have heard it said from beloved sider the teaching I bring? If you are dying 
by the mind control of the Elite Controllers Ceres before, "We sell no wine before its of thirst and know not where there is water 
who seek total enslavement of the planet. timen, and so it is. Who among you will and a man comes along and tells you to dig 
It is only through the INTENT TOWARD recognize the call when it comes? Who here for therein is water, will you not dig 
GOD AND LIGHT THAT SOUL PURPOSE among you will respond? Too busy? Now and find out? Or will you rather remain in 
MAY FULFILL ITSELF PROPERLY. isn't a good time, perhaps tomorrow? Oh? a state of inaction and perish of thirst? The 

Let me use an example that may be a bit Sorry, you had the call and missed choice is yours. I come with water, the very 
too personal but will serve well in this it ...p erhaps God will be too busy for you water of life itself. Won't you drink with 
instance. Thomas has  been waiting for tomorrow.. .PONDER IT, BELOVED me? 
the time to write for me, Sananda. He ONES. ..HAVE YOU BEEN TOO BUSY TO I believe it is becoming quite clear to you 
has  been waiting upon the Lord. He has SERVE GOD? TOO BUSY TO LISTEN FOR ones, even the unthinking ones, that your 
not forgotten his purpose to write of my THE CALL FOR WHICH YOU HAVE Earth mother, GAIA, is a living breathing 
journey lo those two thousand years past; AWAITED? TOO BUSY TO BE QUIET organism, a conscious souled being. Earth 
merely, he has awaited the sequence. Now ENOUGH TO EVEN HEARTHE KNOCKING man has much to learn as his ego has so 
comes the tricky part for many ofyou. How AT THINE VERY DOORS? overstepped its own bounds that soon man 
many of you, after waiting upon the Lord Am I angry with you ones? Nay, I come shall be given to learn humility by the very 
for clarity of your mission or purpose on to tell you the TRUTH OF IT. I am not Earth herself. Your world is a seething 
this plane, will remain in a state of inac- speaking to Thomas, I AM SPEAKING TO cauldron ... the conflict and turmoil among 
tion once you receive your instructions ALL WHO RECEIVE THIS MESSAGE! man is so very great.. .and the program- 
or guidance on that which is your pur- Ask not for whom the bell tolls, it tolls ming that will increase and increase and 
pose? How many will wait for another to for thee! increase will stir the cauldron to the boiling 
do that which only the individual them- This is the CALL TO ARMS ... AND I DO point. Who will seek the shelter of LIGHT 
selves may do? You have become so NOT SPEAK OF ARMAMENT ... I SPEAK OF which I bring? 
detached and desensitized as a people CONSTRUCTIVE ACTION TOWARD BUILD- "I will, I willn, you say? Oh? Oh so? 
that you must come back into alignment ING, TOWARD GROWTH, TOWARD POS- What are your choices? What are your 
with your very soul ... and this is  done ITIVE ACTION, NON-VIOLENT POSITIVE actions? What are your thoughts? What is 
through intent and intent alone. Intent ACTION ... HEAR ME WELL ... THOSE WHO your intent? BY THEIR WORKS THEY 
toward what, &you may ask?, ,Intent ta: JVL)UJ.,D TELL-YQU,T(Z mm IJP,PHY$IJ3& SHALL BE KNOWN. WHAT ARE, Y-PUR 
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WORKS? WELL? 
Let me again say that which has been 

stated before. There is no job greater than 
another, only different. The man with the Wora's Research Corner 
hammer that builds of the house is as great 
as the political leader. The person who 
cleans of your house is as great as any THE NAME AND RANK "SANANDA" loving person. It includes joy, cheerfulness 
other. Do not put your values onto the task (Part I11 and End of Series) and all of the accompanying feelings and 
you serve. Integrity and honor and service attributes. 
come from the heart. Each job is worthy, Revelation 19:16 - "And he hath on Many teachers of India include 
no matter how seemingly small ... for re- his vesture and on his thigh a new name "ananda" in their names, which they 
member, all is connected to all, for it is all written, KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF choose to use as an expression of them- 
ONE. Each is part of the whole, and LORDS." (KingJames Versionofthe Bible.) selves, or is applied to them because they 
without that one it is not complete. ALL IS The last twenty years (prior to 1992) embody the attributes. For example: 
ONE, FOR ALL IS THE THOUGHT OF CRE- have brought increasing problems to our "Siv ananda", "Vivek anandav,  
ATOR IN LIGHT. nation and the world. I have had a sense of Toganandan, etc. It is a term most com- 

Why do you not know of Creator? Why urgency about it, as well as of disasters monly ascribed to "Bhakti Yogis" -which 
do you not know of LIGHT and the very ahead, for a long time. means the path of devotion, or love of God 
universe in which you live? Because the My personal search for answers to the and His Creation. Indeed, that all the truly 
controllers do not want you to know of God, world problems has taken me through the great teachers were known as "compas- 
of LIGHT.. . they have banned the very books books of many authors and scriptures of sionate ones", is itself a major clue. 
that tell you that which you need to know many teachers - some great teachers. My next clue came through reading 
on the very subject in the PLEIADES When, in 1989, I was introduced to the numerous books by variousauthors about 
CONNECTION series of PHOENIX JOUR- PHOENIX JOURNAL titled AND THEY the religions of Asia, but primarily India. 
NALS, now held in the hands of the Federal CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I AM One of their frequent word usages is 
Court in Fresno! SANANDA, I felt inside myself the Truth of "satchidanandan. The word is applied as 

Freedom of speech? Free press? Yes, what was being explained. Nevertheless, I a name to some outstanding people. It is 
when it serves their needs. Step out of knew others might not readily accept an also divided into its component parts and 
line and you shall be squashed with the account so at variance with the accepted discussed as a descriptor of the attributes 
big foot come upon your very heads! Try religious doctrineson the life of the Christed of enlightened beings. The glossary to the 
having some land that the Elite want in One. book The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna ex- 
Southern California and they will say I thus set about to find references which plains the meaning thusly: "(Lit., Exist- 
you are growing marijuana hanging from would make the JOURNAL, and especially ence-Knowledge-Bliss, Absolute) A name 
trees? You have got to be kidding! But the less familiar name "Sananda", under- of Brahman, the Ultimate Reality." 
no, beloved of mine, they are not standable and meaningful to others, inso- This glossary provides some additional 
kidding.. . they will think of any tale no far as possible. Commanders Gyeorgos clues: 
matter how preposterous to arrive at  the Ceres Hatonn and Esu-Sananda have al- "Ananda: Bliss" 
ends they chose and they have the law ready provided abundant information in "Chit (AKA chid): Consciousnessv 
and the guns and the manpower to do their JOURNAL writings regarding this 'Chidananda: The bliss of God Con- 
exactly that and life itself means nothing matter. I add only some fragments of sciousness" 
to them. Learn from the actions around information and personal thoughtsgleaned "Sat: Reality, being." 
you, or become a victim in the unknow- over a period of years of study, in the hope (There are also other spellings of the 
ing and careless acts of incorrect choices. that others will benefit from it in arriving at word elsewhere such as Sathchitananda, 

It is a time to pull together. If ones their own insights. etc.) 
near you will not listen to the truth you Some time ago, I wrote an outline of In the PHOENIX JOURNAL titled AND 
share, turn from that one. The time what I had discovered through my re- THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I 
draws nigh for choosing and each is search on this matter to Hatonn, Sananda, AM SANANDA, Sananda relates his true 
deciding where they stand. The choices and Dharma in 1991. Hatonn was gra- life story as Immanuel-Esu, and how He 
of LIGHT are glorious ... many are called cious when I asked if I had arrived at the went to the North Country to teach and to 
but few are chosen. Spend not your time right conclusion. He said, 'Yes, Yes, Yes!" India to live and teach. (He spent some 
in arguments trying to sway another to So-I will share the information with you time in Indiaprior to His public teaching in 
your view.. .ones will be given into the plus additional insights. I believe I have Palestine that we are aware of from conven- 
knowing of the truth of it. Ours is not to been guided in the quest for this material, tional religions. In addition, He mtumed 
fight ... ours is to see it through in LIGHT and do not claim credit for it. Neither do I to India after His "crucifurion". He did not 
and SERVICE. Who do you serve? Who claim that it is an exhaustive study. There die on the cross.) It is therefore not surpris- 
is your master? will be much more to learn about the name ing that His "new name" is one many 

I come in service unto the one God of "Sananda" when we better see and appre- Asians will also recognize-it is not with- 
LIGHT, ATON! I come again as promised, ciate Him as He is, and have grown more out purpose. 
returned with the HOSTS of GOD to ourselves, in TRUTH, past the heavy indoc- Nevertheless, Hatonn has also said that 
reclaim mine beloved. Will you be among trinations of the conventional religious "Sananda" is more specifically a level of 
them? fables. achievement or rank or status, like we 

With Blessings and Light upon you It was during my visit to Swami might use the military rank or achieve- 
ones who work in Mine vineyards, I take Sivananda Radha's Ashram in 1974 in ment terms of "Captain" or "Admiral", or 
My leave. Thank you, Thomas, for again Canada that I first learned about the word as the term "Christ" means in describing 
we meet in this manner and it shall be "ananda", my first clue. "Ananda" means one who has achieved a level of Christed or 
clear and true and shall not be difficult love, bliss, compassion, and more. It is a enLIGHTened awareness as did Immanuel- 
for you. term used to describe, especially, the at- Esu (who was mis-named"Jesusn by those 

Adonai. tribute of a strong compassionate, gentle, early. -buildera of a .religion ,around, this, 
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Great Teacher). names Sananda and Satana look like us- haps this is too high a score but opens the 
The even more advanced term of ing the word "Satchidananda" from In- door for discussion and concern for the 

"Sananda" means "one with God". d im teachings? Ifyou thinkofthegradual "wayward son". 
Immanuel-Esu was a "Christed" teacher. development of a soul through many lives On the other hand, Sananda has beau- 
Sananda has attained His Godhood. of experience and free-will choices, you tifully mastered the Earthly dimensional 
Sananda has said He has not been idle realize that each life provides abundant realm - thus the "plus" added to His 
these last 2,000 years. He went to "pre- opportunities for growth, as well as good score is indicative of that. The word "Chid" 
pare a place for us" - and now He will be and evil. is not indicated in either the name Satana 
returning to take those who are God's Think of "Sat" as the basic life provided or Sananda except as implied by the even- 
people with Him to that place. to each human soul, or "reality" and "be- tual progression toward or development of 

The above should not really surprise ing" (existence). Think of "Chid" as  the Ananda as a "crowning" achievement. 
student of the Bible for Esu said when experience gained through many lifetimes Of course, Satana has not yet learned 

He was here 2,000 years ago that He had resulting in knowledge and skill. Think of compassion for his fellow beings and-or 
"other sheep He must bring also". Did you "Ananda" as the crowning development of love for God and His creation- this is 
ever wonder who they might be? any individual soul, adevelopment reached evident in all the mischief he and his 

John 10:16- "And other sheep I have when they are almost ready to "graduate" cohorts do. Nevertheless his name does 
which are not of this fold: them also I must from this Earth school, resulting in indicate a possibility of developing 
bring, and they shall hear my voice: and "godhood" or "the absolute", or "oneness "Ananda", that is, a "seed of Ananda" is 
there shall be one fold and one shepherd." with the Father". indicated in the last three letters of his 

Who might some of these other flocks Satana (AKA Lucifer) was created per- name. Therefore I "hopefully" score him a 
be? Well, for instance, Esu is known as the fect, a heavenly son of God who, maybe like 1 on this attribute. Immanuel-Esu was  
"Pale Prophet" to the Native American a typical teenager, then rebelled against already known as the "Compassionate 
peoples. There will be many who will God and God's Laws. Immanual-Esu, the One" when he was here 2,000 years ago, 
recognize Him when He comes and each Christ, was also a heavenly son of God. thus indicating the level of this attribute 
group will likely have their own familiar-to- Both entities have encountered an abun- which He radiated. 
them name for this same Shepherd of the dance of life and experience, but each has Since that time, His compassion has 
flocks. made their own particular free will choices, only gained in strength, probably encom- 

The next "clue" came after reading one and the results are thus uniquely indi- passing much more than we at present are 
particular issue of the newsletter (that vidual. capable of appreciating. Therefore, I give 
preceeded the larger newspapers called Now let's try something different: If I Sananda another 10+ score. The "pluses" 
THE PHOENIX LBERATOR and, later on, identified the two on a hypothetical chart are truly indicative of an immeasurable (by 
C'ONTACr) called the PHOENIX EXPRESS and were to give them a score (from one to me) "score". In short, Sananda has com- 
in early 199 1. Hatonn had suggested that ten, ten being the highest) on their "SAT" pleted and excelled in the "courses" of the 
we compare the names Sanandaand Satana (reality, being, existence), "CHID" (con- Earth schoolroom. 
- that both names had been given by the sciousness, knowledge, experience), and The wonderful thing to consider is that 
same "Father". Further, Hatonn said that "ANANDA" (love, bliss, compassion) com- all entities may "complete the course" at 
Immanuel-Esu'sgreatnesswould have been ponents, as is indicated by their names, it some time in their existence. Esu said that 
recognized, and thus He would have been might look something like the following. the things He did we could do also. (John 
pronounced or named "Sananda", already (Remember, it is not wise to judge another 14: 12) 
2,000 years ago, if He had been incarnated being, only their actions. This exercise is Immanuel-Esu-Isa, our former Christed 
in the culture of Egypt rather than in the only meant to be one approach to this Teacher and Wayshower, has progressed 
more backward civilization in Palestine. discussion). and is now returning as King of Kings and 

In the early issues of the PHOENIX Lord of Lords, Sananda. I believe that 
EXPRESS, Satan's name was spelled Scores: when you finally get to see Him as He is 
"Satana". I was able to locate this spelling - SAT - CHID ANANDA now, you will perceive the perfection of soul 
for the name in George M. Larnsa's trans- Satana 10 8 1 that is possible for all ones following the 
lation of the Peshitta (the Eastern Text of Sananda 10 10 10+ path of God's Laws that this Great Teacher 
the Biblein Aramaic) into English (see page taught. 
1061 note therein). The note states: "The The above "scores" are my own inven- There is one interesting additional 
Aramaic "Satana" (Satan) is derived from tion, being used, in a way, as educators meaning related to the name, SANANDA. 
STA, which means to slide, to slip, or to routinely have to discern and "grade" the This one alludes to His return as "KING", 
miss the mark, and applies to one who performance of their students in the class- and also God's promise to those who do 
causes these results." I cannot comment room. My understanding and ideas about "overcome" the challenges of this mate- 
on the comparison between the Indian and these two scores are that Satana and rial dimension. My perception of this 
the Aramaic meaning of the word. In any Sananda both started out with full at- meaning came as a result of the teach- 
event, the above is one confirmation of the tributes of reality and being. Sananda, ings found in the PHOENIX JOURNALS 
name, "Satana". unlike Satana, has increased His being about the name of our planet Earth, 

Further, Hatonn has given more infor- through right choices and development, often called "Shan" in the JOURNALS 
mation about "Satana" and his followers according to God's Laws. Therefore, I give by the Hosts, and was my final clue. The 
in early PHOENIX JOURNALS, including Sananda all pluses. Book of Revelation tells us that those 
the fact they have an "extra helping" (my The scores on consciousness, knowl- who "overcome" shall become "Kings" 
words) of energy. Also, they receive extra edge and experience have a similar reason- and "Priests" of God ( Rev. 1 :5-6; 
guidance to help them balance that energy ing. Satana has been around a long time, 2,7,10,26,27; 21: 7). Esu Immanuel loved 
(my interpretation). The term "fallen an- but the rebellion and turning away from us, and taught us God's Laws. He is 
gels" probably carries the same meaning of God's Laws has resulted in his knowledge returning now to this Earth, named 
more powerful, if "fallen from grace" be- and sphere of experience being confined to "SHAN", as KING. He has become God's 
ings. the lower dimensions of material expres- "King" as a result of God's promise. . . ., what w ~ y l d , . a q o ~ ~ a r & j g  bep?le.c~.thp..~iqq~, Therpf~re, I A gave-bim . -  an A ,  73:. 4 L  . , Per- ., Consider: I - t l l - ,  t 1  
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1. Esu has "overcome" and is now 
"KING". He 'overcame" through His love 
and compassion for the humans of this 
Earth, gaining the full right to the at- 
tribute, "ANANDA". 

THANK GOD! There Is 
2. usan- would be translated into Ara- Humor In The Heavens 

maic as "Shan", where the short s sound 
is translated into the & sound. 

4/8/93#1 SANANDA 
3. Therefore SANANDA literallv can also 

when soul purpose is on the right path. 
Is your soul on the right path to find and 

mean the one who dearly loves the ~ e o ~ l e  I am as near as your breath, Thomas, know fulfillment? 
ofUSHAN" . ("Smada"wiube~ronounced let us  begin please. I come in Light and When the time comes, will you work 
"~hananda" in many Midd1e-Easte1-n and in Service unto Holy God ... I am the One together or will you pull aside and do it 
Eastern languages.) known by many names upon your place. your way? Working together does not 

I am Esu, Immanuel, Isa, Issa, the Pale mean that you work with ones who have 
To complete the comparison of the two Prophet, I am SANANDA. chosen the Black Road of evil.. .for those 

namesSanmda(AKAShmmda)adSatana Let u s  speak for a moment about beings of LIGHT who follow GOD'S LAWS 
usingtheshsoundmds~efing,Isharewith misconceptions of God and His HOSTS. AND THE LAWS OF THE CREATION will 
You thehterestingnamethatPresidentR0- Why do you ones think that My brothers not tolerate evil behavior in their midst. 
nald Reagan was called by the Ayatollah come as some pious judgmental beings? That is not, hear me, to say that you 
Komehiafew~earsago: theUGreat Shdm."  God is far, far from pious. Piety is of the judge those around you who have cho- 
Most of the people in the world now know, ego and elevates the self above that of sen the Black Road. So, too, it does not 
through Pressm~orts,thatthePresentIra- another. This is not of God. Piety is mean that you linger with them. Those 
nia(Persian)wordusedforSatan(orSama) stale, blocked, limited. We of the Host choosing the Black Road will have their 
is Shaitan, usingthesh sound instead of the are without limits. Can you ones not own consequences of choices. Those 
shorts, ~lusadifferentchoiceofvowels- Id0 look to the possibilities without believ- serving God, truly, will work together in 
not h o w  whether the word "Shaitan" is ing the programming by the false reli- unity of purpose no matter the task at 
fromthePersian,Arabic,orS~riaclmguage- gious teachers who spew forth untruth hand. Those of the Black Road will 
Nevertheless, all of them are sister tongues, and lies about ~ o d ?  always bring derision and turmoil within 
having many words and ~ronunciations in Piety is humorless. Think you that to delay the progress of LIGHT. Those of 
common, or similar to each other. Doesn't God and His Hosts are without humor? the Black Road find it most uncomfort- 
somehowledgeoflanguWe.addintemsting Humor was birthed from God in His able to be in the presence of LIGHTED 
wrinkles to what's going on ln the world?! Thought-Mind of LIGHT projection. I s  BEINGS. Lighted beings in God's Service 

the truth of it not so much more grand are shielded and the very Light shield 
B ~ ~ ~ o P P ~ Y :  KingJames Versionof and filled with the ultimate promise than makes those of the Black Road (those of 

Holy Bible, with Concordance, Oxford Press you ones could possibly imagine in your evil behavior) uneasy and they will not 
(purchased in 1940); AND THEY (XLLED thinking? You have been deliberately stand long with LIGHT. Those of the 
HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA, confined into small boxes of understand- Black Road like dark places. 
r-m~rded by D h m a ,  klmerican West Pub- ing and limited perceptions and limited This is the time of the false teachers. 
lishers, Carson City NV (1989); The Gospelof knowledge, both spiritual and scientific. Yrz the end times there shall be many 
RarnQknsM, originally recorded in Bengali Won't you allow us, who come with false prophets. Many will come claiming 
by M-, a disciple of the Master, trans. into HIGHER KNOWLEDGE, to teach you? to be the Christ ..." True, true. Caution 
English with an Introduction by Swami Won't you listen to that which is being is always the better part of wisdom. 
Nikihilanda, Pub., Ramakrlshna - brought forth for your very soul develop- Caution, however, if used incorrectly, 
Vivekananda Center, N.Y. (1952); Historical ment into the Higher Realms of Light? will block you from the very instructions 
support for "Jesus", life in India before cru- It is in man's very nature to resist provided for your very safety. Will you 
cifUrioncanbefoundinthebook(1) TheJesus change. Man puts up a wall between turn me, Sananda, aside because of the 
Mystery, by Janet Bch ,  Pub., Aura Books, himself and understanding. 'I will do it transportation I bring for your own physi- 
L.A.9 (19801, also (2) The Unknown Life of and I will do it my way," is the chorus cal protection? Will you assume to know 
JesusC~~,b~NicholasNotovich,Pub-,N-Y- that rings in the Heavens from Earth that which is the best approach to re- 
(1890) which a l ~  includes infomation on plane. Well, man has attempted to do it claim God's people? Will you turn aside 
Jesus'laterlifeinIndia,(3)ShorterE~do~e- hisway,filledwithviolence,destruction, the first ship thinking there will be a 
diaof ls lq  by H.A.R. GibbandJ-H- m e r ,  and ego, and it has only brought forth a second? Think on these things, beloved. 
Pub., Cornell University Press, (1953) sub- planet which is now out of balance. Per- Do not limit God for in the limiting of God 
jects:"Is$mdtheuAhmadi~a"SectinIndia haps it is time to listen to God's way as you err. God will always provide for His 
which teaches that "Jesus" escaped from planned for man. The guidelines for people that which serves the need. Are 
Jerusalem after His "crucifurionn, and (4) behavior have been given forth and they you of physical bodies of flesh? Can you 
Je susL ived in Iwb~  Holger Kersten, Pub., have been given forth that man may not breathe at  4 miles altitude sitting on a 
Element Books LM.9 Dorset 5W8DL, En- only live in complete balance but that fluffy cloud? Perhaps might it not be 
gland, (1986); the PHOENIX JOURNAL #5 man may find fulfillment. Does your life somewhat cold on that (radioactive) 
called FROM HERE TO A ~ ~ ~ G E D D O N ,  I know fulfillment now? When you of cloud? Use your God-given reasoning 
AM ASHTAR, recorded by D h m a ,  Amerim Earth plane ponder it, what brings you minds! 
West Publishers, Carson City NV (19891, fulfillment? A full stomach? Sexual Let me address for a moment a matter 
page 92 - m a t ' s  in aI%me?" by Sananda; pleasure, perhaps? Chelas, these are that is really in Toniose's area.. .that of 
The Holy Bible -slated from Peshitta not fulfillment, they are mere physical preparation. [See Soltec's writing onpage 
( W c ) ,  by George M. Lams% Pub- A. J. sensations. True fulfillment comes from 2) You ate in for years of trying times 
Holman, Co. . . the soul. The- soul knows fulfillment ahead: Are, you >ready?. , H a m  you 
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prepared in any way? I come with 
knowledge of that which IS and I tell 
you surely and strongly.. . PREPARE, 
PREPARE, PREPARE! Do you have food 
stuffs? Do you have seed? Do you have 
medical supplies? Do you have cloth- 
ing? If the tornado or hurricane or flood 
or earthquake come upon you, which 
they SURELY WILL, how will you sur- 
vive? If all around you there is naught 

but destruction, how will you eat? Do 
you have a shelter? 

There will come the time when there 
have been so many natural occurrences, 
disasters ifyou will, that there will not be 
those in the attendance of your needs. 
Florida was one tiny, tiny example. Do 
you always look to another to attend 
these matters for you? It is time to 
carefully and seriously consider these 

things. Is your vehicle packed with emer- 
gency supplies in the event you must 
withdraw unto safety? The warnings we 
bring you ones from these realms are not 
idle. 

Will man listen? Will man act? We 
shall see, won't we? 

Let us  draw this to a close, Thomas, 
thank you. 

Salu. 

THE RAPE OF JUSTICE: 
What Killed Our Legal System 
What Replaces Our Constitution 
4/9/93 # 1 CERES 'ATONN TRUTH-AT LEASTWISE NOT IN ALL OF this nation, and two, that a legal system 

ITS CONTENTS AND OPINIONS. which is operated by and for criminals has 
AFTERTHOUGHTS Regardless of what a University of Sci- no greater enemy than the law-abiding 

ence and Philosophy may now claim in left- citizen. 
After having a large portion of the past over copyrights, etc.-SO TOO WAS The first purpose of law has always been 

several years botched, buried, bankrupted WALTER RUSSELL'S INTENTTHAT "MAN- "Salus Populi", the safety of the people. I 
and time-wasted--only to lose time after KIND" (ALL) SHOULD HAVE READY AC- write this in a building which has five locks 
time when FACTS COULD NOT BE DIS- CESS TO HIS SCIENTIFIC WORK FOR IT on every door. Twenty-five years ago, the 
PUTED OTHERWISE (and weren't), by law- DEALS DIRECTLY WITH MAN'S CONNEC- doors were never locked. We hardly knew 
yers and JUDGES WHO COVERED THEIR TIONSTO GOD! Be that as it may, we move where the key to the front door was kept. 
OWN AND COLLEAGUE'S ASSETS-(and, from one day unto the next, one hour unto With hundreds of other citizens in Wash- 
now, this very day hinging on trips to the the next and pray for one more minute to ington during its tropical summers, I went 
court (three hours distant, so the day is the next. to a nearby park to sleep in the era before 
"shot" for work) AND again on Monday, air conditioning. Today, no one in his right 
the same) my scribe is not in the least in a QUOTING (Eustace Mullins, RAPE OF mind would close his eyes in a Washington 
humorous or gracious mood. In the over JUSTICE): park, either by day or by night. It is 
five years of litigation DIRECTED DIRECTLY rightfully known as the "murder capital of 
AGAINST THEM, THEY STILL HAVE NOT FORE WORD the world", rather than as the capital city 
BEEN ALLOWED HEARING RECOG- of the United States of America. 
NIZED IN THE COURT EXCEPT AS A CASE In my travels throughout the United This situation has been created, not by 
NUMBER. TWICE Mr. Ekker "represented" States, I have found that the first com- the negligence of the police, who are work- 
himself for a "continuance" and was d l  plaint of our citizens is the sorry state of ing harder than ever, but by the legal 
but thrown out of the courtroom for the our legal system. They do not complain system, which abruptly denied the previ- 
assumption of such liberty. that the laws themselves are onerous, but ous basis of our legal system, "Salus 

So, I think in view of our last writings on rather that their administration is almost Populi", in 1933, with the advent of Presi- 
"Juriesn, I shall offer the "FOREWORD" universally unfair and unjustified. I have dent Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who 
from one of the finest books written on the even heard farrnersarguingwith each other adopted the Marxist concept that the legal 
Judicial "crime" system: THE RAPE OF at their markets, each protesting with in- system was being used unfairly to defend 
JUSTICE by Eustace Mullins. I speak of verted pride that "Our county has the property. Because of the Communist de- 
Mullins OFTEN because I believe him to be crookedest lawyers and judges in this cree that all propertywas now the property 
the most IMPORTANT writer on your "sys- state," only to meet with the fervent re- of the state, the legal system need no longer 
temsn, on your globe. Further, Mr. Mullins sponse from a farmer representing another defend crimes against personal property. 
writes FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE, copyright- county, "Oh, no, OUR lawyers and judges This was soon extended to crimes against 
ing to protect listings and to make a state- are a lo t  crookeder than the ones in your persons. The doctrine ofcompu1soryequ~- 
ment-but willingly shares his work for, county!" ity meant that no citizen was entitled to 
after all, if it is not read then of what worth Americans recognize that we must have wear agold watch or to live in a large home. 
is a book? Moreover, I suspect greatly ones laws, and that we must abide by them, Other citizens who wished to deprive them 
who refuse to share their work-it indi- otherwise life would become intolerable. of their excess property, even at the cost of 
cates to me that they have stolen it from The problem is that law-abiding citizens their lives, were looked upon with approval 
elsewhere (since there is nothing; new on are usually greeted in our courts with by the legal system. If they injured or killed 
the ~ l a n e t l  or, THEIR WORK IS NOT disbelief that anyone still obeys the laws in too many citizens in their exuberance, they 
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might be confined for a short time, but You must also remember that the thrust we do =pent. MAY THEY BE DEEMED 
they were soon released to continue the of the Khazarian Zionist Socialists, accord- ABSOLVED, FORGIVEN,AhWZlUED, AND 
Marxist campaign of "levelling", that is, ing to their own Protocols, is to make Law- VOID AND m D E  OF NO EFFECT: THEY 
of reducing all citizens to a common level yers, Doctors, Judges and Clerics of their SHALL NOT BIND US NOR HAVE POWER 
of fear and despair. This goal was first SONSANDDAUGHTERS. Thelargestnum- OVER US. THE VOWS SHALL NOT BE 
achieved in the Soviet Union, when Wall ber, by far, in EVERY one of the professions RECKONED VOWS; THE OBLIGATIONS 
Street bankers financed the "noble is made up of these so-called, self-styled SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATORY; NOR THE 
experiment in compulsory equality". "Jewishn personages who are  NOT OATHS BE OATHS." 
Soviet Russia was reduced to a giant "Judaistsn as you might term them to be, [C: Where might this leave all of  you  
concentration camp, a Gulag in which although many are and are as shocked as non-Jewish persons in a court of law run 
tomorrow might be worse than today, any "white-eyes" to find themselves in a MOSTLY b y  "Jewish" lawyers  a n d  
but it would surely be no better. The totally criminal profession. Judges? Once the structure is ac- 
United States has  travelled that same cepted-the rules will hold in all in- 
road with remarkable speed, constantly KOL NIDRE VOW stances for all practicing members of  
accelerating the techniques which force that  same club, won't they? So,  tradi- 
our citizens to new levels of personal Nextcomesanotherdandy: Theumod- tions are laid forth long ago a s  the 
depth and degradation. ernn uJewn is the product of the Tal -  Thirteenth Amendment was  REMOVED 

Under this Marxist system, our citi- mu&NOT the Judean T o r a h  or Old  from your Constitution which disallowed 
zens have found that the legal system is T e s t a m e n t  To the average Christian or lawyers from being Congressmen and 
now something quite apart from "the non-Jew (Goyim) the word "Talmud" is Judges!] 
lawn, that is, the fixed doctrine under just another word associated by them with Let u s  look at the implications, infer- 
which we live. A law is a fixed power. In the form of religious worship practised in ences and innuendoes in the Book of 
contrast, the administration of the law their synagogues by so-called or self-styled Nedarim, 23a-23b as follows: 
today is a fluid power, in flux, and sub- "Jews". Many Christians have NEVER (Book) "And he who desires that NONE 
ject to outside influences, mainly the heard of the Talmud. Very few non-Jews OF HIS VOWS MADE DURING THE YEAR 
power of money and its concomitant po- are informed on the contents of the Tal- SHALL BE VALID, let him stand at  the 
li tical influence. When an American mud. Some may believe the Talmud to be beginning of the year and declare, "EVERY 
citizen comes into court today, he i s  not an  integral part of the religious worship VOW WHICH I MAY MAKE INTHE FUTURE 
faced with the power or the majesty of known to them asuJudaism". It suggests SHALL BE NULL (1). (HIS VOWS ARE 
the law. To his dismay, he finds that this a sort of bible or religious text book. It is THEN INVALID), PROVIDING THAT HE 
force i s  no longer present. Instead, he classed as a spiritual manual. But 0th- REMEMBERS THIS AT THE TIME OF THE 
finds that he is  facing the power of money, erwise few if any Christians have an under- VOW." [C: Come n o w 4 0  you really 
and the power of political influence. standing of the contents of the Talmud and think a good self-styled so-called Jewish 

Traditionally, the scales of justice are what it means in the daily lives of so-called lawyer would actually FORGET or refuse 
depicted as awaiting the weight of the or self-styled "Jewsn. A s  an illustration, such coverage? I have asked E.J. to set 
evidence. A preponderance on one side how many non-Jews have any conception us u p  a valid Nevada Corporation called 
or the other will tip them to a just conclu- of the UKOL NIDRE" (All Vows) prayer KOLNIDRE, LTD. wherein w e  can handle 
sion. Indeed, this is the ideal to which recited in synagogues on the DAY OF all the business  of our law-cases! Only 
we still aspire. Unfortunately, it is  rarely ATONEMENT? one thing will b e  different-we will re- 
found today in our courts. If an  attorney In Volume VIII of the Jewish Encyclope- quire that OUR attorneys recite  (and 
finds that the weight of evidence is tip- dia on page 539 found in the Library of remember)  EVERY MORNING AND 
ping the scales against his client, he Congress, the New York Public Library and EVENING--DAILY!] 
immediately employs one of the myriad libraries in all leading cities, WILL BE (FOOTNOTE) (1) This may have pro- 
techniques of "civil procedure* to have FOUND THE OFFICIAL TRANSLATION OF vided a support for the custom of reciting 
that evidence declared inadmissible, to THE PRAYER KNOWN AS THE "KOL Kol Nidre (a formula for dispensation of 
have his opponent's witnesses impeached NIDREn (ALL VOWS) PRAYER. It is THE vows) prior to the Evening Service of the 
or found incompetent, and to mount a prologue of the Day of Atonement ser- Day of Atonement. Tho~:h the beginning 
counterattack of his own to tip the scales vices in the synagogues. It is recited of the year (New Year) is mentioned here, 
back to favor his client. This technique three t i m e s  b y  the standing congrega- theDayofAtonement wasprobablychosen 
is called "practicing lawn. Like any tion in concert  with changing rabbis AT on account of its great solemnity. But Kol 
other skill, it is  honed by constant prac- THE ALTAR. ONLY AFTER the recital o f  Nidre a s  part of  the ritual IS LATER 
tice, but this skill depends heavily on its the uKol Nidre" (All Vows) prayer the THAN THE TALMUD, and, as seen from 
practitioner's willingness to employ any Day of Atonement religious ceremonies  the following statement of R.Huna b. 
subterfuge on his client's behalf. It is as follow immediately. The  Day of Atone- Hunene, <<THE LAW OF REVOCATION IN 
though a football game were being played ment religious observances are the high- ADVANCE WAS NOT MXDE PUBLIC. 
during which the players were allowed to est HOLY DAYS of  the so-called or self- The greatest study of the "Kol Nidre" 
commit any unsportsmanlike or illegal styled "Jews* and are celebrated as (A11 Vows) prayer was made by the eminent 
act in order to gain a point, with the such throughout the world. THE OFFI- psycho-analyst ProfessorTheodorReik, the 
umpire (that is, the judge) , actually co- CIAL TRANSLATION INTO ENGLISH OF celebrated pupil of the famous Dr. Sigmund 
operating in and officially approving the THE "KOL NIDREn (ALL VOWS) PRAYER Freud. The analysis of the historic, reli- 
illegal conduct. In legal parlance, this FOLLOWS: gious and psychological background of the 
has  a name; it i s  known as "professional "ALL VOWS. OBLIGATIONS, OATHS, "Kol Nidre" (All Vows) prayer by Professor 
courtesy", because the judge, like the ANATHEMAS, whether c a l l e d  cknoam', Reik presents the Talmud in its true per- 
lawyers, is  also a member of the bar. 'konas', or by any other name, WHICH spective. This important study is con- 

W E  MAYVOW, OR SWEAR, OR PLEDGE, tained in Professor Reik's "The Ritual, 
END OF QUOTE. OR WHEREBY W E  MAYBE BOUND, FROM Psycho-Analytical Studies". In the chapter 

THIS DAY OF ATONEMENT UNTO THE on the Talmud, on page 168, Professor Reik 
* * * NEXT, (whose happy c o m i n g  we await) ,  states: 
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"THE TEXT WAS TO THE EFFECT I could say about it? Does this represent synagogue, he can be on his own balcony 
THAT ALL OATHS WHICH BELIEVERS deliberate knowledge and acceptance OF or in his Mercedes or BMW-anywhere) is 
TAKE BETWEEN ONE DAY OF ATONE- THIS BLASPHEMY?--or, is it simply re- always "safe" from having to tell the truth. 
MENT AND THE NEXT DAY OF ATONE- vealing the ignorance and indifference of And the bigger "funny" is that "they" 
MENT ARE DECLARED INVALID." the non-Jewish clergy to the hazards KEPT THE THING SECRET AS TO THE 

Before explaining to you (per Dr. Ben- today facing the non-Jewish faiths? I CHANGES. 
jamin Freedman) how the present wording warn you-there will NEVER BE ANY HELP Well, I have belabored this one enough, 
of the "Kol Nidre" (All Vows) prayer was FROMYOURNON-JEWISH COUNCILS OR I suppose, but I thought it might clear up 
introduced into the Day ofAtonement syna- CLERGY FOR DEFENSE OF THE NON- some quandaries as to just HOW so many 
gogue ceremonies, we will quote a passage JEWISH FAITHS IN YOUR COUNTRY OR could so blatantly lie, cheat and steal and 
from the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia. ANY OTHER. THE VERY CLERGY AND never blink an eye! It is because they have 
The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia con- COUNCIL ARE SET TO ALLY WITH THE made an oath that any oath they make OF 
firms the fact that the "Kol Nidre" (All SO-CALLEDUJEWS"-BOUGHTAND PAID ANY KIND is ALWAYS INVALID! It is the 
Vows) prayer has no spiritual value as FOR. same old game of lying wherein it is not 
might be believed because it is recited in Even if there was desire to be other- a lie if you cross your fingers! Does it 
synagogues on the Day of Atonement as wise-where have they gotten loans and upset old Ceres 'Atonn? YES! It proves 
the prologue of the religious ceremonies monies to pay for all the wondrous temples that there is NO MORALITY REMAINING! 
which follow it. The secular significance of and schools and other physical riches- You have made a man's word worthless 
the "Kol Nidre" (All Vows) prayer is indi- oriented "stuff? Ah so! In every instance and with pealing bells chimed in total 
cated forcefully by the analysis in the Uni- they buckle under the pressure exerted corruption and lack of moral honesty (in 
versa1 Jewish Encyclopedia. In Volume VI, upon them by the contracts and contacts the least) into the very circulatory system 
on page 44 1, it states: and business arrangements with these of the government judicial system. This 

"The Kol Nidre HAS NOTHING WHAT- Talmudist Zionists. If it were not so tragic has destroyed your Constitution and all 
EVER TO DO WITH THE ACTUAL IDEA it would surely be comic. It is surely a righteousness. 
OF THE DAY OF ATONEMENT...it at- "joke" but the "joke" is on you blind lambs 
tained to extraordinary solemnity and to the slaughter. What do you do? You SEVEN NOAHIDE LAWS 
popularity by reason of the fact that it actually go forth and make celebration of "PUBLIC LAW 102-14" 
was THE FIRST PRAYER RECITED ON your enemy's public statement to "do you 
THIS HOLIEST OF DAYS." in". You actually join religiously and This Resolution was titled "A JOINT 

Now, prepare for a GREAT SHOCKER. "SOUND YOUR BELLS, TO SOUND THE RESOLUTION to DESIGNATE MARCH 26, 
Compelled by what you have now read here KOL NIDRE, TRADITIONAL MELODY USED 199 1 AS EDUCATION DAY, U.S.A." It was 
about the "Kol Nidre" (All Vows) prayer AT THE START OF YOM KIPPUR'." JUST introduced in the House of Representa- 
you must be shocked to learn that many "WHERE"D0ESBETRAYALOFATRUST tives by Robert H. Michel (R-IL) and co- 
non-Jewish churches actually peal their AND BRJMCH OF FAITH BEGIN3 AND, sponsored by Richard Gephardt (D-MO). It 
bells in honor of that serious religious DO YOU ACTUALLY BELIEVE THAT ALL was then co-sponsored by 224 more Con- 
ritual on the Day of Atonement in & THEHIGHESTCLERICSUVTHENATIONS gressmen. Congressman Bob Stump (R- 
ebration of that secular holy day for so- ARE S O  IGNORANT? AZ) was one of the 224 co-sponsors. [C: 
called or self-styled "Jewsn. Does this Indeed this is one of the ones where I 
indicate a bit of stupidity on the part of DATED PROOF asked you to write and demand to know 
non-Jews? Or, are you simply waiting how this "voice voten could have come 
for the time to be told to "heave to and The present wording of the "Kol Nidre" to be. I have received copies of many of 
hop in the pitm-in other words when (All Vows) prayer dates from the 1 l th  the return letters which indicate: "It is 
"THEY" tell you to hop all you have to do Century. It seems difficult to say there has none of your businessn!] 
is bow and say "how high"?! been no opportunity for people to "get The real meaning of this law is not 

You readers think I am joshing? Then informed". A political reversal in Eastern spelled out within the law itself but it is 
you certainly haven't read our past pro- Europe COMPELLED the so-called or self- very strange that it was introduced, passed 
ductions which brought such a blast against styled "Jews" in Eastern Europe to adopt and signed by the President in a country 
my people as to "tell the truth of it". Let me the present wording of the "Kol Nidre". whose laws ostensibly originate in the Com- 
just present an  article from the New York You had best harken back right now to mon Law which comes from the Laws, 
World Telegram from October 7th-1954: that public law your bunch of criminals Statutes and Judgments (Mosaic Laws) of 
"JEWISH HOLIDAYS TO END AT SUN- enacted (by voice vote in 1991) which the accepted "Holy Bible". A s  you will 
DOWN: S y n a g o g u e s  and t e m p l e s  brings your nation in direct opposition discover the Resolution has absolutely 
t h m u g h o u t  the city were cmwded yes- to your First Amendment-they voted- nothing whatsoever to do with "Education 
tetday as the 24 hour f a s t  began.  Dr. in a public law [ 1 0 2 - 1 4 ;  see the 9/22/92 Day". 
N o r m a n  Sal i t ,  head o f  the Synagogue  PHOENIX LIBERATOR f o r d e b i q  mak- [C: As we go through this material 
Counci l  o f  Amer ica ,  r epre sen t ing  the ing the "Jewish" Noahedic "religion" ahead please be reminded that we uti- 
three major Jewish bodies, had c a l l e d  your national religion. It seemed just a lize words such as " Jewn, " Jewishn, 
on other f a i t h s  T O  J O I N  T H E  "nicen gesture? You had best look etc., simply for identification-FORTHE 
FAST.. . CUTTING ACROSS RELIGIOUS again! TERM JEW" WAS NOT COINED IN ANY 
LINES, MANY PROTESTANT CHURCHES There is, however, an interesting thing MANNER UNTIL THE LATE 1700s (18TH 
INTHE CITYPEALED THEIR B E L L S U S T  about the Talmudic version of the Kol CENTURY). THESEONES IN POINT CAME 
NIGHT TO SOUND THE KOLNIDRE, TRA- Nidre. The original stated: "From the last FROM THE KHAZARIAN TRIBES AND 
DITIONALMELODYUSEDATTHE START day of Atonement to this one". Some cute WERE NOT EVEN JUDEAN OR "HE- 
OF YOM iLIPPUR. THE GESTURE OF group of self-centered tamperers (there BREW-THEY FORMED A NEW LAN- 
GOOD-WILL WAS RECOMMENDED BY ALWAYS are some) changed it to "from this GUAGE CALLED "YIDDISH", WROTE 
THE MANHATTAN OFFICE OF THE day of atonement until the next". This THE "HUMAN" LAWS CALLED TALMUD 
PROTESTANT COUNCIL." makes it all inclusive and in advance so a AND HAVE GONE ABOUT A PLAN 2000 

Doesn't that just about "top" anything good reciter (and he doesn't have to be in a FOR GLOBAL CONTROL THROUGH 
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WHAT THEY HAVE SINCE IDENTIFIED Resolved bv the Senate and House of C o m m o n  Law or Christ ian pr inc ip les  
AS "ZIONISMn. TO HAVE MEANING AS Representatives of the United States of and Biblical  Laws. In essence, you'll 
BROUGHT INTO YOUR ATTENTION WE America in Congress assembled: That discover, if you are in complete honesty 
CANNOTTAKETIMETOIDENTIFYEACH March 26, 1991, the start of the nineti- with yourself, that Public Law 102- 14 
TIME WE USE TERMS WHICH HAVE e th  year of Rabbi Menachem legally and POLITICALLY JUDAIZED 
SINCE, BY LAW AND-OR USAGE, BE- Schneerson, leader of the worldwide THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
COME EFFECTIVELY THE ACCEPTED Lubavitch movement, is designated as WITH A BABYLONIAN TALMUDIC RE- 
TERMINOLOGY. "ACCEPTEDn DOES "Education Day, U.S.A.". The Presi- LIGION KNOWN AS JUDAISM AND IN 
NOT MAKE IT CORRECT NOR ACCU- dent is requested to issue a proclarna- TOTAL VIOLATION OF THE FIRST 

tion calling upon the people of the United AMENDMENT TO OUR CONSTITUTION 
States to observe such day with appro- WHICH STATES: "Congress shall make 

105 STAT. 44 PUBLIC LAW priate ceremonies and activities. no law respecting a n  establishment of 
102- 14--MAR. 20, 199 1 religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 

Approved March 20, 199 1. thereof;. ...." This is  what the media, and 
Public Law 102- 14 all anti-Christian proponents want us to 

102nd Congress be l i eve  is "Separation of Church a n d  
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY-H.J. RES. State ." 

JOINT RESOLUTION 104: You'll a l so  notice in t h e  n in th  
"Whereas" it is to go international with 

Mar. 20, 199 1 other heads of state signing. I s  this just 
To designate March 26, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOL 137 coincidental with the Messianic Age (One 

199 1, as "Education Day, USA". (199 1): World Government under Zionism) that 
[H.J. Res. 1041 Mar. 5, considered and passed House. Jewry i s  zealously waiting, or was it 

Mar .  7, considered and passed Senate. deliberately planned that way? Consider 
Whereas Congress recognizes the histori- [C: BOTH PASSED BY MEANS OF the removal of "The Ten Command- 

cal tradition of ethical values and prin- VOICE VOTE] ments" from our so-called public schools. 
ciples which are the basis of civilized If all this doesn't total up  for cause of 
society and upon which our great Na- Now that the Seven Noahide Laws are concern for all of u s  then we definitely 
tion was founded; the law of the land it should behoove each deserve what they (the oneworlders) have 

Whereas these ethical values and prin- of u s  to know and understand what the planned for us. 
ciples have been the bedrock of society Seven Laws actually are [C: You WOULD 
from the dawn of civilization, when they want  to know if the Methodkts  or Pen- FROM THE JUDAICA 
were known as the Seven Noahide Laws; tecostals passed a public law of the land, ENCYCLOPEDIA 

Whereas without these ethical values and would you not?]; what the penalt ies  for 
principles the edifice of civilization disobeying t h e m  are and; last but not "NOACHIDE LAWS, The seven laws 
stands in serous peril of returning to least, by whom are they to b e  enforced. considered by rabbinic tradi t ion  as the 
chaos; Yours truly is still waiting for the "govern- minimal moral duties enjoined by the 

Whereas society is profoundly concerned mental" answers to this most important Bible on all men (Sanh. 56-60; Yad, 
with the recent weakeningof these prin- issue from his written request to both Melakhirn, 8: 10, 10: 12 [Babylonian Tal- 
ciples that has resulted in crises that Congressmen Michel and Stump. While mudl). Jews are obligated to observe the 
beleaguer and threaten the fabric of waiting for their answers I tried to find out whole Torah, while every  non-Jew is a 
civilized society; on my own what this "Public Law 102- 14" "son of the covenant of Noahn ( s e e  

Whereas the justified preoccupation with is all about. Gen. 9), a n d  he w h o  a c c e p t s  its obliga- 
these crises must not let the citizens of Ifyou are curious and inquisitive I'd like tions is a ger-toshav ("resident- 
this Nation lose sight of their responsi- to share with you what I found. The strangern or even "semi-convert") (See 
bility to transmit these historical ethi- following is not easy or light reading. It Au. Zar. 64b; Maim, Yad, Melakhim8: lo.) 
cal values from our distinguished past actually requires a totally different mind- Maimonides equates the righteous man 
to the generations of the future; set than that to which we are accustomed; (Ihasid) of the [gentile] nations who has 

Whereas the Lubavitch movement has fos- e.g., to catch a thief one must think as a a share in the world to come even with- 
tered and promoted these ethical val- thief; or, put oneself in their stead.  out becoming a Jew with the gentile who 
uesandprinciplesthroughout theworld; The following spells out the Seven keeps these laws. Such a man is entitled 

Whereas Rabbi Manachem Mendel Noahide Laws; the Lubavitch movement; to full material support from the Jewish 
Schneerson, leader of the Lubavitch the 'rebbe'; and Rabbi Schneerson. It was community (see ET, 6 (19540, col. 289 
movement is universally respected and 4 gathered in context from the Judaica s. v. gertoshav) and to the highest earthly 
revered and his eighty-ninth birthday Encyclopedia, a Jewish  publication. I honors (Se fer Hasidim [ l957] ,3 58). T h e  
falls on March 26, 1991; could find but a mere mention in a few seven Noachide laws  as tradit ional ly  

Whereas in tribute to this great spiritual other publications but not enough to prop- enumerated  are: the prohibi t ions  of 
leader, "the rebbe", this, his ninetieth erly answer the question. idolatrv, blasphemy,  bloodshed,  sexual  
year will be seen as one of "education May your discernment prevail and, as sins, theft, a n d  eating from a living 
and giving", the year in which we turn you read, continuously ask yourself WHY animal ,  as wel l  as the in iunc t ion  to 
to education and charity to return the did our "government" pass this law so es tab l i sh  a legal s y s t e m  (Tosef., Av. 
world to the moral and ethical values swiftly and with only a voice vote?? Zar. 8:4; Sanh. 56a) .  Except for the 
contained in the Seven Noahide Laws; You will notice in the Whereases above last, all are negative, and the last itself is 
and it states many times ethical values usually interpreted as c o m m a n d i n g  the 

Whereas this will be reflected in an inter- princi~les. This is very important because enforcement  of the o thers  (Maim. Yad, 
national scroll of honor signed by the in the sixth "Whereas" it states unequivo- Melakhim, 9: 1). [Editor's note: For an in 
President of the United States and other cally where they were fostered and pro- depth discussion please see PHOENIX 
heads of state: Now,, therefore, be if rnoted. Youll also notice it is NOT from JOURNAL #55 called MARCH1N.G TO ' .  . . (  ". , , -. * . v .  , .  6 , $ , , I , - I  I 1  
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ZION.] erty from the violent acts of others, and to ecutive Order or Emergency Regulations 
Now I am going to turn to: provide a means by which people could "DECLARE" "war" and while that "waf 

peacefully resolve their disputes, our an- is still in action-he has full control! Ameri- 
THE CONSTITUTION AND cestors established anational government. cans believe that the constraints of the 

THE RULE OF LAW But there was one overriding concern: what Constitution should, be curtailed, if not 
would prevent this government from be- ended. The idea that life, liberty, property, 

In 1944, Friedrich A. Hayekwroteoneof coming destructive of the very ends for and the pursuit of happiness are funda- 
the most thought-provoking books of our which it was formed? mental, preexisting rights with which no 
time-The Road to Serfdom. Hayek warned The goal, then, was to institute a gov- governmental official can legitimately in- 
that Great Britain and the United States ernment which could be kept within avery terfere is an alien notion to our fellow 
were abandoning their heritage of liberty narrow purpose: to protect, not regulate or Americans. The belief is that Caesar-the 
and adopting the economic principles of destroy, the natural, God-given rights of state-should have the power to regulate 
the Nazis, fascists, and socialists. It was the people. and take away that which he has given. 
not a message which the politicians, bu- So, while the Constitution instituted The interesting thing is that the "Caesar" 
reaucrats, and social planners of that time government, it also straight-jacketed it. arranges to have a fully orchestrated "wel- 
wanted to hear. Hayek, who would later The Constitution set forth a very specific fare" state so that all the people all the 
win the Nobel Memorial Prize in Econom- list of enumerated powers, as well as ex- time-HAVE TO HAVE HIS HANDOUT TO 
ics, was vilified as an old-fashioned reac- press prohibitions on the powers of the SURVIVE. 
tionary. national government. As Hayek observes, And, unfortunately, the rule of law is 

What I am going to use here in major the Constitution did not give the people also now considered an outdated legal 
presentation is by one whose name you rights. Instead, the Constitution was a concept. Today, people must answer to 
might find interesting in view of the above law--a higher law-imposed on the offi- hundreds of thousands of arbitrary, un- 
outlay of information for it is superb and by cials of the national government to pre- clear edicts from the politicians and bu- 
a beautifully patriotic "Judaist", Jacob G. vent them from interfering with preex- reaucrats rather than to clearly defined 
Hornberger. He would call himself aUJew" isting rights. laws. For example, take the rules against 
but now that WE KNOW THAT TERM IS In a series of judicial decisions in the "unfair businesspracticesn. Ifa business- 
ACTUALLY ONLY FOR THE KHAZARIAN 1800s and early 1900s, the concept of man sells his product a t  a price lower than 
ZIONIST ELITIST NEW WORLD ORDER "substantive due process" came to be an his competitors, he is subject to being 
GLOBALISTS-WE SWALL SIMPLY CALL established judicial doctrine. It held that prosecuted for predatory business prac- 
HIM A GOOD AMERICAN! life, liberty, and property were extensions tices. If he sells his product at  the same 

No one today can seriously dispute that of each other. A person has the fundamen- price as others, he can be prosecuted for 
Hayek was right. Although Americans, for tal right to sustain and improve his life antitrust violations. Thus, since every 
example, continue to operate under the through labor, engage in any economic businessman is always subject to a crimi- 
delusion that they live in a free-enterprise enterprise without political interference, nal prosecution which inevitably entails 
nation, for the last sixty years they have enter into mutually beneficial exchanges hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal 
traveled the same moral, philosophical, with others ("liberty of contractn-WITH- fees, he must always kowtow to his politi- 
and economic road as their enemies-the OUT THE KOL NIDRE), AND accumulate cal and bureaucratic masters. He must 
road to the welfare-state, regulated- unlimited amounts of wealth from these answer to them rather than to a clearly 
economy way of life-the road to serfdom. endeavors. The courts held that the exer- defined law. 

Hayek was also a lawyer. In fact, some cise of these rights were beyond the reach And the tax code is no different. Once 
of his greatest contributions have been in of the  majority-beyond the  Con- a person bypasses the "standard deduc- 
the area of law. Among his finest books are stitutionally granted powers of the govern- tion", he enters into the nether world of 
The Constitution of Liberty and his three- ment. potential prosecution for tax violations. 
volume work LAW, Legislation, and Liberty. Equally important, the legal concept of That is the beautiful thing (in the mind of 

Two of the most important legal con- "the rule of lawn was incorporated into our the governmental official) about hundreds 
cepts that Hayek underscored were, first, judicial system. A s  Hayek explains, the of thousands of rules and regulations- 
the nature and purposes of political consti- rule of law means that people do not have there is no way that a person can ever be in 
tutions and, second, the legal principle to answer to the arbitrary decisions of full compliance with all of them. Thus, 
known as "the rule of lawn. government, they believe that government each person who works his way through 

Few Americans today understand the can rightfully regulate or take them away. the maze of the IRS Code is always subject 
true idea and purpose of the U.S. Constitu- Thus, since the 1930s, the American people to criminal prosecution for violating one of 
tion. They have been taught to believe- have lived under a political order in which the myriad of rules and regulations. 
and do believe-that their rights emanate governmental officials have omnipotent Let's look at  a couple of real-world ex- 
from the Constitution. power over their lives and fortunes. amples. Michael Milken, who was serving 

Hayek pointed out the true nature of Moreover, unlike theirancestors, Ameri- jail time, is a good example of the hazards 
rights and the Constitution. He ob- cans today believe that politicians and of abandoning the rule of law. Despite all 
served that our American ancestors sub- bureaucrats can be trusted with unlimited theyears that Milken worked on Wall Street, 
scribed to the most radical principles of political power. "We should elect the best and all of the billions of dollars with which 
individualism and liberty ever known to people to public office and trust them to do he dealt, the government was able to get 
man. They truly believed the ideas set the right thing," is the prevailing attitude, him for violating only a few ridiculous and 
forth by John Locke and Thomas for example, in the War on Drugs, W a r  on inane regulations. Another example- 
Jefferson-that people have certain fun- Poverty, War on Illiteracy, and so forth. Leona Helmsley. Although paying several 
damental and inherent rights-life, lib- Americans don't even KNOW THAT THESE millions of dollars in income taxes, she 
erty, property, and the pursuit of happi- "WARS" KEEP THE EMERGENCY REGU- supposedly committed the heinous crime 
ness--and that these rights have been LATIONS IN FORCE UNDER ENFORCE- of taking some improper deductions on her 
endowed by "Nature and Nature's GODn, MENT BY THE FEDERAL TROOPS. It income-tax return, thereby depriving the 
not by government. results from a cute little Kol Nidre type of politicians and bureaucrats of their milk; 

TO-protect themselves and their prop- clause that lets a President through Ex- &d so now she must serve four years in a - - - . *  ...... " .... ... st..-. . * .  l . ,  .,; .,.... & .  , 
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federal penitentiary. Yes, I wonder WHERE 
AND WHY OUR CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
CENTER IS NOT IN HER CELL WITH 
HER--GETTING HER OUT!?! I find it  
hard to believe that a person with so 
many natural assets (miney) wouldn't 
be HAPPY to pay a bit for freedom! I t  
would be nice if she could spend a few 
days with her husband before he  trans- 
lates. 

And WHY Milken and Helmsley? Two 
reasons. First, they make good "victims", 
for they are rich-and Americans are taught 
in their public schools to hate the rich and 
covet their wealth. Second, wealthy people 
are the best vehicle by which the govern- 
ment can send its not-so-subtle message 
to you regular people: "Listen up, you little 
people-if the wealthiest and most influen- 
tial among you cannot stand against us, 
then certainly neither can you. And if you 
try, we will smash you, just as we have 
smashed them--only a little faster. Obey 
and pay-or suffer the consequences." 

Thus, even though they will never admit 
it openly, the American people live their 
lives filled with fear and terror. In public, 
they say, "I'm proud to be an American." 
In private, they shudder at the thought of 
having their doors bashed down by IRS 
agents or of having to defend themselves in 
court against the mighty power of the U.S. 
government. 

What will it take to abandon the road to 
serfdom which Americans have traveled 
during the last sixty years? The first step 
is for people to pierce through to reality- 
to realize that what Hayek said was true- 
that the U.S. has, in fact, adopted the Nazi, 
fascist, and socialist economic principles 
of regulation of property and redistribution 
of wealth. The second step is to lose what 
the Russian people have lost-the terrify- 
ing and paralyzing fear of politicians and 
bureaucrats. And, third, since our govern- 
ment has  become destructive of the ends 
for which it was formed, to alter or abolish 
it and implement new government designed 
to protect, not destroy, our lives and for- 
tunes. Herein lies the road to freedom. 

Since I have wandered about here and 
there I note I have filled up this segment. I 
like to have them no longer than this for I 
find readers don't have great attention 
span--especially for dry information con- 
cerning their very lives and survival; there- 
fore, let u s  close this and move on. I wish 
to continue, however, with information 
about Hayek for he was one of the greatest 
economists and political philosophers of 
the 20th century-especially considering 
that with which he had to work. 

I would like to share, in closing, a verse 
from a friend, Mary Louise White who 
wrote 12-3 1- 1957: 
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3 
Oh spirit of Lqe that per- 
v d s  me, 
Grow stronger with each 

passing dhy; 
Z?kt zn turn I may know 
how Getter to grow, 
And the Laws of IBahnce 
o6ey. 

May the Father a d ~ r o t h e r  
o mankind 

ake the 6 d  of kinrh* 4 
row strong. 
kt inpassi my way no 
t rot her s t i u ~ s  "B ray 
firaugli my ignorance 
dbirl.0 of w r q .  

elcCim6, 
A Beacon to g u  and re- 
stare me 
From the Strength of f i y  
omnipotent L qe- fine. 

When to the endof my Ihd- 
a h  I've come, 
Ma I have it with strength J &dZ~2o tears *om m y  
lbvedones 
On@, cheers, as far one in a 
race. 

yor Winged m y  feet I * d h v e  
t he?n 
l o  speednze on my way  
l o  a Vict allmay win 
~f 44my w2* thev ~ i ~ 6 u t  
0 6 9 .  

M m e  earth[ fives I may 
have need$ 
l o  learn ompassion and 
Lave, 
But with ?liine Fssence of 
Light within me 
I s h l h t r i v e  far each rung 
above. 

As life by life I wend my way, 
Ever closer to the goal 
Satisfaction will be the re- 
ward 
With the At-one-ment of my 
Soul. 

Amen! 
Mary Louise White 
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WHY I HONOR HAYEK 

I don't like "Austrian School Econom- 
ics". I don't like "Maynard Keynes" eco- 
nomics-and frankly I don't like "Mises's" 
ideasvery much either. So, do I "just" like 
Hayek? No, he may have had some good 
ideas but HERE YOU ARE TODAY-IN 
TOTAL SHAMBLES NO MATTER WHAT 
ANY GOOD PHILOSOPHER HAD TO OF- 
FER. THE WEIGHT RESTS SQUARELY ON 
YOU-THE-PEOPLE. You allowed this blind- 
ness to come upon you while you were 
doing other things and laughing at  the 
"politicians" at their play. 

But, in 1930 (when something could 
have been done) Fredrich Hayek was the 
leading opponent of John Maynard Keynes 
who presented Keynesian Economics. 
Hayek argued that the Great Depression 
had been caused deliberately by the 
Federal Reserve System. He thought it 
was through the attempt at stabiliza- 
tion of "price levels" through monetary 
manipulation in the 1920s. Hayek said 
that the only cure for the Depression was 
allowing the market to self-correct in the 
face of the economic distortions and misal- 
location of labor and capital created by 
central-bank mismanagement of money 
and credit. 

What no one seemed to see was that the 
Constitution had been literally destroyed 
by that one illegal act-The Federal Re- 
serve System. While superficial quarrels 
and debates flourished-the Constitution 
was more and more badly abused, evaded 
and criminally assaulted. Well, good and 
bad-Mr. Hayekwas able to live long enough 
to see that his ideas proved correct-good 
or bad. Few are so fortunate to get their 
"living" confirmation. So be it. Mr. Hayek 
said: "Our faith in freedom does not rest on 
the foreseeable re.sults inparticular circum- 
stances but on the belief that it will, on 
balance, release more forces forthegood 
than for the bad." However, it comes 
right down to the same old truth: Man 
must act more in good than for the bad- 
and he must see that he can bring himself 
into balance. He also said: "It  is throughthe 
mutually adjusted efforts of many people 
that more knowledge is utilized than any 
one individual possesses or than it is pos- 
sible to synthesize intellectual2y; and it is 
through suchutilizations of dispersed knowl- 
edge that achieuements are made possible, 
greater than any single mind can foresee. It 
is because freedom means the renunciation 
of direct control of indiuidual efforts that a 
free society can make use of so much more 
knowledge than the mind of the wisest ruler , could comprehend." And, my, what wis- 

I dom: "Before we can try to remould society 
intelligently, we must understand its finc- 
tioning; we must realize that, even when we 
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LOSER AND VICTOR 3 
bu EDGAR A. GUEST 

He was beaten from the start, 
Beaten by his doubting heart, 
And he had a ready ear 
For the busy tongue of fear, 
And he had a timid mind 
Unto fretfilness inclined, 
Filled with many reasons why 
It was vain for him to t y .  
Given a task he'd shake his head, 
"Can't do that!" he often said 
"llmes are hard and none will stay, 
Listening to the words I say. 
It is futile now to t y, 
People simply will not buy!" 
Thus he walked the streets of trade, 
Both discouraged and afraid. 

But another kind of man 
Thought this way: "Perhaps I can! 
If I will supply the pluck, 
Fortune may provide the luck. 
I f  I have the grit to try, 
There are people who may buy; 
Anyhow, I'll not submit 
To defeat before I'm hit." 
One was beaten from the start, 
Beaten by his doubting heart, 
Beaten when he gave his ear 
To the busy tongue of fear. 
But another with his chance 
Seized the moment to advance, 
And came happy home at night 
Just because he dared to fight! 

believe that we understand it, we may be to write this new constitution on your clearly spell out all of the above. "so that 
mistaken. WhQt we must learn to under- behalf were, of course, not elected repre- we may join in common endeavors" as- 
stand is that human civilization has a lve of sentatives, or in any other way your repre- sumes that everyone wants to support 
its own, that all our efforts to improve things sentatives. A s  a tax-exempt foundation, their endeavors to destroy America's sover- 
must operate within a working whole which they were able to do political work on what eignty, states' rights and the individual's 
we cannot entirely control, and the opera- amounts to a subsidy taken from your God-given liberty and freedom. Should 
tion of whose forces we can hope merely to taxes, but you were never asked if you this be accomplished, the states would be 
facilitate and assist so far as we can under- wanted a new constitution written. Indeed, abolished in favor of regions known as 
stand them." only avery tiny fraction of the people of the "newstates". By their assumption, the 

So what has gone wrong in the Ameri- United States even know, today, that it initiative is taken and the momentum 
can heart and within the masses of the exists; it has been made known to practi- gained. 
inhabitants of the world? Perhaps we cally no one except a select category of The "common endeavors" in this case 
should share one more set of verses: influential Elitist people whose views is the destruction ofyour U.S. Constitution 

and interest generally coincide with so as to replace it with a dictatorship. The 
those of the people who wrote it. The new would have the form and appearance 
American people as a whole are abso- of the old but there the similarity ends. The 
lutely ignorant of its existence. This is Newstates ofAmericaConstitution is merely 
deliberate. This is a "secretn constitu- a form of the old in order to pacify those still 
tion--but already in use AGAINST YOU- remembering the liberty that it guaran- 
THE-PEOPLE. teed. The New Constitution is a bridge, a 

It took some ten years to write this part of the hopefully peaceful transition 
model constitution. A preliminary version from a Constitutional Republic to an oli- 
was published in 1970 and some of you garchic world dictatorship. THE MERE 
patriots who object to it will recognize the FACT THAT THIS NEW CONSTITUTION IS 
title and author: THE EMERGING CONSTI- TO BE IN EFFECT FOR ONLY 25 YEARS 
TUTION by Rexford G. Tugwell, the man AND THAT MANY OPPORTUNITIES ARE 
who directed the formulation of the new PROVIDED TO REVISE AND REWRITE IT 
constitution. By the way, during the IN THOSE YEARS-INDICATES THE ROLE 
writing of this "secret" constitution that OF TRANSITION. 
Center for the Study of Democratic Institu- Yes, you will find in Article XI, Section 2 
tion was very lavishly funded with over two it declares: "When this Constitution shall 
and a half MILLION dollars a year. have been in effect for twenty-five years the 

To appreciate the document-we will Overseer shallask, byreferendum, whether 
effort to offer you some commentary and a new Constitution shall be prepared." 
review and you will forgive me if I fail to And should those in power be defeated in 
always at every paragraph mention the the case of amending their new constitu- 
speakers. Tugwell's book, by the way, was tion, they won't take no for an answer. To 
published by Harper & Row and sells for quote Article XI, Section I: "If rejected (that 
about $20. which they proposed), it may be restudied 

We will write on a section and then and anew proposal submitted." So it is not 
append comments and observations. possible for the people to totally reject that 

which the appointed Principal Justice and 
A PROPOSED CONSTITUTION that which the appointed Senate proposes. 

MODEL FOR THE NEWSTATES You will note that the word "emer- 
OF AMERICA PREAMBLE gency" will appear frequently in the pro- 

posed Constitution but is never mentioned 
So thatwemayjoinincommonendeav- in Your U.S. Constitution. Consequently, 

ors, welcome the future in good order, and an "emergency" is used to impose new 
create an adequate and self-repairing gov- dictates-which could only be accorn- 
ernment-we, the people, do establish the plished at the expense of the U.S. citi- 
Newstates of America, herein provided to zen's liberty. Keep your eyes open as we 

* * *  be ours, and do ordain this Constitution go along. 
whose supreme law it shall be until the Read again the "preamble": 

NEWSTATES CONSTITUTION time prescribed for it shall have run. 1. It welcomes the future "in good or- 
COMMENTS: This new constitution der". Just what does that actually mean? 

I would remind you, however, citizens, would replace the present U.S. Constitu- 2. "To create an adequate and self- 
that once wide coercive powers are given to tion and would dissolve the States as you repairing Government." If your present 
governmental agencies for particular pur- know them into Newstates, "each com- Government needs some minor repairing, 
poses, such powers cannot be effectively prising no less than 5 percent of the whole why not carefully consider the matter for 
controlled by democratic assemblies. population." This new constitution is, in possible improvement? Why even consider 

Let us now take a look at the Constitu- itself, a vehicle for the transition from your a new fonn of Government that might be 
tion for the NEWSTATES OF AMERICA. proven, tried and true, Divinely-ordained "self-repairing-by command coming 

In 1964, the writing of a new constitu- Constitution with its Bill of Rights Amend- from a DICTATOR? Why change the entire 
tion for America began, at a tax-exempt ments, to the New World Order that man, form of a highly successful Government 
foundation with the misleading name, Cen- in his own efforts, hopes to impose upon for f n e  people to one controlled by iron- 
ter for the Study of Democratic Institu- mankind-and basically has already ac- clad Dictatorship? 
tions. complished at this writing. Note, 'We, the people, do establish the 

The people who took it upon themselves The first eight words of the apreamble" Newstates of America, herein provided to 
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be ours. .. " What would you have then? 
What, in contrast to that which you have, 
now? Today, you have a noble document, 
even if teetering on the edge of extinction, 
far, f a r  removed from a "Concensus for 
Collectivism"-a DANGEROUS PHRASE 
which you will hear from Internationally- 
influenced speakers in their efforts to 
further the aims of the super-rich Cor- 
porate Socialists and Bankers! The em- 
phasis in the Preamble, and throughout, is 
to favor BIG GOVERNMENT and down- 
grade The People! This is the complete 
reverse of your own Constitution which 
you are selling out. 

ARTICLE I 
Rights and Responsibilities 

A. RIGHTS: 

SECTION 1. Freedom of expression, of 
communication, of movement, of assem- 
bly, or of petition shall not be abridged 
except in declared emergency. 

SECTION 2. Access to information pos- 
sessed by governmental agencies shall not 
be denied except in interest of national 
security; but communications among offi- 
cials necessary to decision making shall be 
privileged. 

SECTION 3. Public communicators may 
decline to reveal sources of information, 
but shall be responsible for hurtful disclo- 
sures. 

SECTION 4. The privacy of individuals 
shall be respected; searches and seizures 
shall be made only on judicial warrant; 
persons shall be pursued or questioned 
only for the prevention of crime or the 
apprehension of suspected criminals, and 
only according to rules established under 
law. 

SECTION 5. There shall be no discrimi- 
nation because of race, creed, color, origin, 
or sex. The Court of Rights and Responsi- 
bilities may determine whether selection 
for various occupations had been discrimi- 
natory. 

SECTION 6. All persons shall have 
equal protection of the laws, and in all 
electoral procedures the vote of every eli- 
gible citizen shall count equally with oth- 
ers. 

SECTION 7. It shall be public policy to 
promote discussion of public issues and to 
encourage peaceful public gatherings for 
this purpose. Permission to hold such 
gatherings shall not be denied, nor shall 
they be interrupted, except in declared 
emergency or on a showing of imminent 
danger to public order and on judicial 
warrant. 

SECTION 8. The practice of religion 
shall be privileged; but no religion shall be 
imposed by some on others, and none shall 
have public support. 

Section 9. Any citizen may purchase, 
* - ,  .. , ,  - , - * -  ..+ .,- .. *'. . * , 7 , r - , , ,  .,, 

sell, lease, hold, convey and inherit real 
and personal property, and shall benefit 
equally from all laws for security in such 
transactions. 

SECTION 10. Those who cannot con- 
tribute to productivity shall be entitled to a 
share of the national product; but distribu- 
tion shall be fair and the total may not 
exceed the amount for this purpose held in 
the National Sharing Fund. 

SECTION 1 1. Education shall be pro- 
vided at  public expense for those who meet 
appropriate tests of eligibility. 

SECTION 12. No person shall be de- 
prived of life, liberty, or property without 
due process of law. No property shall be 
taken without compensation. 

SECTION 13. Legislatures shall define 
crimes and conditions requiring restraint, 
but confinement shall not be for punish- 
ment; and, when possible, there shall be 
preparation for return to freedom. 

SECTION 14. No person shall be placed 
twice in jeopardy for the same offense. 

SECTION 15. Writs of habeas corpus 
shall not be suspended except in declared 
emergency. 

SECTION 16. Accused persons shall be 
informed of charges against them, shall 
have a speedy trial, shall have reasonable 
bail, shall be allowed to confront witnesses 
or to call others, and shall not be compelled 
to testify against themselves; at  the time of 
arrest they shall be informed of their right 
to be silent and to have counsel, provided, 
if necessary, at  public expense; and courts 
shall consider the contention that pros- 
ecution may be under an invalid or unjust 
statute. 

SECTION 1. Each freedom of the citizen 
shall prescribe a corresponding responsi- 
bility not to diminish that of others: of 
speech, communication, assembly, and 
petition, to grant the same freedom to 
others; of religion, to respect that of others; 
of privacy, not to invade that of others; of 
the holding and disposal of property, the 
obligation to extend the same privilege to 
others. 

SECTION 2. Individuals and enter- 
prises holding themselves out to serve the 
public shall serve all equally and without 
intention to misrepresent, conforming to 
such standards as may improve health 
and welfare. 

SECTION 3. Protection of the law shall 
be repaid by assistance in its enforcement; 
this shall include respect for the proce- 
dures ofjustice, apprehension of lawbreak- 
ers, and testimony at  trial. 

SECTION 4. Each citizen shall partici- 
pate in the processes of democracy, assist- 
ing in the selection of officials and in the 
monitoring of their conduct in office. 

SECTION 5. Each shall render such 
1 %  -*l-(..lf a* 2 , * % \  ." < r 7 .  - . ' - .  , 

services to the nation as may be uniformly 
required by law, objection by reason of 
conscience being adjudicated as hereinaf- 
ter provided; and none shall expect or may 
receive special privileges unless they be for 
a public purpose defined by law. 

SECTION 6. Each shall pay whatever 
share of governmental costs is consistent 
with fairness to all. 

SECTION 7. Each shall refuse awards 
or titles from other nations or their repre- 
sentatives except as they be authorized by 
law. 

SECTION 8. There shall be a responsi- 
bility to avoid violence and to keep the 
peace; for this reason the bearing of arms 
or the possession of lethal weapons will be 
confined to the police, members of the 
armed forces, and those licensed under 
law. 

SECTION 9. Each shall assist in pre- 
serving the endowments of nature and 
enlarging the inheritance of future genera- 
tions. 

SECTION 10. Those granted the use of 
public lands, the air, or waters shall have 
a responsibility for using these resources 
so that, if irreplaceable, they are conserved 
and, if replaceable, they are put back as 
they were. 

SECTION 11. Retired officers of the 
armed forces, of the senior civil service, 
and of the Senate shall regard their service 
as a permanent obligation and shall not 
engage in enterprise seeking profit from 
the government. 

SECTION 12. The devising or control- 
ling of devices for management or technol- 
ogy shall establish responsibility for re- 
sulting costs. 

SECTION 13. All rights and responsi- 
bilities defined herein shall extend to such 
associations of citizens as may be autho- 
rized by law. 

There is hardly enough time and space 
to adequately cover the comments appli- 
cable to these sections, but briefly: 

[C: The comments which will be uti- 
lized are offered by Cal. Curtis B. Dall. 
He speaks as an aroused layman who will 
emphasize "key pointsn for yon who are 
unsuspecting, and, therefore, 
una&rteti,-those who find it hard to 
believe that a fetw wealthy, politically- 
perverted-minded individuals, and their 
well-kept stooges, would stoop so low as 
to stick a knife in the back of their 
fellow-Americans and attempt to de- 
stroy the fruits of 200 years of struggle 
and great achievement! A struggle for 
the advancement and well-being of Free 
Men, in your enlightened, Constitutional 
Republic! I thank both Col. Dall for his 
observations and E. Stanley Rittenhouse 
who together offer this document. I 
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would guess from the formatting that means of pmtection for assault This 
the original document can be obtained section is clever, slick and b m e l y  
through Liberty Library without my clut- dangerous! !*I*! 
tering rearrangement of sequence, etc. S. 1 1. Aimed to "muzzlen Retired Offic- 
It simply seems to me that you need to ers of the Armed Forces! Why would they 
attend a few comments AS YOU READ want to do THAT? Ask any old HONEST 
THE DOCUMENT SEGMENTS. We shall retired officer! 
then offer their usummaryn in full.] 

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITB 
ARTICLE I1 

THE NEWSTATES 

Article I. "A": Rights: SECTION 1. There shall be Newstates, 
each comprising no less than 5 percent of 

S. 1. Note the glaring"exceptionn. WHO the whole population. Existing states may 
is to define -he emergencyn? continue and may have the status of 

S.2. Another "exception!' Also note Newstates if the Boundary Commission, 
the word, "Privileged!" hereinafter provided, shall so decide. The 

S.3. Very vague, but very carefully Commission shall be guided in its recom- 
phrased. mendations by the probability of accom- 

S.4. No comment. modation to the conditions for effective 
S.5. "The Court of Rights and Respon- government. States electing by referen- 

sibilities"? can decide whether or not YOU dum to continue if the Commission recom- 
have been guilty of "discriminationn-THIS mends otherwise shall nevertheless accept 
IS HARASSMENT IF NOTHING MORE. all Newstate obligations. 

S.6. WHAT determines "eligibility"? SECTION 2. The Newstates shall have 
S.7. No comment. constitutions formulated and adopted by 
S.8. "The practice of religion shall be processes hereinafter prescribed. 

privilegedB-a very dangerous statement! SECTION 3. They shall have Governors; 
This could totally deny your present legislatures, and planning, administrative 
Constitutional Right to the "free exer- and judicial systems. 
cise thereof''. SECTION 4. Their political procedures 

S.9. No comment. shall be organized and supervised by elec- 
S. 10. Note "National Sharing Fundn(??) toral Overseers; but their elections shall 

How about that for a good gimmick? not be in years of presidential election. 
S. 1 1. WHO is to define the "appropriate SECTION 5. The electoral apparatus of 

tests of eligibility" FOR EDUCATION? the Newstates of America shall be available 
S.12. In referring to "compensation", to them, and they may be allotted funds 

the word, "just", is flagrantly omitted. A under rules agreed to by the national Over- 
serious and very ominous omission! seer; but expenditures may not be made by 

S. 13 & 14: No comment. or for any candidate except they be ap- 
S. 15. WHO is to declare the "emer- proved by the Overseer; and requirements 

gency "? of residence in a voting district shall be no 
S. 16. This appears quite "involved" in longer than thirty days. 

that it coddles criminals while, I'm sure, SECTION 6. They may charter subsid- 
restricts innocent parties. iary governments, urban or rural, and may 

delegate to them powers appropriate to 
Article I, "B": Responsibilities: their responsibilities. 

SECTION 7. They may lay, or may 
[C: Some sections will be left out and delegate the laying of, taxes; but these 

to save time we ask you to assume no shall conform to the restraints stated here- 
special comment. There is no reason to inafter for the Newstates of America; but 
go through this exercise for the obvious the objects appropriate for taxation shall 
is so glaring that it needs no added be clearly designated. 
attention, I would hope.] SECTION 9. Taxes on land may be at 

S. 1. "A corresponding responsibility" higher rates than those on its improve- 
is vague, and is obviously quite dangerous ments. 
as it corresponds to "what"? SECTION 10. They shall be responsible 

S.2. Contains obvious Socialistic over- for the administration of public services 
tones. not reserved to the government of the 

S.4. Very vague! Also, note the word, Newstates of America, such activities be- 
"shall". "Shall" is a command! ing concerted with those of corresponding 

S.6. "Fairness to alln-sounds nice but national agencies, where these exist, un- 
has no offered foundation upon which to der arrangements common to all. 
use the term. SECTION 1 1. The rights and responsi- 

S.8. Citizens shall be deprived of their bilities prescribed in this Constitution shall 
ARMS. This is  the age-old "gag" of all be effective in the Newstates and shall be 
tynrnts; theirfawdte technique, b f i r s t  suspended only in emergency when de- 
.depAve all w i d i n g  citizens qftheir? . dared by. Governors and not disapproved 

by the Senate of the Newstates of America. 
SECTION 12. Police powers of the 

Newstates shall extend to all matters not 
reserved to the Newstates of America; but 
preempted powers shall not be impaired. 

SECTION 13. Newstates may not enter 
into any treaty, alliance, confederation, or 
agreement unless approved by the Bound- 
ary Commission hereinafter provided. 

They may not coin money, provide for 
the payment of debts in any but legal 
tender, or make any charge for inter- 
Newstate services. They may not enact ex 
post facto laws or ones impairing the obli- 
gation of contracts. 

SECTION 14. Newstates may not im- 
pose barriers to imports from other juris- 
dictions or impose any hindrance to citi- 
zens' freedom of movement. 

SECTION 15. If governments of the 
Newstates fail to carry out fully their con- 
stitutional duties, their officials shall be 
warned and may be required by the Senate, 
on the  recommendation of the 
Watchkeeper, to forfeit revenues from the 
Newstates of America. 

[C: I hear you, readers, you think I'm 
giving you a Ubig whammyn JOKE. Oh 
don't I wish! THIS IS THE "REAL STUFFn, 
CITIZENS! THIS IS ALREADY IN PRACTI- 
CAL APPLICATION AS THE SET OF 
RULES UTILIZED RIGHT NOW (CALLED 
BY DIFFERENT NAMES TO FOOL YOU). 
This is THE Constitution to serve as 
interim management for the transition 
to the One World Order Dictatorship and 
integration into the Global Government 
through the United Nations top Elite. It  
is about as far from a JOKE as I can 
possibly imagine this afternoon.] 

COMMENTS: 

Article 11. "The Newstates" 

S. 1. "There shall be Newstatesn-This 
is very subversive, inflammatory and Com- 
munistic! Note "The Boundary Commis- 
sion" and its extensive proposed powers 
"to deciden. "This is complete Regimen- 
tation! Incredible! 

S.2. NO! 
S.3. NO! Too much "planning" (to 

submerge the individual!) 
S.4. Note "electoral OVERSEER". 
S.8. Dangerous for American Labor, 

carries a strong political note to boost trade 
with communist countries, particularly the 
Soviet Union! Looks like a Corporate So- 
cialist, such as Nelson Rockefeller, had a 
strong hand in shaping THIS one. 

S. 1 1. So-called "States Rights" are sub- 
ject to "Emergency" rulings by the Gover- 
nors, with the appr~znzl of the Senate of 
the Newstates of America, so all States' 
Rights hang on a very slender thread! 
Hence, they are down-graded. 
.A $. 12.. Dangergus,. .Suggqgty . a Police 
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State! of the findings of the Planning Branch, and 
S. 13. Again, "The Boundary Commis- such other information as may be perti- 

sion" appears, with finn control over the nent for the enlightened political discus- 
"Newstates". sion. 

S.15. LooksverymuchlikeaPolice c. Arrange,onthefirstSaturdayin 
Sbte set up! A club over the "Newstates" each month, for enrollment, valid for one 
wielded by the "Watchkeeper". year, of voters at  convenient places. 

[C: If you aren't trembling in your SECTION 7. The Overseer shall also: 
boots-then you ARE NOT ALIVE! I a. Assist the parties in nominating 
repeat: "This is ALREADY being prac- candidates for district members of the 
ticed as Martial law, "districtsn, IRS, House of Representatives each three years; 
etc. Let us go on through Article I11 and and for this purpose designate one hun- 
close this segment, please.] dred districts, each with a similar number 

of eligible voters, redrawing districts after 
ARTICLE I11 each election. In these there shall be party 

The Electoral Branch conventions having no more than three 
hundred delegates, so distributed that rep- 

SECTION 1. To arrange for participa- resentation of voters be approximately 
tion by the electorate in the determination equal. 
of policies and the selection of officials, Candidates for delegate may become 
there shall be an Electoral Branch. eligible by presenting petitions signed by 

SECTION 2. An Overseer of electoral two hundred registered voters. They shall 
procedures shall be chosen by majority of be elected by party members on the first 
the Senate and may be removed by a two- Tuesday in March, those having the largest 
thirds vote. It shall be the Overseer's duty number of votes being chosen until the 
to supervise the organization of national three hundred be complete. Ten alternates 
and district parties, arrange for discussion shall also be chosen by the same process. 
among them, and provide for the nomina- District conventions shall be held on 
tion and election of candidates for public the first Tuesday in April. Delegates shall 
office. While in office the Overseer shall choose three candidates for membership 
belong to no political organization; and in the House of Representatives, the three 
after each presidential election shall offer having the most votes becoming candi- 
to resign. dates. 

SECTION 3. A national party shall be b. Arrange for the election each three 
one having had at  least a 5 percent affilia- years of three members of the House of 
tion in the latest general election; but anew Representatives in each district from among 
party shall be recognized when valid peti- the candidates chosen in party conven- 
tions have been signed by at least 2 percent tions, the three having the most votes to be 
at  a third, or 15 percent at  further elec- elected. 
tions. SECTION 8. The Overseer shall also: 

District parties shall be recognized when a. Arrange for national conventions to 
a t  least 2 percent of the voters shall have meet nine years after previous presidential 
signed petitions of amliation; but recogni- elections, with an equal number of del- 
tion shall be withdrawn upon failure to egates from each district, the whole num- 
attract the same percentages as are neces- ber not to exceed one thousand. 
sary for the continuance of national par- Candidates for delegates shall be eli- 
ties. gible when petitions signed by five hun- 

SECTION 4. Recognition by the Over- dred registeredvoters have been filed. Those 
seer shall bring parties within established with the most votes, together with two 
regulations and entitle them to common alternates, being those next in number of 
privileges. votes, shall be chosen in each district. 

SECTION 5. The Overseer shall pro- b. Approve procedures in these conven- 
mulgate rules for party conduct and shall tions for choosing one hundred candidates 
see that fair practices are maintained, and to be members-at-large of the House of 
for this purpose shall appoint deputies in Representatives, whose terms shall be 
each district and shall supervise the choice, coterminous with that of the President. 
in district and national conventions, of For this purpose delegates shall file one 
party administrators. Regulations and choice with convention officials. Voting on 
appointments may be objected to by the submissions shall proceed until one hun- 
Senate. dred achieve 10 percent, but not more than 

SECTION 6. The Overseer, with the three candidates may be resident in any 
administrator and other officials, shall: one district; if any district have more than 

a. Provide the means for discussion, in three, those with the fewest votes shall be 
each party, of public issues, and for this eliminated, others being added from the 
purpose, ensure that members have ad- districts havingless than three, until equal- 
equate facilities for participation. ity be reached. Of those added, those 

b. Arrange for discussion, in annual having the most votes shall be chosen first. 
district meetings, af thelPresident's views, , -. ~c.,+Arrange pmedurw .forthe considerc .. 

ation and approval of party objectives by 
the convention. 

d. Formulate rules for the nominationin 
these conventions of candidates for Presi- 
dent and Vice Presidents when the offices 
are to fall vacant, candidates for nomina- 
tion to be recognized when petitions shall 
have been presented by one hundred or 
more delegates, pledged to continue sup- 
port until candidates can no longer win or 
until they consent to withdraw. Presidents 
and Vice Presidents, together with Repre- 
sentatives-at-large, shall submit to refer- 
endum after serving for three years, and if 
they are rejected, new conventions shall be 
held within one month and candidates 
shall be chosen as for vacant offices. 

Candidates for President and Vice-Presi- 
dents shall be nominated on attaining a 
majority. 

e. Arrange for the election on the first 
Tuesday in June, in appropriate years, of 
new candidates for President and Vice- 
Presidents, and members-at-large of the 
House of Representatives, all being pre- 
sented to the nation's voters as a ticket; if 
no ticket achieve a majority, the Overseer 
shall arrange another election, on the third 
Tuesday in June, between the two persons 
having the most votes; and if referendum 
so determine he shall provide similar 
arrangements for the nomination and elec- 
tion of candidates. 

In this election, the one having the most 
votes shall prevail. 

SECTION 9. The Overseer shall also: 
a. Arrange for the convening of the 

national legislative houses on the fourth 
Tuesday of July. 

b. Arrange for inauguration of the 
President and Vice-Presidents on the sec- 
ond Tuesday of August. 

SECTION 10. All costs of electoral pro- 
cedures shall be paid from public funds, 
and there shall be no private contributions 
to parties or candidates; no contributions 
or expenditures for meetings, conventions, 
or campaigns shall be made; and no candi- 
date for office may make any personal 
expenditures unless authorized by a uni- 
form rule of the Overseer; and persons or 
groups making expenditures, directly or 
indirectly, in support of prospective candi- 
dates shall report to the Overseer and shall 
conform to his regulations. 

SECTION 1 1. Expenses of the Electoral 
Branch shall be met by the additions of one 
percent to the net annual taxable income 
returns of taxpayers, this sum to be held by 
the Chancellor of Financial Affairs for dis- 
position by the Overseer. 

Funds shall be distributed to parties in 
proportion to the respective number of 
votes cast for the President and Governors 
at the last election, except that new par- 
ties, on being recognized, shall share in 
proportion to their number. Party admin- 
i s t rgors  .g&d!, .m+&ee. qb$g,ip~s :ty4 &g- 
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islative candidates in amounts proportional AMERICA: IN THE NAME OF GOD- Salu 
to the party vote at the last election. SAVE YOUR CONSTITUTION!!! 

Expenditures shall be audited by the Ceres to lay down the pen that you * * *  
Watchkeeper; and sums not expended might digest these writings as we move 
within four years shall be returned to the along. Good day. I ask that you readers follow the prior 
Treasury. 'commentn notations and read EVERY 

It shall be a condition of every commu- 41 1 1/93 # 1 CERES 'ATONN word with a question mark as we have 
nications franchise that reasonable facili- done. 
ties shall be available for allocations by the EASTER SUNDAY 
Overseer. Continuation of: 

Dharma, I am so sorry to have you have 
* * *  to not only not have holiday-but again, THE NEWSTATES CONSTITUTION 

double up on the work-load-but we have (Already in use even though unratified) 
[C: I s  anyonenervous  about WHO this to have this for you will be in court in 

"Overseern might be? How about the Fresno tomorrow and this is the ONLY day ARTICLE IV 
UWatchkeeper"--and, h o w  about that we have to prepare for this edition of the 
"President" but those plural "Vice-Presi- paper-WE MUST HAVE THIS NEWSTATES THE PLANNING BRANCH 
dents"? Sounds like to me you are "CONSTITUTION" INTHIS ISSUE, PLEASE. 
moving right into the pit with the viper In the interest of space and time, how- SECTION 1. There shall be a Planning 
himself--maybe the Overseer  is the ever, I will ask you to simply copy the Branch to formulate and administer plans 
" r i g h t  hand of Satan" a n d  the "Constitutionn itself and we will forego and to prepare budgets for the uses of 
uWatchkeeper" the "left"?] comments and comparison with your expected income in pursuit of policies for- 

"now" Constitution and the United Na- mulated by the processes provided herein. 
COMMENTS: tions Charter and the Protocols of Zion SECTION 2. There shall be a National 

until next time. Planning Board of fifteen members ap- 
Article 111. The Electoral Branch Please don't leave me, chela, as we offer pointed by the President; the first mem- 

S. 1. This is something new, for this next verse to open the writing (readers, bers shall have terms designated by the 
greater control over the people. we have already been hours in writing of President of one to fifteen years, thereafter 

S.2. Here comes the "Overseer"! critical legal documents so Dharrna Wokini one shall be appointed each year; the Presi- 
S.4. Note, "Recognitionsbythe Over- is not in the most gracious and receptive dent shall appoint a Chairman who shall 

seer"! mood for the many hours ahead today. serve for fifteen years unless removed by 
S.5. More "Overseer" stuff ... not Tomorrow on her way to Fresno, I ask her him. 

overlooking the 'Planning Branch!" to ponder this verse) sent to us  from Fay SECTION 3. The Chairman shall ap- 
Sections 7 & 8: MORE OF THE and Sally Salter-by Ray F. Zaner: point, and shall supervise, a planning ad- 

SAME. ministrator, together with such deputies 
S. 11. "Expenses of the Electoral TAKE TIME TO SEE as may be agreed to by the Board. 

Branchn to be met by an added 1% to the SECTION 4. The Chairman shall present 
net taxable income of taxpayers.. .for dis- I t  seems so hard to understand to the Board six and twelve year develop- 
position by the OVERSEER. WHAT IS  A As I look out acmss the land ment plans prepared by the planning staff. 
POLICE STATE? That all I view belongs to ME They shall be revised each year after public 

I ought to take more time to see! hearings, and finally in the year before they 
* * *  are to take effect. They shall be submitted 

The distant hilb and mountains high, to the President on the fourth Tuesday in 
Secretary, enough, I see that you are The mlling clouds and bright blue sky. July for transmission to the Senate on 

exhausted as we put in these dawn to dark No one can take these views fmm me September 1st with his comments. 
days without letup-but, chela-it is such As long as I have eyes to see. If members of the Board fail to approve 
a critical time for your nation and your the budget proposals by the forwarding 
freedom as citizens that I cannot bear not A timid deer with haunting look date, the Chairman shall nevertheless make 
to offer that which we can. Hopefully, these Who stands refreshed by yonder bmok submission to the President with notations 
past new editions of CONTACT [Volume I; Knows not that he belongs to me of reservation by such members. The 
Numbers 1,2 and 31 can be presented at  the Oh, what a thrilling sight to see! President shall transmit this proposal, with 
Las Vegas meeting next week-end. We his comments, to the House of Representa- 
MUST reach the people or there is not The song of birds so gay and clear tives on September 1. 
hope. That fill the morning air with cheer. SECTION 5. It shall be recognized that 

Hayek: "Ido notthinkthe cause of liberty And fmgrantflowers of every hue, the six and twelve year development plans 
willprevail unless ouremotionsare amused. That stand erect bedecked with dew. represent national intentions tempered by 
But, thoughthe stronginstincts on whichthe All these and more belong to me the appraisal of possibilities. The twelve- 
struggle for liberty has always nourished If I but use my eyes to see. year plan shall be a general estimate of 
itselfare an  indispensable support, they are probable progress, both governmental and 
neither a safe guide nor a certainprotection When evening shadows gather nigh private; the six-year plan shall be more 
against error. The same noble sentiments And twinkling stars light up the sky, specific as to estimated income and expen- 
have been mobilized in the service of greatly I hear Master say to me diture and shall take account of necessary 
perverted aims. Still more important, the "I made it all for you to see." revisions. 
arguments that have undermined liberty My heart grows warm with faith and The purpose shall be to advance, through 
belong mainly to the intellectual sphere, and pride every agency of government, the excellence 
we must therefor counter them there. To know that HE is by my side. of national life. It shall be the further 

- Ray F. Zaner purpose to anticipate innovations, to esti- 
* * * mate their impact, to assimilate them into 
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existing institutions, and to moderate del- 
eterious effects on the environment and on 
society. 

The six and twelve year plans shall be 
disseminated for discussion and the opin- 
ions expressed shall be considered in the 
formulation of plans for each succeeding 
year with special attention to detail in 
proposing the budget. 

SECTION 6. For both plans an exten- 
sion of one year into the future shall be 
made each year and the estimates for all 
other years shall be revised accordingly. 
For nongovernmental activities the esti- 
mate of developments shall be calculated 
to indicate the need for enlargement or 
restriction. 

SECTION 7. If there be objection by the 
President or the Senate to the six or twelve 
year plans, they shall be returned for 
restudy and resubmission. If there still be 
differences, and if the President and the 
Senate agree, they shall prevail. If they do 
not agree, the Senate shall prevail and the 
plan shall be revised accordingly. 

SECTION 8. The Newstates, on June 1, 
shall submit proposals for development to 
be considered for inclusion in those of the 
Newstates of America. Researches and 
administration shall be delegated, when 
convenient, to planning agencies of the 
Newstates. 

SECTION 9. There shall be submis- 
sions from private individuals or from or- 
ganized associations affected with a public 
interest, as defined by the Board. They 
shall report intentions to expand, or con- 
tract, estimates of production and demand, 
probable uses of resources, numbers ex- 
pected to be employed, and other essential 
information. 

SECTION 10. The Planning Branch shall 
make and have custody of official maps, 
and these shall be documents of reference 
for future developments both public and 
private; on them the location of facilities, 
with extension indicated, and the intended 
use of all areas shall be marked out. 

Official maps shall also be maintained 
by the planning agencies of the Newstates, 
and in matters not exclusively national the 
National Planning Board may rely on these. 

Undertakings in violation of official des- 
ignation shall be at  the risk of the venturer, 
and there shall be no recourse; but losses 
from designations after acquisition shall 
be recoverable in actions before the Court 
of Claims. 

SECTION 1 1. The Planning Branch shall 
have available to it funds equal to one-half 
of one percent of the approved national 
budget (not including de6tservices or pay- 
ments from trust funds). They shall be 
held by the Chancellor of ~inancial  Affairs 
and expended according to rules approved 
by the Board; but funds not expended 
within six years shall be available for other 
uses. . . 

SECTION 12. Allocations may be made and Military Affairs. 
for the planning agencies of the Newstates; The Chancellor of External Affairs shall 
but only the maps and plans of the Na-  assist in conducting relations with other 
tional Board, or those approved by them, nations. 
shall have status at  law. The Chancellor of Financial Affairs shall 

SECTION 13. In making plans, there supervise the nation's financial and mon- 
shall be due regard to the interests of other etary systems, regulating its capital mar- 
nations and such cooperation with their ketsandcredit-issuinginstitutionsasthey 
intentions as may be approved by the may be established by law; and this shall 
Board. include lending institutions for operations 

SECTION 14. There may also be coop- in other nations or in cooperation with 
eration with international agencies and them, except that treaties may determine 
such contributions to their work as are not their purposes and standards. 
disapproved by the President . The Chancellor of Legal Affairs shall 

advise governmental agencies and repre- 
ARTICLE V sent them before the courts. 

The Chancellor of Military Affairs shall 
THE PRESIDENCY act for the presidency in disposing all armed 

forces except militia commanded by gover- 
SECTION 1. The President of the nors; but these shall be available for na- 

Newstates of America shall be the head of tional service at  the President's conve- 
government, shaper of its commitments, nience. 
expositor of its policies, and supreme com- Except in declared emergency, the de- 
mander of its protective forces; shall have ployment of forces in fa r  waters or in other 
one term of nine years, unless rejected by nations without their consent shall be no- 
60 percent of the electorate after three tified in advance to a national security 
years; shall take care that the nation's committee of the Senate hereinafter pro- 
resources are estimated and are appor- vided. 
tioned to its more exigent needs; shall SECTION 4. Responsible to the Vice- 
recommend such plans, legislation, and President for Internal Affairs there shall be 
action as may be necessary; and shall chancellors of such departments as the 
address the legislators each year on the President may find necessary for perform- 
state of the nation, calling upon them to do ing the services of government and are not 
their part for the general good. rejected by a two-thirds vote when the 

SECTION 2. There shall be two Vice- succeeding budget is considered. 
Presidents elected with the President; at  SECTION 5. Candidates for the presi- 
the time of taking office the President shall dency and the vice-presidencies shall be 
designate one Vice-President to supervise natural-born citizens. Their suitability 
internal affairs; and one to be deputy for may be questioned by the Senate within 
general affairs. [C: I cannot pass this one ten days of their nomination, and if two- 
without calling special attention to  what thirds of the whole agree, they shall be 
you have RIGHT NOW in the form of ineligible and a nominating convention 
Hillary and A1 Gore. You already HAVE shall be reconvened. At the time of his 
THE TWO!] The deputy for general affairs nomination no candidate shall be a mem- 
shall succeed if the presidency be vacated; ber of the Senate and none shall be on 
the Vice-President for internal affairs shall active service in the armed forces or a 
be second in succession. If either Vice- senior civil servant. 
President shall die or be incapacitated, the SECTION 6. The President may take 
President, with the consent of the Senate, leave because of illness or for an interval of 
shall appoint a successor. Vice-Presi- relief, and the Vice-President in charge of 
dents shall serve during an extended term General Affairs shall act. The President 
with such assignments as the President may resign if the Senate agree; and, if the 
may make. term shall have more than two years to 

If the presidency fall vacant through the run, the Overseer shall arrange for a spe- 
disability of both Vice-Presidents, the Sen- cial election for President and Vice-Presi- 
ate shall elect successors from among its dent. 
members to serve until the next general SECTION 7. The Vice-Presidents may 
election. be directed to perform such ministerial 

With the Vice-Presidents and other offi- duties as the President may find conve- 
cials the President shall see to it that the nient; but their instructions shall be of 
laws are faithfully executed and shall pay record, and their actions shall be taken as 
attention to the findings and recomrnenda- his deputy. 
tions of the Planning Board, the National SECTION 8. Incapacitation may be 
Regulatory Board, and the Watchkeeper in established without concurrence of the 
formulating national policies. president by a three-quarters vote of the 

SECTION 3. Responsible to the Vice- Senate, whereupon a successor shall be- 
President for General Affairs there shall be come Acting President until the disability 
Chancellors of External, Financial, Legal, be declared, by a similar vote, to be ended 
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or to have become permanent. Similarly entific and cultural experiments, and for the whole membership. 
the other Vice-President shall succeed if a studies within the government and else- SECTION 5. The Senate shall consider, 
predecessor die or be disabled. Special where, and for this purpose shall employ and return within thirty days, all measures 
elections, in these contingencies, may be such assistance as may be found neces- approved by the House of Representatives 
required by the Senate. SarY. (except the annual budget). Approval or 

Acting Presidents may appoint depu- SECTION 16. Offices for other purposes disapproval shall be by a majority vote of 
ties, unless the Senate object, to assume may be established and may be discontin- those present. Objection shall stand un- 
their duties until the next election. ued by presidential order within the funds less the House of Representatives shall 

SECTION 9. The Vice-Presidents, to- allocated in the procedures or appropria- overcome it by a majority vote plus one; if 
gether with such other officials as the tion. no return be made, approval by the House 
President may designate from time to time, of Representatives shall be final. 
may constitute a cabinet or council; but ARTICLE VI For consideration of laws passed by the 
this shall not include officials of other House of Representatives or for other pur- 
branches. THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH poses, the Convener may appoint appro- 

SECTION 10. Treaties or agreements (The Senate and the House of Representa- priate committees. 
with other nations, negotiated under the tiues) SECTION 6. The Senate may ask advice 
President's authority, shall be in effect from the Principal Justice concerning the 
unless objected to by a majority of the A. THE SENATE constitutionality of measures before it; and 
Senate within ninety days. If they are if this be done, the time for return to the 
objected to, the President may resubmit SECTION 1. There shall be a Senate House of Representatives may extend to 
and the Senate reconsider. If a majority with membership as follows: If they so ninety days. 
still object, the Senate shall prevail. desire, former Presidents, Vice-presidents, SECTION 7. If requested, the Senate 

SECTION 1 1. All others, except those of Principal Justices, Overseers, Chairmen of may advise the President on matters of 
other branches, shall be appointed and the Planning and Regulatory Boards, Gov- public interest; or, if not requested, by 
may be removed by the President. A major- ernors having had more than seven years resolution approved by two-thirds of those 
ity of the Senate may object to appoint- service, and unsuccessful candidates for present. There shall be a special duty to 
ments within sixty days, and alternative the presidency and vice-presidency who expressions of concern during party con- 
candidates shall be offered until it agrees. have received at least 30 percent of the ventions and commitments made during 

SECTION 12. The President shall notifjr vote. To be appointed by the President, campaigns; and if these be neglected, to 
the Planning Board and the House of three persons who have been Chancellors, remind the President and the House of 
Representatives, on the fourth Tuesday in two officials from the civil services, two Representatives that these undertakings 
June, what the maximum allowable ex- officials from the diplomatic services, two are to be considered. 
penditures for the ensuing fiscal year shall senior military officers, also one person SECTION 8. In time of present or pro- 
be. from a panel of three elected in a process spective danger caused by cataclysm, by 

The President may determine to make approved by the overseer, by each of twelve attack, or by insurrection, the Senate may 
expenditures less than provided in ap- such groups or associations as the Presi- declare a national emergency and may 
propriations; but, except in declared emer- dent may recognize from time to time to be authorize the President to take appropriate 
gency, none shall be made in excess of nationally representative, but none shall action. If the Senate be dispersed, and no 
appropriations. Reduction shall be be- be a political or religious group, no indi- quorum available, the President may pro- 
cause of changes in requirements and shall vidual selected shall have been paid by any claim the emergency, and may terminate it 
not be such as to impair the integrity of private interest to influence government, unless the Senate shall have acted. If the 
budgetary procedures. and any association objected to by the President be not available, and the circum- 

SECTION 13. There shall be a Public Senate shall not be recognized. Similarly, stances extreme, the senior serving mem- 
Custodian, appointed by the President and to be appointed by the Principal Justice, ber of the presidential succession may act 
removable by him, who shall have charge two persons distinguished in public law until a quorum assembles. 
of properties belonging to the government, and two former members of the High Courts SECTION 9. The Senate may also define 
but not allocated to specific agencies, who or the Judicial Council. Also, to be elected and declare a limited emergency in time of 
shall administer common public services, by the House of Representatives, three prospective danger, or of local or regional 
shall have charge of building construction members who have served six or more disaster, or if an extraordinary advantage 
and rentals, and shall have such other years. be anticipated. It shall be considered by 
duties as may be designated by the Presi- Vacancies shall be filled as they occur. the House of Representatives within three 
dent or the designated Vice-presidents. SECTION 2. Membership shall con- days and, unless disapproved, may extend 

SECTION 14. There shall be an Inten- tinue for life, except that absences not for a designated period and for a limited 
dant responsible to the President who shall provided for by rule shall constitute retire- area before renewal. 
supervise Offices for Intelligence and In- ment, and that Senators may retire volun- Extraordinary expenditures during 
vestigation; also an Office of Emergency tarily. emergency may be approved, without re- 
organization with the duty of providing SECTION 3. The Senate shall elect as gard to usual budget procedures, by the 
plans and procedures for such contingen- presiding officer a Convener who shall House of Representatives with the concur- 
cies as can be anticipated. serve for two years, when his further ser- rence of the President. 

The Intendant shall also charter non- vice may be discontinued by a majority SECTION 10. The Senate, at the begin- 
profit corporations (or foundations), un- vote. Other officers, including a Deputy, ningof each session, shall select three of its 
less the President shall object, determined shall be appointed by the Convener unless members to constitute a national Security 
by him to be for useful public purposes. the Senate shall object. Committee to be consulted by the Presi- 
Such corporations shall be exempt from SECTION 4. The Senate shall meet each dent in emergencies requiring the deploy- 
taxation but shall conduct no profitmaking year on the second Tuesday in July and ment of the armed forces abroad. If the 
enterprises. shall be in continuous session, but may Committee dissent from the President's 

SECTION 15. The Intendant shall also adjourn to the call of the Convener. A proposal, it shall report to the Senate, 
be a counselor for the coordination of sci- quorum shall be more than three-fifths of whose decision shall be final. 
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SECTION 1 1. The Senate shall elect, or 
may remove, a national Watchkeeper, and 
shall oversee, through a standing commit- 
tee, a Watchkeeping Service conducted 
according to rules formulated for their 
approval. 

With the assistance of an appropriate 
staff the Watchkeeper shall gather and 
organize information concerning the ad- 
equacy, competency, and integrity of gov- 
ernmental agencies and their personnel, 
as well as their continued usefulness; and 
shall also suggest the need for new or 
expanded services, making report concern- 
ing any agency of the deleterious effect of 
its activities on citizens or on the environ- 
ment. 

The Watchkeeper shall entertain peti- 
tions for the redress ofgrievances and shall 
advise the appropriate agencies if there be 
need for action. 

For all these purposes, personnel may 
be appointed, investigations made, wit- 
nesses examined, post audits made, and 
information required. 

The Convener shall present the 
Watchkeeper's findings to the Senate, and 
if it be judged to be in the public interest, 
they shall be made public or, without being 
made public, sent to the appropriate agency 
for its guidance and such action as may be 
needed. O n  recommendation of the 
Watchkeeper the Senate may initiate cor- 
rective measures to be voted on by the 
House of Representatives within thirty days. 
When approved by a majority and not 
vetoed by the President, they shall become 
law. 

For the Watchkeeping Service one-quar- 
ter of one percent of individual net taxable 
incomes shall be held by the Chancellor of 
Financial Affairs; but amounts not ex- 
pended in any fiscal year shall be available 
for general use. 

B. THE HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES 

SECTION 1. The House of Representa- 
tives shall be the original lawmaking body 
of the Newstates of America. 

SECTION 2. It shall convene each year 
on the second Tuesday in July and shall 
remain in continuous session except that 
it may adjourn to the call of a Speaker, 
elected by a majority vote from among the 
Representatives-at-large, who shall be its 
presiding officer. 

SECTION 3. It shall be a duty to imple- 
ment the provisions of this constitution 
and, in legislature, to be guided by them. 

SECTION 4. Party leaders and their 
deputies shall be chosen by caucus at the 
beginning of each session. 

SECTION 5. Standing and temporary 
committees shall be selected as follows: 

Committees dealing with the 
calendaring and management of bills shall 

have a majority of members nominated to 
party caucuses by the Speaker; other mem- 
bers shall be nominated by minority lead- 
ers. Membership shall correspond to the 
parties' proportions at the last election. If 
nominations be not approved by a majority 
of the caucus, the Speaker of the minority 
leaders shall nominate others until a ma- 
jority shall approve. 

Members of other committees shall be 
chosen by party caucus in proportion to 
the results of the last election. Chairmen 
shall be elected annually from among at- 
large-members. 

Bills referred to committees shall be 
returned to the House with recommenda- 
tions within sixty days unless extension be 
voted by the House. 

In all committee actions names of those 
voting for and against shall be recorded. 

No committee chairman may serve 
longer than six years. 

SECTION 6 .  Approved legislation, not 
objected to by the Senate within the allot- 
ted time, shall be presented to the Presi- 
dent for his approval or disapproval. If the 
President disapprove, and three-quarters 
of the House membership still approve, it 
shall become law. The names of those 
voting for and against shall be recorded. 
Bills not returned within eleven days shall 
become law. 

SECTION 7. The President may have 
thirty days to consider measures approved 
by the House unless they shall have been 
submitted twelve days previous to adjourn- 
ment. 

SECTION 8. The House shall consider 
promptly the annual budget; if there still 
be objection by a two-thirds majority, the 
House shall prevail. Objection must be by 
whole title; titles not objected to when 
voted on shall constitute appropriation. 

The budget for the fiscal year shall be in 
effect on January 1. Titles not yet acted on 
shall be as in the former budget until 
action be completed. 

SECTION 9. It shall be the duty of the 
House to make laws concerning taxes. 

1. For their laying and collection: 
a. They shall be uniform, and shall 

not be retroactive. 
b. Except such as may be autho- 

rized by law to be laid by Authorities, or by 
the Newstates, all collections shall be made 
by a national revenue agency. This shall 
include collections for trust funds herein- 
after authorized. 

c. Except for corporate levies to be 
held in the national Sharing Fund, herein- 
after authorized, taxes may be collected 
only from individuals and only from in- 
comes; but there may be withholding from 
current incomes. 

d. To assist in the maintenance of 
economic stability, the President may be 
authorized to alter rates by executive or- 
der. 

e. They shall be imposed on 
profitmaking enterprises owned or con- 
ducted by religious establishments or other 
nonprofit organizations. 

f. There shall be none on food, 
medicines, residential rentals, or commodi- 
ties or services designated by law as neces- 
sities; and there shall be no double taxa- 
tion. 

g. None shall be levied for registering 
ownership or transfer of property. 

2. For expenditure from revenues: 
a. For the purposes detailed in the 

annual budget unless objection be made 
by the procedure prescribed herein. 

b. For such other purposes as the 
House may indicate and require the Plan- 
ning Board to include in revision of the 
budget; but, except in declared emergency, 
the total may not exceed the President's 
estimate of available funds. 

3. For fming the percentage of net 
corporate taxable incomes to be paid into a 
National Sharing Fund to be held in the 
custody of the Chancellor of Financial Af- 
fairs and made available for such welfare 
and environmental purposes as are autho- 
rized by law. 

4. To provide for the regulation of 
commerce with other nations and among 
the Newstates, Possessions, Territories; or, 
as shall be mutually agreed, with other 
organized governments; but exports shall 
not be taxed; and imports shall not be 
taxed except on recommendation of the 
President at rates whose allowable varia- 
tions shall have been fmed by law. There 
shall be no quotas, and no nations favored 
by special rates, unless by special acts 
requiring two- thirds majorities. 

5. To establish, or provide for the estab- 
lishment of, institutions for the safekeep- 
ing of savings, for the gathering and distri- 
bution of capital, for the issuance of credit, 
for regulating the coinage of money, for 
controlling the media of exchange, and for 
stabilizing prices; but such institutions, 
when not public or semipublic, shall be 
regarded as affected with the public inter- 
est and shall be supervised by the Chan- 
cellor of Financial Affairs. 

6. To establish institutions for insur- 
ance against risks and liabilities for com- 
munication, transportation, and others 
commonly used and necessary for public 
convenience. 

7. To assist in the maintenance ofworld 
order, and, for this purpose, when the 
President shall recommend, to vest juris- 
diction in international legislative, judi- 
cial, or administrative agencies. 

8. To develop with other peoples, and 
for the benefit of all, the resources of space, 
of other bodies in the universe, and of the 
seas beyond twelve miles from low-water 
shores unless treaties shall provide other 
limits. 

9. To assist other peoples who have not 
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ARTICLE VIII 
THE JUDICIAL BRANCH 

SECTION 1. There shall be a Principal 
Justice of the Newstates for America; a 
Judicial Council; and a Judicial Assembly. 
There shall also be a Supreme Court and a 
High Court of Appeals; also Courts of 
Claims, Rights and Duties, Administrative 
Review, Arbitration Settlements, Tax Ap- 
peals, and Appeals from Watchkeeper's 
Findings. There shall be Circuit Courts to 
be of first resort in suits brought under 
national law; and they shall hear appeals 
from courts of the Newstates. 

Other courts may be established by law 
on recommendation of the Principal Jus-  
tice with the Judicial Council. 

SECTION 2. The Principal Justice shall 
preside over the judicial system, shall ap- 
point the members of all national courts, 
and, unless the Judicial Council object, 
shall make its rules; also, through an 
Administrator, supervise its operations. 

SECTION 3. The Judicial Assembly 
shall consist of Circuit Court Judges, to- 
gether with those of the High Courts of the 
Newstates of America and 'those of the 
highest courts of the Newstates. It shall 
meet annually, or at  the call of the Princi- 
pal Justice, to consider the state of the 
J u d i c i q  and such other matters as may 
be laid before it. 

It shall also meet at  the call of the 
Convener to nominate three candidates for 
the principal Justiceship whenever a va- 
cancy shall occur. From these nominees 
the Senate shall choose the one having the 
most votes. 

SECTION 4. The Principal Justice, un- 
less the Senate object to any, shall appoint 
a Judicial Council of five members to serve 
during his incumbency. He shall desig- 
nate a senior member who shall preside in 
his absence. 

It shall be the duty of the Council, under 
the direction of the Principal Justice, to 
study the courts in operation, to prepare 
codes of ethics to be observed by members, 
and to suggest changes in procedure. The 
Council may ask the advice of the Judicial 
Assembly. 

It shall also be a duty of the Council, as 
hereinafter provided, to suggest Constitu- 
tional amendments when they appear to be 
necessary; and it shall also draft revisions 
if they shall be required. Further it shall 
examine, and from time to time cause to be 
revised, civil and criminal codes; these, 
when approved by the Judicial Assembly, 
shall be in effect throughout the nation. 

SECTION 5. The Principal Justice shall 
have a term of eleven years; but if a t  any 
time the incumbent resign or be disabled 
from continuing in office, as may be deter- 
mined by the Senate, replacement shall be 
by the senior member of the Judicial Coun- 
cil until a new selection be made.. After six 

years the Assembly may provide, by a two- 
thirds vote, for discontinuance in office, 
and a successor shall then be chosen. 

SECTION 6 .  The Principal Justice may 
suspend members of any court for inca- 
pacity or violation of rules; and the separa- 
tion shall be final if a majority of the 
Council agree. 

SECTION 7. A presiding judge may 
decide, with the concurrence of the senior 
judge, that there may be pretrial proceed- 
ings, that criminal trials shall be con- 
ducted by either investigatory or adversary 
proceedings, and whether there shall be a 
jury and what the number of jurors shall 
be; but investigatory proceedings shall re- 
quire a bench of three. 

SECTION 8. In deciding on the concor- 
dance of statutes with the Constitution, 
the Supreme Court shall return to the 
House of Representatives such as it cannot 
construe. If the House fail to make return 
within ninety days the Court may inter- 
pret. 

SECTION 9. The Principal Justice, or 
the President, may grant pardons or re- 
prieve s. 

SECTION 10. The High Courts shall 
have thirteen members; but nine mem- 
bers, chosen by their senior justices from 
time to time, shall constitute a court. The 
justices on leave shall be subject to recall. 

Other courts shall have nine members; 
but seven, chosen by their senior, shall 
constitute a court. 

All shall be in continuous session ex- 
cept for recesses approved by the Principal 
Justice. 

SECTION 1 1. The Principal Justice, with 
the Council, may advise the Senate, when 
requested, concerning the appropriateness 
of measures approved by the House of 
Representatives; and may also advise the 
President, when requested, on matters he 
may refer for consultation. 

SECTION 12. It shall be for other 
branches to accept and to enforce judicial 
decrees. 

SECTION 13. The High Court of Appeals 
may select applications for further consid- 
eration by the Supreme Court of decisions 
reached by other courts, including those of 
the Newstates. If it agree that there be a 
constitutional issue it may make prelimi- 
naryjudgment to be reviewed without hear- 
ing, and finally, by the Supreme Court. 

SECTION 14. The Supreme Court may 
decide: 

a. Whether, in litigation coming to it 
on appeal, constitutional provisions have 
been violated or standards have not been 
met. 

b. On the application of constitu- 
tional provisions to suits involving the 
Newstates. 

c. Whether international law, as rec- 
ognized in treaties, United Nations agree- 
ments, or arrangements with other ea- 

tions, has been ignored or violated. 
d. Other causes involving the inter- 

pretation of constitutional provisions; ex- 
cept that in holding any branch to have 
exceeded its powers the decision shall be 
suspended until the Judicial Court shall 
have determined whether, in order to avoid 
confrontation, procedures for amendment 
of the Constitution are appropriate. 

If amendatory proceedings are insti- 
tuted, decision shall await the outcome. 

SECTION 15. The Courts of the 
Newstates shall have initial jurisdiction in 
cases arising under their laws except those 
involving the Newstate itself or those re- 
served for national courts by a rule of the 
Principal Justice with the Judicial council. 

ARTICLE IX 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SECTION 1. Qualifications for partici- 
pation in democratic procedures as a citi- 
zen, and eligibility for office, shall be sub- 
ject to repeated study and redefinition; but 
any change in qualification or eligibility 
shall become effective only if not disap- 
proved by the Congress. 

For this purpose a permanent Citizen- 
ship and Qualifications Commission shall 
be constituted, four members to be ap- 
pointed by the President, three by the 
Convener of the Senate, three by the 
Speaker of the House, and three by the 
Principal Justice. Vacancies shall be filled 
as they occur. The members shall choose 
a chairman; they shall have suitable assis- 
tants and accommodations; and they may 
have other occupations. Recommenda- 
tions of the commission shall be presented 
to the President and shall be transmitted to 
the House of Representatives with com- 
ments. They shall have a preferred place 
on the calendar and, if approved shall be in 
effect. 

SECTION 2. Areas necessary for the 
uses of government may be acquired at  its 
valuation and may be maintained as the 
public interest may require. Such areas 
shall have self-government in matters of 
local concern. 

SECTION 3. The President may negoti- 
ate for the acquisition of areas outside the 
Newstates of America, and, if the Senate 
approve, may provide for their organiza- 
tion as Possessions or Territories. 

SECTION 4. The President may make 
agreements with other organized peoples 
for arelation other than full membership in 
the Newstates of America. They may be- 
come citizens and may participate in the 
selection of officials. They may receive 
assistance for their development or from 
the National Sharing Fund if they conform 
to its requirements; and they may serve in 
civilian or military services, but only as 
volunteers. They shall be represented in 
the House of Representatives by members 
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elected a t  large, their number proportional be permanent members of the Judiciary victed, members shall be expelled and then 
to theirconstituencies; but each shall have and shall be available for assignment by ineligible for future public office; and they 
a t  least one; and each shall in the same way the Principle Justice. shall also be liable for trial as citizens. 
choose one permanent member of the Sen- Salaries for members of the Senate shall 
ate. be the same as for Justices of the High ARTICLE XI 

SECTION 5. The President, the Vice- Court of Appeals. AMENDMENT 
Presidents, and members of the legislative SECTION 3. Unless otherwise provided 
houses shall in all cases except treason, herein, officials designated by the head of SECTION 1. It being the special duty of 
felony, and breach of the peace be exempt a branch as sharers in policymaking may the Judicial Council to formulate and sug- 
from penalty for anything they may say be appointed by him with the president's gest amendments to this Constitution, it 
while pursuing publicduties; but the Judi- concurrence and unless the Senate shall shall, from time to time, make proposals, 
cial Council may make restraining rules. object. through the Principal Justice, to the Sen- 

SECTION 6 .  Except as otherwise pro- SECTION 4. There shall be administra- ate. The Senate, if it approve, and if the 
vided by this Constitution, each legislative tors: President agree, shall instruct the Over- 
house shall establish its requirement for a. for executive offices and official seer to arrange at  the next national election 
membership and may make rules for the households, appointed by authority of the for submission of the amendment to the 
conduct of members, including conflicts of President; electorate. If not disapproved by a major- 
interest, providing its own disciplines for b. for the national courts, appointed ity, it shall become part of this Constitu- 
their infraction. by the Principal Justice; tion. If rejected, it may be restudied and a 

SECTION 7. No Newstate shall interfere c. for the Legislative Branch, se- new proposal submitted. 
with officials of the Newstates ofAmerica in lected by a committee of members from It shall be the purpose of the amending 
the performance of their duties, and all each house (chosen by the Convener and procedure to correct deficiencies in the 
shall give full faith and credit to the Acts of the Speaker), three from the House of Constitution, to extend it when new re- 
other Newstates and of the Newstates of Representatives and four from the Senate. sponsibilities require, and to make govern- 
America. Appropriations shall be made to ment responsible to needs of the people, 

SECTION 8. Public funds shall be ex- them; but those for the presidency shall making use of advances in managerial 
pended only as authorized in this Consti- not be reduced during his term unless with competence and establishing security and 
tution. his consent; and those for the Judicial stability; also to preclude changes in the 

Branch shall not be reduced during five Constitution resulting from interpretation. 
ARTICLE X years succeeding their determination, un- SECTION 2. When this Constitution 

GOVERNMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS less with the consent of the Principal Jus- shall have been in effect for twenty-five 
tice. years the Overseer shall ask, by referen- 

SECTION 1. Offices of the Newstates of SECTION 5. The fiscal year shall be the dum, whether a new Constitution shall be 
America shall be those named in this Con- same as the calendar year, with new ap- prepared. If a majority so decide, the 
stitution, including those of the legislative propriations available at its beginning. Council, making use of such advice as may 
houses and others authorized by law to be SECTION 6 .  There shall be an Officials' be available, and consulting those who 
appointed; they shall be compensated, and Protective Service to guard the President, have made complaint, shall prepare a new 
none may have other paid occupation un- the Vice-Presidents, the Principal Justice, draft for submission at  the next election. If 
less they be excepted by law; none shall and other officials whose safety may be at  not disapproved by a majority it shall be in 
occupy more than one position in govern- hazard; and there shall be a Protector effect. If disapproved it shall be redrafted 
ment; and no gift or favor shall be accepted appointed by and responsible to a standing and resubmitted with such changes as 
if in any way related to official duty. committee of the Senate. Protected offi- may be then appropriate to the circum- 

No income from former employments or cials shall be guided by procedures ap- stances, and it shall be submitted to the 
associations shall continue for their ben- proved by the committee. voters a t  the following election. 
efits; but their properties may be put in The service, at  the request of the Politi- If not disapproved by a majority it shall 
trust and managed without their interven- cal Overseer, may extend its protection to be in effect. If disapproved it shall be 
tion during continuance in office. Hard- candidates for office; or to other officials, if restudied and resubmitted. 
ships under this rule may be considered by the committee so decide. 
the Court of Rights and Duties, and excep- SECTION 7. A suitable contingency ARTICLE XI1 
tions may be made with due regard to the fund shall be made available to the Presi- TRANSITION 
general intention. dent for purposes defined by law. 

SECTION 2. The President, the Vice- SECTION 8. The Senate shall try offic- SECTION 1. The President is autho- 
Presidents, and the Principal Justice shall ers of government other than legislators rized to assume such powers, make such 
have households appropriate to their du- when such officers are impeached by a appointments, and use such funds as are 
ties. The President, the Vice-Presidents, two-thirds vote of the House of Represen- necessary to make this Constitution effec- 
the Principal Justice, the Chairman of the tatives for conduct prejudicial to the public tive as soon as possible after acceptance by 
Planning Board, the Regulator, the interest. If Presidents or Vice-Presidents a referendum he may initiate. 
Watchkeeper, and the Overseer shall have are to be tried, the Senate, as constituted, SECTION 2. Such members of the 
salaries fiied by law and continued for life; shall conduct the trial. Judgments shall Senate as may be a t  once available shall 
but if they become members of the Senate, not extend beyond removal from office and convene and, if at  least half, shall consti- 
they shall have senatorial compensation disqualification for holding further office; tute sufficient membership while others 
and shall conform to senatorial require- but the convicted official shall be liable to are being added. They shall appoint an 
ments. further prosecution. Overseer to arrange for electoral organiza- 

Justices of the High Courts shall have SECTION 9. Members of legislative tion and elections for the offices of govern- 
no term; and their salaries shall be two- houses may be impeached by the Judicial ment; but the President and Vice-Presi- 

..thirds that of the Principal Justice; they Council; but for trials it shall be enlarged to dents shall serve out their terms and then 
and members of the Judicial Council, un- seventeen by Justices of the High Courts become members of the Senate. At that 
less they s h d l  have b'ecomeSenatbrs,'shall appointed Ijy'tkie Pfiiicip&I Justice. If con- time the presidency shall be constituted as 
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provided in this Constitution. provided. the President; but the deduction shall not 
SECTION 3. Untileach indicated change SECTION 7. Until Governors and legis- be less than 7 percent. 

in the government shall have been com- latures of the Newstates are seated, their SECTION 11. When this Constitution 
plete the provisions of the existing Consti- governments shall continue, except that has been implemented the President may 
tution and the organs of government shall the President may appoint temporary Gov- delete by proclamation appropriate parts 
be in effect. ernors to act as executive until succeeded of this article. 

SECTION 4. All operations of the na- by those regularly elected. These Gover- 
tional government shall cease as they are nors shall succeed to the executive func- * * * * * * * * *  
replaced by those authorized under this tions of the states as they become one of 
Constitution. the Newstates of America. Well, friends-anyone who thinks you 

The President shall determine when SECTION 8. The indicated appoint- haven't died and gone to Hell-just doesn't 
replacement is complete. ments, elections, and other arrangements see the facts. May GOD be with you sleeping 

The President shall cause to be consti- shall be made with all deliberate speed. prey. Thereisnomentionof"we-the-people", 
tuted an  appropriate commission to desig- SECTION 9. The first Judicial Assembly no mention ofjuries and trial by peers-there 
nate existing laws inconsistent with the for selecting a register for candidates for is nothing save the announcement of Monar- 
Constitution, and they shall be void; also the Principal Justiceship of the Newstates chy Dictatorshipworsening with every ar- 
the commission shall assist the President of America shall be called by the incum- ticle and section in sequence. 
and the legislative houses in the formulat- bent Chief Justice immediately upon rati- To you who wish to continue to call 
ing of such laws as may be consistent with fication. me "false" and of "Satann--who might 
the Constitution and n e c e s s q t o  its imple- SECTION 10. Newstates electing by ref- YOU be-you who allows such as this to 
mentation. erendum not to comply with recommenda- come upon God's perfection and the 

SECTION 5. For establishing Newstates' tions of the Boundary Commission, as nations of your world which house your 
boundaries a commission of thirteen, ap- approved by the Senate, shall have de- brothers and sisters? Indeed, indeed; 
pointed by the President, shall make rec- ducted from taxes collected by the may God please have mercy upon you 
ommendations within one year. For this Newstates of America for transmission to sleeping lambs. 
purpose the members may take advice and them a percentage equal to the loss in If you cannot determine what it is I 
commission studies concerning resources, efficiency from failure to comply. see that you do not-- BACK AND 
population, transportation, communica- Estimates shall be made by the Chan- STUDY THIS DAMNED EDICT OF SLA- 
tion, economic and social arrangements, cellor of Financial Affairs and approved by VERY! SALU. 
and such other conditions as may be sig- 
nificant. The President shall transmit the 
commission's report to the Senate. After 
entertaining, if convenient, petitions for 
revision, the Senate shall report whether 
the recommendations are satisfactory but 

Nevada Corporations 
the President shall decide whetherWthey 
shall be accepted or shall be returned for 
revision. JUDGEMENT-PROOFING YOUR Deep pockets are the main item of attrac- 

Existing states shall not be divided un- CORPORATION OR tion. 
less metropolitan areas extending over more HAVE YOU EVER SEEN Corporate strategy involves many 
than one state are to be included in one A LAWYER CRY? angles, one of which involves Judgement- 
Newstate, or unless other compelling cir- Proofing your corporation. One technique, 
cumstances exist; and each Newstate shall One a the main reasons that a business used by corporations large and small, is to 
possess harmonious regional characteris- owner will decide to incorporate is to limit separate out those areas of business which 
tics. the potential liability that the business has have a higher likelihood of drawing law- 

The Commission shall continue while on personal assets. With acorporation, an suits from the more financially valuable 
the Newstates make adjustments among individual can separate personal activities assets. 
themselves and shall have jurisdiction in and those of the corporation. Any suits or A good example of this can be made 
disputes arising among them. losses that may arise from the activities of from those in the construction business. 

SECTION 6 .  Constitutions of the a corporation will not be the personal re- Construction companies may consider plac- 
Newstates shall be established as arranged sponsibility of its owner- unlike all busi- ing their expensive vehicles and equip- 
by the Judicial Council and the Principal nesses that are not incorporated. This ment in a separate corporation that leases 
Justice. means that no matter what kind of trouble these assets to their main company. The 

These procedures shall be as follows: a corporation gets into (except fraud), its main corporation is the one that hires the 
Constitutions shall be drafted by the high- owners, directors, and officers are insu- workers, signs the contracts and takes all 
est courts of the Newstates. There shall lated and not held personally responsible. of the legal heat. This can usually keep all 
then be a convention of one hundred del- While it may be clear that acorporation of the physical assets quite secure, and 
egates chosen in special elections in a can provide you with personal protection, leaves very little of real financial value to 
procedure approved by the Overseer. If the we also need to take this analysis one step anyone who may decide to sue. Such a 
Constitution be not rejected, the Principal more and look at ways to protect your business as construction can find itself 
Justice, advised by the Judicial Council, corporate assets. Corporations are very open to many different lawsuits (some of 
shall promulgate a Constitution and ini- desirable targets for lawsuits today. Hun- them justified these days with all their 
tiate revisions to be submitted for approval gry attorneys and their clients automati- cutting of corners to stay afloat) that can 
at  a time he shall appoint. If it again be cally assume that a corporation will have eventially place them into bankruptcy. In 
rejected he shall promulgate another, tak- assets, and therefore they appear to be a thisway, instead ofwasting time and money 
ing account of objections, and it shall be in worthy target for financial gain. A s  we fighting the suit, the corporation itself can 
effect. A Constitution, once in effect, shall know today, the condition of "just cause" just be handed over to those filing suit, a t  

. be  . .valid , r .  .for , . ,  ,twenty-five . . -  . . ,  ye,ars -. . . -  as ,herein, . . . is  rJOT a. prgrequi$tee.to lawsuits anymore. very little relative loss to the owners. . .  . - . = * < .  .. . . ,  , . 
, . . -  . ,. ' , . .  , . . .  . , 4 , .  " I ,  

i - - - .  .. . . v z , 
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This strategy is also illustrated by the work for them on contingency. First, they see litigation loop completely because no one has 
story of Ted Kennedy and the death of Mary just how much they can take you for by to know that you are the owner of this lending 
J o  Kopecney in the Chappaquidic River. finding out exactly how much you have. This corporation in Nevada. 
When there was not enough evidence to is accomplished by doing a Standard Asset 
prove any wrongdoing on Kennedy's part, Search. First they find any and allassets that FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NE- 
the family of Mary J o  decided to take their are in the corporation's name, and then they VADA CORPORATIONS, CORPORATE RESI- 
claim up with the owner of the vehicle. The look for any hidden assets and any UCC- 1 DENTAGENTSERVICESAND PRIVATE MAIL 
owner ended up being a trust that just held filings. After turning up the UCC- 1 filing they FORWARDING SERVICES, CALL CORPO 
this one car in it at  the time of the lawsuit. find out that the business is so indebted that RATE ADVISORS CORPORATIONAT (702) 
If the vehicle was held personally by Ted it is amazing to even be operating. At this 877-3197 OR WRlTE TO THEM AT POST 
Kennedy, they may have had achance to go point, their attorney, who for some reason is OFFICE BOX 27740, LASVEGAS, NV 89 126. 
after any other assets that he may have no longer smiling quite so broadly, calls them ASK FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 
held personally. This left the grieving back and gives them the bad news that there FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFOR- 
family without anyone or anything to go is nothing to go after in a suit. Congratula- MATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE OF 
after for damages. tions! You have now successfullyjudgement- NEVADA CORPORATIONS, THE MASSIVE 

Another useful strategy for Judgement- proofed your corporation. DECEPTION OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
Proofing your corporation involves This strategy can be VERY successful ANDlTSIRSEXTORTIONRACKET,ANDTHE 
incumbering your corporation with heavy when utilizing a Nevada corporation in con- GENERAL TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN 
debt. This strategy can work using two junction with your home-state corporation. ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX 
corporations or just one. The idea of this Your Nevada corporation would be the lend- JOURNALS: SPIRALTO ECONOMIC DISAS- 
strategy is to turn your corporation into a ing entity to your home state business that TER (#4), PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo), 
'turnip that no one can bleed for blood" so fully encumbers the assets of your home- YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON (#16), AND 
to speak, where anyone considering a suit state business. This would allow you, as an THE NAKED PHOENIX (# 17). [See back 
will not find anything worthy to sue for. individual, to remain out of this predatory page for ordering information.] 
The corporation that you are trying to 
protect borrows money from you person- 
ally or from another corporation. If you 
have assets of $100,000 in your corpora- What YOU Don't Know 
tion you would want to get that corporation 
deeper and deeper into debt through a (Continued from Page I )  
series of loans that would put your corpo- 
ration at least $100,000 into debt. To 
secure these debts you, or the other corpo- Philippines? Mossad? All orchestrated under your 
ration (that made these k~ans  to Your OPer- HOW MANY OF YOU KNOW THAT Mother, the British Intelligence Agency? 
sting sign a security YOU NO LONGER FUNCTION UNDER How many of you have RECENTLY agreement wi!h the borrowing THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED read Orwell's 19847 What makes you 
tlon. A security agreement ls a STATES OF AMERICA AND WILL NO think those things predicted have not powerful tool that is used to secure certain 
assets as collateral on a loan. With this LONGER BE CALLED THE UNITED come to pass? How about Ayn Rand's 

security agreement they agree that the STATES BUT RATHER, THE works on the disintegration of the nation's 
assets, receivables, inventory, and every- UNEWSTATES" OF AMERICA AND THE (world's) total infrastructure, diseases 
thing belonging to your corpomtion, is CONSTITUTION FOR DICTATORSHIP and plagues and ultimate movement into 
collateral for the loans. IS ALREADY WRITTEN AND I N  USE [see holes and canyons for survival? HOW 

Once the assets are thus secured, you story starting onp.321. THIS WILL HOLD MANY OF YOU STILL THINK AN ELITIST 
would want to make public notice of this AFTER ANNOUNCEMENT OF FULL ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT UNDER 
debttod1ofthehoveringbirdsof~re~ that EMERGENCY STATUS AND OPEN MAR- WHICH YOU ARE SLAVES IS A GRAND 
may be circling overhead. The entity that TIAL LAW-FOR TWENTY -FIVE YEARS, 'NEW" IDEA? 
has now secured your property for a loan AFTER WHICH y o u  ARE SOLELY A SO- HOW MANY OF YOU GIVE A DAMN? 

a financing statement CIALISTIC COMPOUND UNDER THE SO BE IT! with the Secretary of State's office in the 
State where your corporation is incorpo- HIERARCHY OF THE ELITE WHO RUN This paper is some kind of 'Dooms 

rated, as well as with the County Records THE UNITED NATIONS. Day" rag-sheet? We just calls 'em as we 
in the County of the assets. This UCC-1 HOW many of you heard Oliver North sees 'em! YOU who think as much, 1 
states to the public that these assets are warn you, this weekend, that Clinton's Suggest read it very, very carefully! YOU 
collateral for a note that is owed. It gives plans dive you deep into Socialism and tell me who could 'make up" all this 
notice to the world that the assets are the Republic of the United States is dreadful "stuff"? We must be doing 
encumbered. It tells the public that they doomed? Ke should know-after all he something RIGHT-every operative on 
Cannot touch these assets until the debt is 'single-handedly" orchestrated and the globe is after our blood but I remind 
paid. The UCC-l the public that this pulled off the entirety of the Iran Contra you all: GOD SHALL PREVAIL AND IS IT 

the gets paid first affair according to the 'Big Boys" and NOT ABOUT TIME Y OU CONSIDERY OUR 
before any0ne except (of course) the they ''wouldn't lie to you", would they? OWN POSITION? AN OSTRICH QUES- 
IRS. Those encumbered assets can't be 
touched until after that creditor (which How many of you know or care that TIONINGTRUTH WITH HIS HEAD DOWN 

may be you or another corporation that the bomb used in the New York Trade IN THE SAND-POT IS ELEGANTLY EX- 

you control) gets paid. Centers bombing was a "nuclear de- POSED ON A VERY VULNERABLE END- 
SO, when someone decides to sue your vice" ? It was. How many of YOU realize SO, TAKE YOUR HEAD OUT OF THE 

corporation, they visit their greedily smil- it was an  integrated terrorist action- DARK OFTHE SAND-POT AND GETMAD! 
ing attorney, who can hardly wait to go to -[nsdy;lqiing, as  usual, the CIA, KGB and TRUTH A WAITS, AS CAN FREEDOM. 
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A Free And Independent 
PRESS Is Long Dead 

(Editor's note: The followingpiece emotional Yhank  you" notes pour- am connected with. Others of you 
of rare and candid insight comes ing into the offices every day  are are paid similar salaries for similar 
from 1953, asolid 30 years ago now. what give us the necessary boost to things, and any of you who would 
Egads! How much more controlled keep on  keeping on. Thank YOU!) be so foolish a s  to write honest 
do you think the media i s  now? Keep opinions would be out on the streets 
t h i s  i n  mind  and  s h o w  J o h n  JOHN SWINTON, THE FORMER looking for another job. If I allowed 
Swinton's remarks to your doubting CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE NEW my honest opinions to appear in one 
friends who wonder w h y  you sub- YORK TIMES, CALLED BY HIS issueofmy paper, before twenty-four 
scn'be to and honor CONTACT so  PEERS, "THE DEAN OF HIS PRO- hours my occupation would be gone. 
highly above the typical Satanic Elite- FESSION" , WAS ASKED IN 1953 "The business of the Journalist 
controlled news media. TO GIVE A TOAST BEFORE THE is to destroy truth; To lie outright; 

W e  like to run this following mes- NEW YORK PRESS CLUB. HE RE- To pervert; To vilify; To fawn a t  the 
sage  periodically, both a s  a caution SPONDED WITH THE FOLLOWING feet of mammon, and to sell his 
to those still naive enough to think STATEMENT: country and his race for his daily 
there i s  a free press out there in the "There is no such thing, a t  this bread. You know it and I know it 
commercial world controlled b y  the date of the world's history, in and what folly is this toasting an 
Elite, and a s  aspecial kind of "thank America, as an independent press. independent press? We are the 
you" to our many, many readers You know it and I know it. There is tools and vassals for rich men 
who  s o  consistently support and not one of you who dares to write behind the scenes. We are the 
encourage CONTACT and, before your honest opinions, and if you jumping jacks, they pull the strings 
that, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR. did, you know beforehand that it and we dance. Our talents, our 
W e  are deeply grateful for your con- would never appear in print. possibilities and our lives are all the 
stant and sincere messages of en- "I am paid weekly for keeping my property of other men. We are 
couragement. Those often highly honest opinions out of the paper I intellectual prostitutes. " 

Update On Gold Treasure the NO02 Update On Diluted 
SIGHTINGS Broadcast 

To those of you readers who caught the 
Fox TV SIGHTZNGS broadcast on Friday 
night 4/9/93, it should have been irritat- 
ingly evident that gifted earth changes 
visionary Gordon-Michael Scallion really 
got the watered down treatment, after all. 

This was probably the only way for Fox 
to get any of his material on the air--while 

Articles From Daring 
LAS VEGAS SUN 

CONTACT had planned to bring you 
readers the follow-on articles to those we 
ran in last week's 4/6/93 issue on pages 
60-70, if the LAS VEGAS SUN was not 
stopped from further outlay of the gold 
treasure coverup in the meantime. 

lie J 9 $resti.h 
legdAing f he 

&du~tibi\ of 

Cqr;&e.. cruiser-- 

However--interesting new turn--by the 
time we caught up with them to formally 
ask permission, we were informed, late 
this a.fternoon (41 12), with the new ma- 

, i he should have been the whole half hour, 
I according to TV GUlDE write-ups. What 

chance of ever seeing the "uncut" version? I Refer back to the article on p.2 1 of the 
terial all set to go to press, that the SUN'S 1 3 /30/ 93 CONTACT for details and register 
Legal Department, counseling through I I ! your complaints with the Fox Network their Managing Editor, would not grant 

i 
Programming people at 3 10-277-22 1 1, or 

CONTACT permission to print this/ write them at: 
their copyrighted material, including Network Programming 
what we had already shared with you! - - -- 

I 
1 Fox  TV Center 

One can but wonder who might not 5746 Sunset Blvd. 
want that HOT stuff spread nationwide. Los Angeles, CA 90028 
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are simplyreportinginan efforttoexp1ainWHAT 
takes place within the cellular structures of 
living organisms. If you really want to witness Gaia Resources mmrkablegmwthinplantsandgoodstamina 
and health G t s  and &her d s - t t y  alittle 
of these additives as vou would vitamins or 
fertilkm. Use in a h d l y  vitamin C based New Products solution on same. At transplant time forgarden 
plants and houseplantssoak their little root 
svstems in this natural and mild solution. Just 

GAIANDRIANA 

Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic 
which provides basic "foods" to help cells, 
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to 
return to a state of health. 

The better our cells function, the greater is 
the stamina returned to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 
ers. The end result is a feeling ofwell-being by, of 
course, being well! 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as 
"chondriana" in the Biological literature) are 
capable of intelligent, organized attack against 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a 
"pac-man" operation of sorts. However, beyond 
that, the Gaiandrianaare capable of stimulating 
cellular structural repairs due todamage caused 
by, for instance, fhx mdicals and cumulative 
levels of so-called "background" radiation in 
our modem environment. Healthy DNA and 
RNA within the nuclei of our cells then lead to 
properly formed and concentrated enzymes, 
upon which healthy cellular function depends. 

Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely from 
wholesome natural ingredients. 

AOUAGAIA 

Complementary to the Gaiandriana prod- 
uct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health 
tonic which provides basic "foods" to help cells, 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to 
return to a state of healthy function. 

Aquagaia contains rrdodm* These are 
the major biochemical energy "processors" 
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes 
begin the bmakdown process of organic nutri- 
ents (like fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to 
intermediate substances such as amino and 
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next "bucket bri- 
gade" step, these various acid molecules are 
processed within the mitochondria to release 
chemicalen~mognmd as adenosine triphos- 
phate (ATP). 

About 95% of the energy needed to "run the 
machinery" that keeps each cell going and 
healthy is produced in the mitochondria Unfor- 
tunately, the mitochondriaare parti~ularl~dam- 
aged by free radicals and cumulative levels of so- 
called "background" radiation in our modern 
environment. These compromised mitochon- 
dria, like halfdead batteries, then lead to irn- 

cellular functioning and health. Thus is 
the importance ofAqua@a,with its- . . ble 

&id a tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a fkwdmps of 
liquid vitamin C or C-cxystals to a quart of water 

supply of healthy mitochondria - like "ksh and let set for 48 hours-then it is ready for use. 
batteries" for the body's cells. It will not negatively interact with anything other 

The better our cells function, the greater is than perhaps harbored viruses and disease 
the stamina returned to our internal defense spores and organisms. 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
mnstant onslaught of biological and viral invad- NOTE 
ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, 
of course, being well. Ifany product you receive hasan unpleasant 

odor-it is from the finishing culture process. 
21 1 1 / 9 3  #2 HATONN Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly 

dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- 
GAIANDRIANA AND AOUAGAIA: en-refrigerate aRer opening and reclosing. 

IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
To help in understanding the worldngs of Gaiandriana and Aquagab, together f a  

these organic "pac-men" you must realize that storage as the Aquagaia (mitochondria) is 
there is aprotein covering "cap" on viruses. The ~ a n d ~ t o u e a t n t h e ~  
protein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom f a  fiel. They go about their appointedtasks 
and is the part of the virus that recognizes and once ingested, but in bottle prisons they are 
binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to nat -iy compatible once the d- 
reproduce. able fuel suppiy is d u s t e d .  Juices are 

Aquagaia, in conjunction with the excebnt to takewith the Aquagaiabecause 
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple the mitochondria must have the fuel derived 
"chargen change), which renders the protein h m  same, the most eE&e juice being 
ineffective. This is a breakdown of "partsn of the &om the tropical uGuavan ftutt. Any juice Is 
Gaiandrianarnalel female DNA structure which fine, howewer, and ismost pleasantto intake. 
release many working variants but k s  the MabeticlP should utlllze whatewer juices ate 
Gaiandrionettes or "killers" to take out that zinc availableontheir food planto keepw#hin the 
atom and pass nght into the affixtd cell. With- safeguidellnesfacabries andother- 
out the "cap", the virus cannot reproduce and ments. 
infect more cellefurther, the damaged virus The most innocuous and emsy intake 
feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the available k simply a few drops undm the 
circulating mitochondria tongue, both products takem at the same 

Healthy cells are not affkckd because they time mat Merenttimesoftheday. Once the 
lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus. uMtialn pm k begun and mniateman- 

These "Gaian compounds have an effect on k f-ed, the drops under the 
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on the tongue are the least annoying to any daily 
cancer cells from producing a "messenger" r e g i ~ ~ ~ e p .  
molecule that blocks a second enzyme from 
attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The corn- A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA 
pounds (q have been seen to actually take- 
out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer There is growing evidence that essentially 
cells. We have no claim to anything other than eveIyone in our society is exposed to fke radi- 
stating that people utilizing these simple and cals, now more than ever. While free radicals are 
natural substances do show improved well- nonnal products of our cells and have certain 
being and do report feeling generally and, often beneficial roles in the body, increased levels of 
remarkably, improved as to state of health, free radicals in our body tissues can be detri- 
thought processes and stamina mental to our health. 

The obvious conclusion is that there might Freeradicalsare highlyunstablesubstances 
well be good reports of better health and faster produced in the body through, among other 
recovery following infection by other viruses routes, themetabolismofoxygen. Free mdicals 
than those mentioned above. All viruses known multiply through a series of chain reactions and 
react in generally the same manner. can attack the polyunsaturated fatty acids ofcell 

It is known that many diseases are due to membranes. Unless excess free mlicals are 
retroviral DNA and these are the most affected neutmked, they can cause considerable dam- 
viruses by the Gaiachondrianas (living crystal age to the structure and function of cell mem- 
forms). We, again, make no medical claims-we branes, and thus the cells themselves. The 
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anthidactivity. Internal pmparations are said to 
assist in alleviating cold and flu symptoms, respi- 
mtory infections, and arthitis, to name a few. 

Goldenseal ( H m  Canadenszsf is gener- 
ally placed in the buttercup hmily. The name 
Goldenseal was adopted in 1880, previously 
having been known as Yellow Root. Goldenseal 
was widely used among the Native American 
population, particularly among those in the 
East. The Cherokee used the roots as awash for 
local inflammations, for general debility, 
dyspepsiaand to impme appetite. The Iroquois 
used it for whooping cough, diarrhea, liver 
trouble, fever, sour stomach, flatulence, and 
pneumonia Benjamin Smith Barton first re- 
ferred to the use of Goldenseal for rattlesnake 
bites as early as 1793. Clinical nxognition of the 
use of Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and 
has continued to this very day. 

Goldenseal is among the most popular herbs 
in the American health food market. Uses are 
numerous, including but not limited to: antisep- 
tic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and tonic/ 
anti-inflamatory for the mucous membranes, 
hemorrhoids, nasal congestion, mouth and gum 
sores and eye afflictions. 

Ginseng can be literally translated from 
Chinese as " the essence of man" or " man- 
slmpedpmcious rod." Few medicinal plants 
in the world possess Ginseng's near-legend- 
ary status. Dating back thousands of years, 
its history of use in the Orient records thera- 
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was 
first dismissed by Western doctors as aupana- 
cea" . When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly 
restores both physical and mental functions 
to peak efficiency and, with regular use, 
improves resistance to disease and stress. 
American Ginseng's genus name is P a m  
Quinquefolius. 

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, 
many of which are used as medicines. Of 
particular note are such remedies as penicil- 
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi- 
graine treatment, to name a few. Extensive 
research has been done with one mushroom 
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mush- 
room is now considered a tried and true 
immune system fortifier. 

References to the use of Reishi in the 
treatrnent of avariety ofcomplaints date back 
as far as 2700 B.C. in Chinese literature. It 
is referred to by a number of names, includ- 
ing the "ten thousand year mushroomn. The 
rarity of this particular mushroom has in- 
creased its value. The Chinese emperor Shih 
Huang Ti (250-2 10 B.C.) mounted expedi- 
tions of hundreds, even thousands of men to 
fmd the Reishi. Recently techniques have 
been developed for the cultivation and har- 
vesting of the Reishi Mycelium. Writings 
about Reishi place it in the category of "fi 
zheng" herbs and claim it is a medicine that 
improves the ability of the body to maintain 
balance by strengthening natural resistance 
and generally improving health. 

(See color insert page for product 
ordering infarmation.) 
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Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of  meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, TtfZ W O R D  also offers other tapes and 
videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of  tapes are 84.00 for one tape, 86.00 for two 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add 80.25 and other foreign 
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: 7XZ WORD, P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-41 76 if you have questions or you 
wish to  use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify 
you as your balance reaches zero. 

~ p e c i a l ~ r d e r t a ~ e s  are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since 
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written 
transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete l i s t  of  meeting dates with the number of  tapes 
in bold in parentheses and mentioning i f  the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 
3/2 1 /92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3); 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community 
Church; 
4/13/92(1) # "What i s  a Semite?"; 
4/17/92(1) # "Who Were the First 
Christians?" 
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt"; 
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and 
The Biaaer Plan": 
5/2/9;b); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
5/9/92(4); 
5/1 1 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For 
Quiet Wars"; 
5/13/92(3) meeting with European 
visitors over lunch; 
5/16/92(3); 5/2 3/92(2); 
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between" tapes 1-3; 
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92 (2); 6/6/92(4); 
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1 /92(3); 6/2 7/92(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 
Lake City, UT;- 
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between" tapes 4-6; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/12/92(3); 
7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 

7/2 6/92(3); 
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
8/8/92(2); 
8/3 1 /92(2) Anti-Christ Ban ksters; 
9/5/92(2); 
9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
1 0/4/92(3); 1 0/10/92(2); 
1 0/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
10/24/92(2); 1 1 /1/92(2); 
1 1/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico; 
1 1 /8/92(2);1 1 /14/92(3); 1 1 /22/92(2); 
1 1 /25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM; 
1 1 /29/92(2); 1 2/6/92(2); 
1 2/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I; 
12/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Group-11; 
1 2/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-111; 
1 2/13/92(2); 1 2/20/92(2); 
1 2/3 1 /92(1)* Constitutional Law Center; 
1 /2/93(2); 
1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 
Police Officer Jack McLam b; 
1 /16/93(2); 1 / 2  3/93(3); 1 /30/93(2); 
2/6/93(1); 2/13/93(2); 2/18/93(2); 
2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK 
featuring Soltec with Hatonn; 
4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda 
SPECIAL AUDIO: 811 6/92(3)*, Col. James "Bow 
Critz citizens' patriot rally speech in Tehachapi; 
SPECIAL VIDEO: 811 6/92, Tehachapi Citizens' 
Rally featuring Col. James "Bo" Critz, 51 2; 

111 MASTER CARD TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available for $5. 
I SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Steven Vaus - 'WE MUST mf WmD ACCEPTS TAKE AMERI; BACKw available for 5 5 ;  

VISA, DISCOVER OR SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Brent Moorhead - "LESS I 
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THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

805-822-0202 

This is a service for our 
d e d i c a t e d  readers .  
Today's Watch te le-  
phone hotline carries the 
latest news and com- 
ments from Commander 
Ceres 'Atonn's most re- 
cent writings. This is our 
way of keeping you in- 
formed about fast-break- 
ing news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if 
there are any new mes- 
sages for that day, and 
after 4 rings if not. Thus 
daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new mes- 
sage has been recorded. 
The message update(s), 
if any, occur by 6 PM 
Pacific Time. 

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST 
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

CALLED THE PHOENIX J O ~ -  47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
NALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN VOL- I 
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI AWARE OF DE- 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I CEmloNS AND OTHER 5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1 

To SURVIVAL AS A 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
JOURNALS ARE $7.95 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 

EACH PLUS SHIPPING. 54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 2000,  DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
SANANDA 58. FROM THE FRYING 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE 
REMOVED 59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DRUM-BEAT! 
DISASTER 6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
5' HERE To ARMAGED- 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 

6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & I1 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV 

1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX (BOOK) $1 1.95 
12. CRUCIFIXION O F  THE EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
PHOENIX EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
13. SKELETONS IN THE (BOOK) $1 1.95 
CLOSET EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF (BOOK) $15.95 
THE PHOENIX EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
15. RAPE O F  THE CONSTITU- 
TION 

EXPRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 

16. YOU CAN SLAY THE (BOOK) $19.95 

DRAGON FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON PAPER. PLEASE CONTACT: 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END O F  THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION O F  A 
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 
45.  TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 

20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED PHOENIX SOURCE 
UNIVERSE DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS Post Office Box 27353 
24. SHROUDS O F  THE SEV- Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 
ENTH SEAL 1-800-800-5565 
25. THE B1?TER (Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 
26.  COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPS-$3.75 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 

Bookrate-52.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 

THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ALASKA 6 HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title, 51 .OO ea add'l 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 s t  title, $1 ea add'l 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 1 

CANADA & MEXICO 
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l 
Airbook-$4.50 1 st title, $2.00 ea add'l 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add'l 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 
I 

(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery) 

THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

CONTACT: THE PHOENlX PROJECT 

is published by 
CONTACT, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone to 
1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: 
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada1 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for 
$40 (US); $44 (CanaddMexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); 
$80 (CanaddMexico); $1 10 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 
Ouantity Subscriptions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies 
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies, 
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies 
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100 
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid 
Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of CON- 
TACT, THE PHOENIXLIBERA- 
TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are 
$1.50 each. Quantity back issuepricesare 
asfollows: 1-lOcopies$1.50each; 11-50 
copies $15.00; 51-100 copies $25.00. 
Shipping included, postpaid in the Conti- 
nental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & 
Foreign orders please call or write for 
quotes on additional shipping charges. 

Co~vriaht Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1993 by CONTACT, Inc. 
Reproduction of this newspaper for pri- 
vate, non-profit use is expresslv encour- 
e, as long as the content and integrity 
remain absolutely unchanged. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden unless and until permission is 
granted in writing by CONTACT, INC. 
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